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ABSTRACT

AN INVESTIGATTON OF SOME FACTORS ÀSSOCIÀTED

T^7ITH SATISFACTTON IN RETIREMENT

The assessment of the psychological well-being of

individuals in retirement and the determination of factors

important to a healthy outlook on life in retirement are

considered relevant in view of the gradual aging of the

Canadian population and the fact that greater numbers of

people will be spending longer periods of time in

retirement. À group of 140 retirees including 62 men and 78

lromen participated in a study designed to determine the

factors important to satisfaction in retirement. A scale of

avowed happiness (uuNsu) 'was used to measure retirement

satisfaction and was deemed appropriate in view of its
recent development, validatíon, and cross-validation on 3

subpopulations of elderly Canadians. AII measures consisted

of prevíously validated indexes and were tested to meet

minÍmum reliabitity criteria.

Results indicated that objective and subjective aspects

of income, health, social activity, as well as voluntary

retirement, atlitude, and preparation were significantly
related to satisfaction in retirement. In addition,

variables of widowhood, job deprivation, and solitary social

v1



ac-ívities were significantly related to dissatisfacÈion in

retirement. The first regression analysis revealed that

subjective aspects of income, health, and social activity,

as well as being married and television viewing were

significant predictors and explained 6616 of variance in

retirement satisfaction. The removal of the subjective

components of income, health, and social activity in the

second regression analysis revealed that retirement

attitude, objective income, television viewing, job

deprivation, f unctional health, and telephone use I¡¡ere

signíficanL predictors and explained 472 of variance in

retirement satisfaction.

The findings point to the importance of maintaining

adeguate pensions, health care, and social activities for

seniors in retirement. In addition, the findings support

the notion of a flexible retirement age and increased

opportunities for part-time employment in retirement.

vI1
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The Chanqinq View of Retirement

One of the most interesting and fruitful areas for

research is the phenomenon of retirement.. The idea of

retírement vtas born as a result of industrialization. The

movement from agrarian to industrial manufacturing not only

marked a change in the major means of production, but also

the entrance of workers into an established labour force

followed by the eventual withdrawal or retirement from work.

There are severaL explanations regarding the evolution

of retirement as a firmly established way of life for many

older workers. One of the more pertinent explanations is
the demographic revolution that is taking place among the

older population. It has been widely acknowledged that the

elderly (0S years and over) proportion of the population is
gradually increasing and is growing faster than the total
Canadian population as a whole (Stone & Fletcher, 1980,

1981; Havens, 1981; Canada, Department of Health & Welfare,

1982a, 1983). In 1901, only 5Z of the population vras 65 and

over. By I976, this proportion had risen to 8.72 (Canada,

Statistics Canada, L979'). Based on population figures from

1
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Statistics Canada (198Ia), the elderly proportion of the

population now constitute 9.7% of the total population.

population analysts see this trend continuing and predict

that by the year 2031, the elderly will constitute between

19 to 22% of the total Canadian population. Of special

importance is the growing preponderance of elderly females,

particularly the proportion aged 75 years and over. This

particular age group of vromen is projected to outnumber men

by about two to one by the year 2001 (Stone & Fletcher,

1980 ) .

The implications of

retirement are that an

workers has led to the

retirement age as well as a

rates in which many older

the labour force and enter

longer life expectancy means

these population changes for

increasing proportion of older

establishment of a compulsory

trend toward earlier retirement

workers are encouraged to leave

retirement. In addition I a

that greater numbers of people

than ever before will be

ret i rement .

spending longer periods of time in

Retirement has also become a more common occurrence as

a reflection of economic changes, empJ-oyment opportunities,
and increasing technological expansion. Periods of economic

recession and high rates of unemployment are most tikely to

affect the older worker. When labour supply exceeds demand

and the total cost per worker output increases, older

workers are often retired in order to make way for younger
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workers. In addition, there is a widespread assumption that

tapid technological changes and mass production industríes

have resulted in the older worker's difficulty to maintain

performance levels and increasing obsolescence of

traditional job skills. Other factors such as the lack of

appropriate educational skills and job retraining,

increasing inability to meet the physical demands of work,

and employer discrimination againsÈ the competency of older

workers have also helped to bring about the increasing

incidence of retirement (Palmore & Maddox, L977).

A third factor which makes retirement a more víab1e

option is the decreasing importance of work as the "central
life interest" among many workers. Work may no longer be

viewed as the primary source of self-identification,
personal satisfaction, or important social experiences and

relationships. The decreasing importance of these factors
has reflected a weakening of the Protestant work ethic
(uaddox, 1968b, 1970a).

These views are evident in the changing attitude toward

retirement. In the beginning, retirement was viewed as

synonymous with enforced poverty and represented the

relinquishment of a major adult role due to the

incapacitation of otd age. Problems in the use of

meaningfut leisure time, the absence of a Ieisure tradition,
and the unsatisfactory mesh between work and non-work

activities helped to shape these attitudes (Friedmann &
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Orbach, Lg74). However, the gradual emergence of public and

prívaLe pension programs, medicare and health-related

ServiceS, and changes in labour relations, Sâfetyr wages,

hours of work, and fair employment practices have all

con1ributed to a changing positive attitude toward

retirement. Retirement has now come to be viewed as an

earned right, a more secure and attractive option, as well

as an opportunity with which to fulfill one's 1ife.

The Differinq Views of Retirement

As a developmental concept, retirement has been viewed

in many different contexts. Some researchers have suggested

that retirement may be viewed as an important event in the

lives of individuaLs. Shanas (L972) views retirement as a
major turning point with a specific time referent. "Just as

entering the work force heralds the beginning of economic

self-sufficiency for most people, Ieaving the work force is
also a beginning - the start of a different sort of life in

which leisure rather than work becomes pre-eminentrr (p.

235). Maddox (1970a) describes retirement as a "rite of
passage" or an informal rite marking the transition between

productive maturity and the nonproductivily associated with
old age. The transition from the world of work to that of

nonwork may be marked by a public ceremony and the

presentation of a momento. However, as Maddox observes:

"for most workers, this transition appears to be
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does not wish to

5

as though retirement were an event thal one

mark especially" (p. 14).

Retirement has also been viewed as a process

,paralleling other ongoing processes in the continuum of

lífe , BorEz (1972) regards retirement as but one episode in

the total life span - placed in the context of earlier

experiences and later sequalae. Peretti and Wilson (f975)

describe retirement as a stage of reconstruction of past

experiences as weLl as a stage of reconciliation with future

shortcomings which tends to aid in personal conflict and

emotíonal instability. FinaIly, Shanas ( 1972 ) views the

retirement process.as a period of change with a wide variety

of time referents in which the self seeks to adapt to a new

social ro1e, to a new rhythm of activity, and often to a

different level of Iiving.

Another view of retirement is that of a stage of life
which follows the individual's occupational career as

worker. Àtchley (1980) has delineated five separate phases

which characterize the approaching, the playíng, and the

giving. up of the retirement role. The phases are not linked
to chronological age or specific time periods as there is no

universal time of retirement. The first phase (honeymoon)

is that which follows the event of retirement. The new

retiree may experíence a rather euphoric period and atternpt

to "do all of the things nolr that time would not permit
before". The length of the honeymoon phase varies, but most
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re-írees eventually settle into a retirement routine. The

second phase (disenchantment) is more typical of those who

find difficulty ín adjusting to retirement. After the

honeymoon is over and life begins to slow down, the retiree

may experience feelings of disenchantment, âfienation, and

even depression. Reorientation is the third phase in which

the disenchanted retiree attempts to "pufl oneself together"

as a means of deveJ-oping a more realistic view of

alternatives with which to establish a structure and routine

for life in retirement, In the fourth phase (stability),

the retiree has developed a set of criteria for dealing

effectively with change, and, in realizing individual

capabilities and limitations, has, in effect, mastered the

role of retirement. The fifth and final phase (termination)

marks the loss of the retirement role due to illness and

disability in later life. Thus, retirement may be viewed as

a separate entity or as a part of the entire developmentaL

aging process which characterizes the older individual.

The Conception of Adiustment

The notion of adjustment has been widely employed in

the physical-, social, and psychological sciences, although

disagreements have arisen as to precise definitions and

measurements of the concept. In the physical sciences,

adjustment has rested upon assumptions of equilibrium. The

basic assumption of equilibrium impties a movement toward
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the,creation or restoration of a balance or harmony within

ot between internal and external systems (Rosow, 1963;

Friedmann & Orbach, L9741. However, due to the lack of

objective base-line criteria and delineation of quantifiabte

variable relationships, the criteria for evaluaLing

adjustment remains qualitative, subjective, and ideological

in nature. In the social and psychologicat disciplines,

adjustment has been closely linked to t,he concept of change

involvíng developmental growth processes. BuL again, the

absence of framework parameters and quantifiable

relationships of variables have resulted primarily in

theoretical analogies and "common sense" premises (Friedmann

& orbach, 1974),

Friedmann and Orbach (I974) point out that studies on

hurnan aging which attempt to empirically determine

adjustment are typically characterized by three general

approaches. one is personal adjustment which tends to focus

upon inner psychic events which are measured through
essentiarry subjective data dependent upon individual
responses either to test instruments or life experiences.
The approach involves concept,ions of personality,
psychological states and processes, self-images or
evaluations, and a host of attitudinal concepts. A second

approach is social adjustment which concentrates on

objectively identifiable patterns of behaviour such as

activities, social rores and rerationships, and organized
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patterns of these and relates them to various social and

psychological correLates. The third approach is social

psychological adjustment which involves the

interrelationship of both social and psychological processes

whelher viewed as inherently inseparable or as the outcome

ot. tvro mutually interacting systems of variables. with this

approach, attempts are made to integrate both subjectively

and objectively derived data rather than simply correlate

them.

Although these various approaches represent attempts to

analyze the concept of adjustment, the problem of the lack

of objective base-Iine criteria for adjustment standards

remains Iargely unresolved. This issue is particularly
relevant to the subject of retirement in that conflicting
interpretations exist as to what exactly constitutes "good

adjustment". The question as to whether good adjustment

consists of continuiLy or change in relation to retirement
was prevalent in many early discussions (Rosow, 1963¡

Havighurst, 1963; Havighurst, Neugarten, & Tobin, l96B). If
continuity is treated as the basis for good adjustment and

retirement as effecting a major role change, the disruption
or potential discontinuity created by retirement may be

viewed as conducive to "good adjustment" depending on the
theoretical orientation taken. On the one hand, the

incidence of retirement may not interfere with the
continuance of activity which may be conducive to good



justment ' On the other hand, the occurrence of

the level of activity which may also be

to good adjustment (Friedmann & Orbach,

9

ret i rement

viewed as

r974).
v change

duc ive

The Conceotion of Adiustment þ Retirement

In considering the two separate concepts of adjustment

and retirement, âD attempt was made to bring them together

as a guiding focus for this study. According to Atchley

Q976a), when a person retires, a new role is taken on and

an old one relinquished, ât least to a degree. The extent

to which this triggers a need for a new adjustment on the

part of the individual depends on how the work role fits
into the pattern of adjustment prior to retirement. It is
probable that retirement represents a certain amount of

disruption in the lives of just about everyone who retires.
But the reason why this disruption may be much more serious

for some than for others could be found by examining the

relationship between the amount of change introduced by

retirement and the capacity of the individual to deal with
the change routinely. I{hen people can deal with a

substantial amount of change in a more or less routine
fashion, they are ca1led flexible. Changes may be thought

of as serious only if they exceed the magnitude which can be

dealt with routinely by the individual. People who have

difficulty adjusting to retirement may be those with a low

level of tolerance for any change, or are inflexible. They
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confronted h'ith particularlyalso be PeoPle who are

íous change' The degree to which any change is serious

nds on how adaPtable the individual is. Therefore,

ose .who have difficulty in adjusting to retirement would

Iude a group of rigid, inflexible people for whom even

ll changes in Lhe status quo are viewed as serious.

reover t those reasonably flexible people who have to

djust to what seems to them a high magnitude of change

ûould also experience problems in adjusting to retirement.

Statement of the Problem

In view of the many diffi.culties inherent in the

definition and measurement of adjustment, it vras thought

that the measure of satisfaction in retirement would be more

appropriate to the study. Satisfaction in retirement may be

considered to be a more specific dimension of adjustment to
retirement that can be. measured at a single point in time.

As a result, the study was directed toward the assessment of

satisfaction rather than adjustment among individuals in
ret i rement .

The theme of the study was based upon the premise that
certain associated faqtors may have an influence on

satisfaction in retirement. The study represented an

investigation into the factors that contribute toward a

satisfying retirement. In other words, why do some people

experience a satisfying retirement while others do not? It
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s ühought that factors such as income, health, previous

,nork ínvolvement, social activity, reason(s) for retirement'

and attitude to!,tard and preparation for retirement may be

ínfluential in terms of retirement satisfaction. However,

it vras acknowledged that the relationships among these

varíables form a highly complex and interrelated network.

Íherefore, the major purpose of the study 1tas to determine

the individual as wel] as combined influence of all of these

factors upon satisfaction in retirement.



Chapter I I

THEORETTCAL FRAMEWORK

There are three basic theories in the gerontological

iferaüure that have been used to describe the

Eociopsychological processes of aging. Two of the theories,

the activity and disengagement theories, have existed for

some time and have undergone considerable criticism,

reformulation, and revision. The other theory is based on

role theory which, for the purposes of this study, provides

the setting for discussion on theories of crisis and

cont inui ty .

Àctivitv Theorv

The activity theory of aging was first proposed by

Cavan, Burgess, Havighurst, and Goldhamer (1949) and later,
Havighurst and Albrecht (1953). Essentially, the theory
implies that there is a positive relationship between the

older individual's level of social participation and life
sat i sf act ion . I t i s suggested t,hat older individuals not

only enjoy activity, but also that social participation is
essential to satisfaction in retirement. Except for the

inevitable declines in physiology and health, older people

are the same as middle-aged people, with basically the same

-12
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The decreased socialial and PsYchological needs.

eraction that characterizes old age results from the

rawal of society from Lhe aging individual, and this

tea-se ln interaction goes against the desires of most

íng individuals. O1der people who age optimally are those

remain active and who manage to resist the shrinkage of

ir social world (Havighurst et 41., 1968). Therefore,

here is a natural tendency for aged individuals to seek

ssociations with others and to participate in group and

communitY affairs.

According to Streib and Schneider (1971), activity
theory views lífe as optimistic up until the time of death.

llithdrawal from social interaction is considered a sign of

failure and retirement is víewed as an unfortunate event in
the lives of older people. ïn order to successfully cope

with the loss of one's job, it is necessary to find a

substitute for whatever personal goars or satisfactions the
job was used to achieve. Activity substitution theory
states that increments in lei sure act ivities folrowing
retirement wilr substitute for activities associated with
work roles lost in retirement (atchley, I97Sa, I9T6al. The

evidence found in favour of activity substitution theory
however, does not appear to be overwhelmingly supportive.
In a gstudy comparing a retired group with a working group
(Friedmann & Havighurst, 1954), the retired group was found
to be slightly inferior to the working group in both
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reguency and range of. leisure activities. Shanas Ã972)

lso found timited support for substitution theory and

concluded with the notion of a changing "ethos" in which

rest and Ieisure-time activities are beginning to be valued

ín and of themselves. In another study, Graney Ãglq) f ound

fhat the use of mass meOia communication systems or

neighbourhood participation did not serve as substitutes for

community participation. On a more positive note however,

Graney and Graney (I974) found some support for the activity

substitution theory whereby activity decrements in four

types of social communication behaviours were meL by

increnents in activity in other behaviours.

An attempt was made to develop a formal axiomatic

theory in order to articulate more precisely the activity
theory of aging. Af ter a det,ailed account of the

derivation, definition, and interrelationships among

concepts, Lemon, Bengtson, and Peterson (L972) theorized

that "activity provides various role-supports necessary for
reaffirming one's self-concept. The more intimate and

freguent the activity, the more reinforcing and the more

specific wiIl be the role-supports. RoIe-supports are

necessary for the maintenance of a positive self-concept
which, in turn, is associated with high tife satisfaction"
(p. 515). Next, a series of hypotheses nere derived as a

means of testing the essential features of activity theory.

The hypotheses concerned the relationships between informal,
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fiî,.It and solitary social activities and Iife

tisfaclion. However, out of seven proposed hypotheses,

only one type of activity (informal activity with friends)

vras found to be significantly related to life satisfaction.

The authors concluded that there s¡as a need for the revision

of. the general propositions contained in the activity theory

of aging '

Other studies following Lemon et al., (1972) have found

only Iimited supporL for activity theory. Edwards and

Klemmack (1973) found support confined for the most part to
informal types of activities, âs did Knapp (1976). In a

later study, Knapp (I977 ) tound significant relationships
between different types of activity and life satisfaction
but cautioned that the relationships may partly be

atlributed to differences in personality. SimiIarIy, Hoyt,

Kaiser, Peters, and Babchuk (1980) found limited qualified
support only to concrude that resurts were not sufficient to
indicate an overarl confirmation of the activity theory
perspective. A recent reprication of the Lemon et al.,
study however found stronger support for the activity
theory. Longino and Kart ,1982) f ound that ti f e

satisfaction was positivery related to informal activity,
had no relationship wíth solitary activities, and was

negatively related to formal activity. Most recent studies
on activity theory (tongino & Kart, I9B2; McClelland, IggZ)
have suggested an integration of the theory within a rife-

o



5e perspective and with aspects of

16

aged subculture

ty.

Disenqaqement Theorv

The disengagement theory of aging, based on findings

the Kansas City Study of Adult Life was first described

Cumming and Henry (1961). As a counterbalance to

ctivity theory, the theory of disengagement has stimulated

onsiderable research and provoked substantial controversy

since its f i rst publ icat ion. Di sengagement theory i s

functional in the sense that "society and the individual

prepare in advance for the ultimate 'disengagement' of

incurable, incapac itating disease and death by an

inevitable, gradual, and mutually satisfying process of

disengagement f rom soc iety" (nose , !964, pp. 46-47') .

According to a basic principle of functionalism,

disengagement is inevitable because death is inevitable and

society and the individual always accommodate themselves to
the solid facts of existence. Society and the individual
always seek to maintain themselves in eguilibrium and avoid

disruption. Since death must soon come to the older
individual, both society and the individual prepare.for it
sociologically and psychologically (Rose, 1964; Tissue,

rg6g ) .

om

In the disengagement

individual recede from

process, soc iety
one another in

and the aged
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cEory and eminently functional manner. Society

b1y excludes the aged from statuses and roles which

e ef.fíciently occupied by younger persons. The aged,

, índependently experience a psychological

hment which creates a receptivity to, and ultimately

t.or social withdrawal. ProbLems of aging are those

used by disequilibrium between personal readiness for

ílhdrawal and the demands or opportunities presented by the

ocial structure. In Cumming and Henry's view:

When both the individual and society are ready for

di sengagement , complete di sengagement results.
I,rhen neither is ready, cont inuing engagement

results. When the individual is ready and society
is not, a disjunction between the expectations of

the individual and of the social system results,
but usually engagement continues. When society is
ready and the individual is not, the result of the

disjunction is usualty disengagement. (p. 214)

Thus, successful aging is viewed as a process which

eventuates in increased sociar and psychologicar distance.
Àlso, socíal and psychological dísengagement of the aged is
a universal fact and is not bound to any one social group or
any one society.

Other key points of <iisengagement theory (ttavighurst et
41. , 1968) are that the individual's withdrawal has

intrinsic or developmentar quarities, âs werl as responsive
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social withdrawal is accompanied by, or preceded

ed preoccupation with the self and decreased

investment in persons and objects in the

; and that in this sense, disengagement is a

her than an imposed process. In this view, older

who have a sense of psychologic well-being will
those who have reached a nev¡ equilibriumlly be

racterized by a greater psychologic distance, alLered

yp"r of. relationships, and decreased social interaction

ith ttre PeoPIe around them.

;, In terms of retirement, Cumming and Henry (fgef) viewed

the process as "society's permission for men (and women) to

disengage" (p. 146) . I f disengagement is an expected

characteristic of aging, and retirement is a "normalf'

component of disengagement, then the majority of peopLe make

the transition without undue traumatic effects. When

individuals retire, society redefines their roles so fewer

demands are made upon them and they can decrease their
social involvemenL if they wish. In defíning retirement as

"permission to disengage", it may be viewed as a means of
preserving seli-esteem in old age. This allows older
individuals to Iower their IeveL of activity and stiIl
preserve their self -esteem, T,lith retirement, individuals
are released from competing in work situations which, with
the possibility of inordinate demands placed upon physical

and ment,al capacities, could very possibly result in



ognition of decreased abilities

up and thus cause embarrassment

or disengagement may permit engagement in other spheres

Líf.e such as interacting with family, friends, and

lat ives '
pursuing hobbies, traveling, or lolnr.ng

ízai-Lons.

After substantial criticism of the original assertions

sengagement theory, cumming and Henry proposed some

modifications and revisions to the theory. Cumming (1964)

revised the theory to al}ow for differential reactions to

disengagement by personality types and acknowledged the

limitations of scope which characterized the initial

formulations. Henry (fg0¿) retreated somewhat from the

original theory and introduced the possibilities of re-

engagement and the need for considering Iife-style patterns

of response. Also, the intrinsic nature of disengagement

was novr an open question.

Since the first publication in 1961, almost every

aspect of disengagement theory has been seriously caIled

into question with evidence mounting to prove the contrary.

A number of studies have found that disengagement is not

inevitable (Prasad, 1964; Rose, 1964; Jacobs, 1974; Spence,

1975); nor universal (Kutner, 1962; Roman & Taietz, 1967ì

Brehm, 1968 i Crawford, l97l-) ¡ but fiâY, in fact , be a

function of Nort,h Anerican culture. Several other studies

have failed to find a positive relationship between

19

by others in the work

and loss of self-esteem.

of di



Rgagement and morale

; LiPman & Smith, 1968; Tallmer & Kutner, 1970; Bultena

Ler ,

nore,

ttû have found t,hat engagement rather than disengagement

conducive to successful aging. FinalLy, disengagement

eory has been described as "seriously oversimplified" in

ls failure to distinguish between social and psychological

üí sengagemen t (Maddox, 1964; Carp, 1968; TaIImer & Kutner,

ß69; Àtchley, 197lc), and to include important inf luencing

factors such as socioeconomic status (Crawford, f971 );

health (fissue, 197Ia); physical and social stress (taIImer

& Kutner, t969)i opportunity structures (Roman & TaieEz,

1967) i variations in situational constraint and Iife-sty1e
(l'taddox, 1968a, 1968b); and awareness of f initude (SiI1,

1980). Studies indicating support for disengagement are

rare indeed and according to Maddox (1970b): "disengagement

theory has been found wanting empirically and its original
formulation is rarely defended by anyone, including its
original proponents" (p. 2J-).

Streib and Schneider (1971) attempted to refine
disengagement theory in an effort to apply more directly to
the realities of retirement. The authors theorized that
disengagement could be more realistically and precisely
analyzed by the concept of udifferential disengagement" in
which disengagement occurs at different rates and in

20

(t"taddox, 1963; Havighurst, eL âI. ,

fgT;-). Other studies (robin & Neugarten, 1961;

1968; Brown, 1974; Hoppa & Roberts, 1974; Cowgill,
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f.f,erenL anounts for various roles. According to

i f ferent ial disengagement theory, the worker role is only

e of many roles in an individual's roLe set. vrith

tírement, the individual is free to expand engagement in

hese other roles, whether they be parent, spouse, club or

hurch member. Streib and Schneider suggested that

ifferential disengagemenl is the modal pattern and that

disengagement in one sphere of life such as retirement does

not signal withdrawal and retrenchmenL in aIl spheres.

Other studies finding evidence for differential
disengagement are sparse, although Snow and Havighurst

(1977 ) aia claim substantial support.

To conclude, it is evident that there are many

shortcomings contained in disengagement theory. It.has been

suggested however, (Lowenthal & Boler, 1965; Darnley, I97S¡

Àtchley, 1980) that disengagement may only be one of several

optíons open to individuals facing retirement in a

constantly changing world.

Role Theorv

RoIe theoryr âs applied to the aging process, suggests
that individuars engage in various role behaviours
throughout the life span. various rores taken together are
the primary basis for social behaviour, attitudes, values,
prestige, and identity (palmore, 1965). The event of
retirement however, Dây have varied effects upon major role



tionshiPs

ís lheorY

uPt i on of previously established role behaviour, a loss

social status ' and a lack of clearly defined norms which

have a negative effect upon self-conception, Iife

ísfaction, and adjustment (ehil1ips, 1957; Bultena, 1969¡

ll, Ig75). Continuity theory, oD the other hand, portrays

irement as essentially nondisruptive, in which the

etiree can successfully adjust to a changing role with

ittle or no undesirable effects on identity or morale

(etchley, 1971a; BeIl, 1978; Mutran & Reitzes, 1981).
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and individual Iife satisfaction. In the

perspective, retirement represents a

grisis Theorv

In general, social role changes throughout the life
span are marked by a series of role transitions and

gradations from one more or less clearly defined role to
another. There is usually some form of advance preparation

or anticipatory socialization for the new role to be taken.
Transition to the retirement role however, ßây involve a

great deal of uncertainty and ambiguíty regarding a socially
defined position, status, and role behaviour (Brehm, 1968;

Friedmann & Orbach, I974¡ BeIl, 1975). Back (1977) has

identified the basic ambiguity of retirement as the giving
up of a role and not an acquisition of a new status.
Retirement may be accepted as a new beginning, ot it can be

seen as an involuntary loss of status which may or may not
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LecE on individual worth. Because of the rapid,

efined changes in role relationships, status, and social

ility, the retiree may reach a state of disequilibrium

conseguently experience an emotional upset or crisis

awford, l.97I; Eisdorfer, 1972; Sussman, 1972).

cessful resolution of the retiremenL crisis involves the

ploration of new and different roles resulting in a

eightened sense of achievement and self-fulfillment.

Retirement has often been said to comprise a "roleless

role" in which older individuals are forced to create their
own roles in the absence of socially defined ones (Burgess,

1960; M. Clark, 1972). The loss of the work role has a

number of implications which are primarily concerned with a

series of accompanying losses. Most importantly, retirement

entails the loss of income which implies changes in Iife-
style , financial support, and possibly leisure-time
activities. It also means the. loss of an occupation, a

routine, and the opportunity to achieve various occupational
goals. In addition, retirement involves the partial loss of
a peer group and the feeling of belonging to a meaningful

and creative group (Crawford, I972). Thus, retirement may

be viewed as the precipitant for a series of retrenchments

in various role activities.

Perhaps the most extreme position taken on the crisis
theory perspective is MilIer's (196S) identity-crisis
theory. The theory rests on the assumption that individual



ntity is

Occupat ional

hích other identities are maintained, various roles

oordinated and appropr iateness of soc ial act ivity is

ubstantiated" (p. 78). RetiremenL is basically degrading

s it represents the loss of a culturally dominant social

role and acquisition of a culturally devalued one. Leisure

or secondary roles are not accepted as adequate substitutes

for the worker role because of the lack of clear-cut norms

regulating behaviour in these secondary roles. The result

is often the loss of social status and positive role

supports which is associated with a decline in self-respect

and self-concePt.

Attempts at finding evidence in support of crisis
theory do not appear too successful. Rather, êvidence

suggests that most retirees do not rest their entire
identity on a single role; that retirement is not generally
experienced as a crisis; and that most indivídua1s can

successfulty substitute leisure roles for worker roles from

which they derive satisfaction and self-respect (Atchley,

1971a; Streíb 6( Schneider, l-gTl-; G. Thompson, Ig73; BeIl,
1975; Martin Matthews, Brown, Davis, & Denton, l-g82).

24

derived primarily from occupation.

identity provides the social substance by
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Theorv

As opposed to crisis theory, continuity theory suggests

t individuals spend more time in already existing roles

her than Ìooking for new roles to play. The theory is

ed on the assumption that retirees want their life in

irement to be as much like their pre-retirement life as

sible. There is a predisposition toward maintaining

tinuity in Iife-styIe, habits, and preferences

L

s

et

5

con

established in earlier years. In effect, pre-retirees

undergo anticipatory socialization in order to become

familiar with the role of retiree prior to the occurrence of

actual retirement. Thus, retirement is viewed as

essentially nondisruptive to previously established roles

and identity, and therefore, transition to retirement wiIl
be smooth and gradual (Rtch1ey, ir976a¡ BeII, 1978).

A recent study by Covey (1981) aiscusses two sets of
factors which affect the continuity of social roles. one

set of factors involves individual social characteristics
such as socioeconomic status, health, personality, and other
factors which influence the ability to continue in social
roles. The other set of factors are sociocurtural in nature
and vary from society to society. Some socieLies are
relativery flexible in allowing continuity in sociar roles,
whereas others are relatively restricÈive, not permitting
much continuity. covey points out that both sets of factors
must be taken into consideration in accounting for



ation to ag

he direction

controlling
is of age'

ry role is worth continuing and is often dependent on the

írability and rewards of the roles themselves. The

eraction between the individual's efforts at maintaining

tinuous social roles and the efforts of a society at
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ing. Sociocultural factors however, point

of discontinuity by means of age-grading,

entry to and exit from social roles on the

Also, from the individual perspective, not

5

t

reaking them down is likened to a balance. Covey concludes

rthat wherever the bal-ance rests wiIl determine successf ul

âdaptation to aging.

Another study by Fox (fgAZ) points out the difficulty
and complexity in definíng continuity theory and suggests

that successful aging involves aspects of both change and

continuity. For continuity to be adaptive, there is a

"middle range" which allows for initiation of change as well
as response to change. In addition, Fox suggests that the

individuail s perception of one's Iife as continuous or
discontinuous may be the urtimate predictor of psychological
weIl-being.

Support in favour of continuity theory has been rather
encouraging. As a direct contrast to Miller's (196s)

identity-crisis theory, Atchley (1971a) found support for
the identiLy-continuity theory. The theory implies that
Þerformance in other roles continues despite the occurrence
of retirement. The loss of identity is minimized by the
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of. a retirement cohort or a selecting among friends

have worked together as weII as retired together. The

írement cohort will help to negate the stigma of implied

ility to perform' if such a stigma exists. As

irement becomes a more expected part of the life*cycIe,

is orientation should spread beyond the cohort of friends.

usr the retiree will continue to identify as a teacher, a

avyer, a doctor, or whatever, even though the role is no

onger played. Other studies in support of the continuity

rspective vtere found in terms of life-styIe (DressIer,

I973¡ Havighurst, McDonald, Maeu1en, & Mazel, t979); Ieisure

activity (RtchIey, 197Ic i Peppers, 1976) ¡ voluntary

association participation (Cutler, 1977)¡ and life
satisfaction (Baur & Okun, 1983). The use of continuity
theory in accounting for processes of aging appears

promising although it has been pointed out (Covey, 1981;

Fox, 1982) that the theory stil} remains too broad, is
Iargely undefined, and is relatively new.

In conclusion, discussion has focused on several
theories that have been developed in attempts to exprain the
complexities of the aging process. However, it has been

widery acknowredged that no one theory advanced so far can

adequately account for the sociopsychological processes of
agingr oF for satisfaction in r.etirement, in particular
(Gubrium, lg72; Lemon et aI., J,gTZ; Atchley, 1975a; BelI,
1975; Covey, 1981). Hurst and Guldin (1981) stress that
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have tended to focus mainly on a number of

or quasÍ-theories which have, ât best,

etai-ed a variety of conceptualizations. Therefore, there

a need for further development and refinement of Lheories

social gerontology before they can adequately account for

human aging Process'



Chapter I I I

REVTEW OF LITERATURE

The Ðependent Variable

in Retirement

As a major event in the lives of many older

índividuals, retirement has historically been associated

wilh a number of detrimental factors. Earlier studies

(rried, 1949¡ Granick, 1950; McMahan & Ford, 1955) on

satisfaction in retirement were quick to point out that
various negative factors such as personal and social
disorganization, familial disruption, economic misery,

organic illness, and even death were due to retirement
which, in turn, contribut.ed to maladjustment and decreased

satisfaction. It is noted however, that many of these

studies reflected existing social myths, Dêgative

stereotypês, and cultural biases tov¡ard aging and older
individuars (streib & schneider , ]gTr; Friedmann & orbach,
1974¡ MacBride, 1976). A closer inspection of some of these
studies revealed inadeguate contrors for major influencing
variabres as well as subjective clinicar impressions which

have resulted in confusion between the effects of retirement
and the effects of aging per se.

-29
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of the later studies on satisfaction in retirement

indicated guite different resulLs. Overall, there

to be a trend toward increasing optimism and

vourabilitY among individuals involved in the retirement

per íence ' One of the best known and most comprehensive

gitudinal invest igat ions i s the Cornell Study of

cupational Retirement which followed several men and women

hrough ühe retirement period between 1952 and 1959 and was

,"r", reported by Streib and Schneider (1971). The Study

investigated several factors including income, health, job

satisfaction, social activities, Prê-retirement attitudes

and planning and their association with satisfaction in

retirement. The results of the invesLigation revealed thaL

lhe overall picture was one of successful adjustment to
retirement with only 10% of the sample rejecting retiremenL

by returning to the work force. Another major study by

Barfield and Morgan (1969) conducted on both a U.S. national

sample as weII as an auto worker sample concluded that
retirement llas a genuinely satisfying time for many,

particularly the auto workers. The Retirement in Canada

Survey conducted in 1975 (Canada, Department of Health &

l{elfare, 1977ì Ciff in & Martin, 1977ì Cif f in, Martin, &

Talbot, 1977) revealed that the majority of retired
Canadians, including 80.38 of the men and 86.3% of the women

sampled, were satisfied in retirement. Other studies have

also found support in favour of overall satisfaction in
retirement (Shanas, 1970; DressIer, I973; Kimmel, Price, &



Lker, Ig78) ' In addition' a number

xr 1977; Palmore & Kivett, 1977¡

ozßa & Stones, 1983) have taken note

tability in satisfaction among retirees
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of studies (George &

Baur & Okun, 1983;

of the overwhelming

over time.

Atthough it is acknowledged that several variables are

írectly as well as indirectly related to satisfaction in

etirement, many studies have differed in terms of the

mportance attributed to these variables, as well as in t.he

magnitude and direction of their interrelationships.

Recenlly, however, attempts have been made to determine more

accurately the patterns of the relationships by means of

more rigorous control of research variables, greater

attempts Lo operationalize concepts, and more advanced

methods of data analysis. Several studies have attempted to

determine the major predictor variables of retirement

satisfaction by means of multiple regression analysis
(Palmore & Luikart, 1972¡ Edwards & KIemmack, I973;
Spreitzer & Snyder, 1974; Beck, 1982a), and more recently,
path analysis (Uedley, 1976¡ Markides & Martin, I979¡
Shapiro, Murrell, & Usui, 1980; Liang , lgBZ) , In the
majority of studies, although there are some minor
variations, it appears as if aspects of income, health, and

social activity have emerged as significant predictors of
retirement satisfacLion. Therefore, researchers have

succeeded in identifying the major influencing variabLes of
satisfaction in retirement as well as the basic patterns of
association among such variables.
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The Ðemoqraohic Variables

In the retirement literature, the variables of â9€,

eng,h of time in retirement, gender, marital statuS,

ducatíon and occupation have often been used as sources of

escriptive information. It has often been found that each

of these variables may exert an influence on satisfaction in

retirement, However, with the introduction of other more

important variables, the influence of the demographic

variables is often rendered insignificant.

4gg and Lenqth gf Retirement

The variable of chronological age has not proved to be

a useful indicator of satisfaction in retirement. Studies

have differed widely as to the direction of the relationship
between age and satisfaction among older individuals. For

example, some studies (llston & Dudley, I973¡ Knapp, L9771

found that increasing age ís associated with decreasing

satisfaction. Similarly, G. Thompson (1973) found that
those who retired at 70 years or older found retirement more

psychologically devastating than those who retired at 70

years or younger. On the other hand, some studies
(Havíghurst, êt â1., 1968; Bortner & HuItsch, 1970; Ciffin
et aI., 1977 ) have found increases in satisfaction with

increasing age. Not surprisingly, a number of other studies
(Palmore & Luikart, L972i Martin, 1973; Spreitzer & Snyder,

1974 i Knapp, 1976¡ Palmore & Kivett , 1977 ) have failed to
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â any

itrement '

correlation between age and satisfaction in

In a review of 30 years of research on t.he subjective

ll-being of older individuals, Larson (1978) concluded

t advancing age is related to decline in subjective well-

g among persons over 60, but the decline appears to be a

uct of. other negative factors. Larson adds that when

in

controls are introduced for factors such as decreased

health, decreased financial resources, widowhood, loss of

friends, and decreased activity, which often accompany

aging, the association between age and well-being

disappears. Thus, the results of study on the relationship
between age and retirement satisfaction appear to be

div ided.

In a study by Atchley and George (1973), it was pointed

out that sociopsychological processes of aging are not

related to chronological age and that separate measures

should be developed for specif ic dimensions. The

researchers suggested that a more useful procedure to
measure aging would be to identify the specific dimensions

for which a measure of age change is desired and to develop

a measure specific to that dimension. On the basÍs of these

findings, it was thought that the length of time spent in

retirement may be a more useful indicator of satisfaction in
ret i rement . À study by I.f . Thompson ( 1958 ) suggested that,

the length of time to get used to not working serves as an



I of the facility with which adjustment

ng used to retirement is precisely

ting to the changed status; and the
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has taken p1ace.

the problem of

length of time in
ease with which

¡í

ç,1.t ¡his is accomplished reflects the

ustßent has occurred.

Studies on the length of time spenl in retirement seem

índicate that satisfaction in retirement increases with

length of time spent in retirement. Thompson and Streib

5g) pointed out that with increasing length of time since

irement, retirees adapt to a radically reduced income by

ns of a re-evaluation of economic means as they pertain

a new way of life. In a sÈudy comparing satisfaction
res between recent retirees (within 1 year) and

retirees, Chatfield (1977) found that recent retirees
ored significantly lower on satisfaction. However, after

ing 1 year in retirement, there were no differences
tween Lhe two groups. chatfield initially concluded that
irees vrere able to reintegrate their lives over time in
h a way as to mitigate the initially adverse impact of

tirement on sat i sfact ion. Further analyses revealed

êF, that recent retírees had lower income than
retirees which was found to be the major reason for the

served differences in satisfaction. Knapp Qgll) also
d thaL the length of retirement from full-time

loyrnent v¡as strongly and positively associated with
rious dimensions of retirement satisfaction.
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other studies have found similar results although major

cúPati ona I di f f erences r¡rere noted. Stokes and Maddox

967 ) found that in the initial period or first 3 years of

I i rement '
blue-coIlar retirees were more satisfied in

tirement than white-collar retirees. However, wi th

ncteas ing time spent in retirement, blue-colIar retirees

red to decline in satisfaction while white-co1lar

etirees stabilized in the degree of satisfaction.

refore, in the long run, white-collar retirees adjusted

o retirement more successfully than blue-collar retirees.

In a related study, George and Maddox (1977 ) reached simiLar

conclusions in that middle-leveI and professional strata

retired for a longer period of time were more likely to be

satisfied in retirement. Conversely, Iower occupational

groups retired for a longer period of time were less Iikely
to be satisfied in retirement.

Thus, it appears as if the length of time spent in
retirement rather than chronological age may be a more

accurate indicator of satisfaction in retirement. Also, the
relationship between length of time since retirement and

satisfaction seems to be mediated by other important
factors.
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Studies on gender di f ferences in ret i rement

isfaction also fail to reveal any clear discernible

î,lern. For example, some researchers have found that

nder does make a difference to satisfaction in retirement.

a study determining correLates of retirement

tisfaction, Spreitzer and Snyder (I974) found that elderly

les tended to have higher morale than their female

ounterparts. Similarly, Knapp Ãgll ) f ound that males

ended to score higher on retirement satisfaction. On the

ther hand, Ciffin et af., (1977 ) found a larger proportion

f males to be dissatisfied in retirement. The majority of

tudies however, report inconclusive evidence concerning

ender differences in retirement satisfaction (gdwards &

Klemmack, 1973; Palmore E Kivett , 1977ì George, 1978¡

I¡arson , I978; Liang, 1982 ) . Thus, it appears as i f there is
no clear relationship between gender and satisfaction in
ret i rement .

In order to discuss gender differences in retirement
satisfaction, one must consider the changing rabour force
participation rates among men and women. It is a well
established fact that increasing numbers of women are
entering and subsequently retiring from the labour force
(pteiffer & Davis, 1971; Sheppard & philibert, 1 972¡
Collins,1978; Campbell, IgTg; Holahan, t9B1; Connidis,
1982). Statistics Canada ,lgTg) reports that between tg2t

t
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7I, there has been a steadily declining labour force

ipation rate for men over 65 years of age. For older

however, there is no such clear-cut trend. Between

and 19b1, the participation rate for women decreased

LL!, but since 1951, it increased and reached a high of

ín l97L '

IN conjunction with the changing labour force

ticipation rates, there has also been a changing attitude

rd women and retirement within the past 25 years. Until

enlly, retirement studies have almost consistently

luded the working $¡oman. As Jaslow (1976) reports: "the

e¡hora of relirement studies over the years has been

rked either by the total exclusion of females; small,

representative samples of women ì and/or the omission of

lysis by sexff (p. 2I2) . In earlier studies (t ipman,

961; Kerckhoff, 1964; Palmore, 1965), the common view was

hat retirement posed no major problems for most women. The

reasoning was based on the assumption that work was the
primary role as well as the major source of identity and

social status for men. According to Jaslow (1976): "the
workplace has traditionally been seen for men (but not for
ttomen) as a source of many personal satisfactions and

affective experiences, pFoviding opportun í t ies for
creativity, and giving life enduring.significance. The loss
of these opportunities and experiences via retirement has

therefore been presumed intrinsically demoralizing itself
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of resocialization problems in old age" (p.

Women, oD the other hand' engaged primarily in the

g of wife' mother, and grandmother while work was

idered to be of secondary importance. Therefore,

was less of a dilemma f or Ì{omen than f or mení rement

use rromen vrere giving up a secondary role while men were

ng a primary role (Jacobson, 1974; Fox, 1977; Block,

gO Gratton & Haug, 1983). However, with the increasing

r of r¡omen entering and retiring from the labour force,

e establishment of working women as a distinctive group

ith potential problems in coping with retirement is now

being recognized.

Due to the assumed negligible importance of the worker

role for v¡omen, only a few studies have focused on

satisfaction in retírement among women. In a rongitudinat
sr"udy comparing men and women on a number of factors, streib
and schneider (1971) found that a greater percentage of
women (572) $rere more reluctant to retire than men (qg?).

The findings were explained by the fact that men may not be

as devoted to work per se as anticipated and that those
I'to¡nen in the labour f orce have chosen work as theír primary
role as opposed to the homemaker role. Similarly, Àtchley
(1976b) found major gender differences in attitude toward
work and satisfaction in retirement. It was found that
ltomen believed that work is important and can be highly
committed toward work. In addition, women more often
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difficulty in getting used to retirement and were

to like retirement than men. The implicationslikelY

the findings $tere that previous assumptions about

/f.enale di fferences 1n attitudes toward work and

i rement were not bourne out, but rather that both sexes

iously embraced job success asa Iif e goal and that vromen

e less likeIy than men to make a rapid adjustment to

ving up their jobs. À study by Fox (1977 ) found support

r Atchley's (1976b) general contention that women have as

h, or more difficulty in getting used to retirement than

In conclusion, there do not appear to be any

íscernible gender differences in relation Lo retirement

satisfaction. In addition, there is a lack of empirical

evidence on women's satisfaction in retirement as well as

comparative studies on men and women. However, there is
increasing evidence that retirement can be just as

problematic f or v¡omen as f or men, if not more so.

Marital Status

The effect of marital status on satisfaction in
retirement has revealed some interesting patterns. A number

of studies have reported a positive relationship between

being married and higher satisfaction scores among older
individuals (Neugarten, Havighurst, & Tobin, 1961; Martin,
1973; George & Maddox, 1977; George, 1978; Holahan, 1981).
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t studies have found that the presence of a conf idant

, acf. a5a buffer against the anxiety and depression that

ult from social role Iosses such as retirement (Lowenthal

ven, 1968), and can also be important to satisfaction in

írement (Strain & Chappell, 1982). In a similar vein,

eral studies have found an association between widowhood

Iower satisfaction (laIlmer ç Kutner , I97O; Hutchison,

y1i Knapp, 1977; Neale & Kahana, 1982¡ Arens, 1982).

The study by Tallmer and Kutner (1970) revealed that

ge seemed to make a difference in that widowhood in the

rrier years is a greater burden to bear, with the reduced

ncome and social relationships. Older widows âre

rently more resigned, adjusted to their status, and more

ecure. Arens (1982) , on the other hand, found that the
idowed experienced Lower revers of werr-being largely

because they were order, in poorer health, and less sociarly
active than their marr ied counterparts. Most studies
indicate however, that major variables such as socioeconomic
status, social participation, hearth, and age may infruence
the relationship between maritar status and retirement
satisfaction among older individuals (pihlbrad & Adams,

1972¡ Edwards 6, Klemmack, 1973; Harvey & Bahr , 1974i
Àtchley, 1975b; Hutchison, IgTS; Morgan, Ig76; Chatfield,
1977 ¡ Neale & Kahana , ],gg2l .

One aspect that
¡ltarital status is the

considered in

of retirement on

relation to

the marital

may be

effect
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relationship. rn earlier studies, retirement vras seen as

et.feclíng a major change on the roles of both husband and

wífe. In a study on married couples in retirement, Lipman

O96I) found that the husband in retirement who viewed

himself as a good economic provider was twice as likely to

have low morale than the husband who viewed his marital role

as expressive, oF emotionally supportive. The substitution

of a meaningful and functional role in place of the former

occupational role was an adaptive mechanism for the retired
husband. This new role involved the sharing of household

duties which !{as f ound to add a nevr dimension of common

interests for both husband and wife, sorídify emotionar

bonds, and vras therefore functional for marital
satisfaction. Lipman arso pointed out that it was necessary

for wives to change their major rore as "housekeeper" or

"homemaker" in order to "adjust to their re-adjusting
husbands". These findings were supported by other
researchers (Brehm, 1968; Heyman, l97O; Crawford, 1971)

whereby the transition from work to retirement not only
required a major role change for retiring husbands, but for
wives as welr. The ability of both husbands and wives to
cope with this change witl ultimately affect their
satisfaction in retirement.

A study
(rgor ) and

signi f icant

by Keating

others in
increases

and Cole (1980)

that they found

in male

differed from Lipman

that there were no

and female role



tchangeabi 
1 i tY

couPles

ret i rement

seemed relatively satisfied to continue their

however t that wives do experience a change in their

ewife role in terms of an increased response to their

band's needs and a resultant decrease in personal

edom. Change in the perspective of the housewife role

also found to be functional for the adaptation of both

nd and wife to retirement.

Thus, the evidence on the effect of marital status on

etirement satisfaction indicates that older married

ndividuals may experience greater satisfaction than

42

from pre to post-retirement. Rather,

involvement in household dut ies. I t vtas

I

nmarried individuals. However, there are other imporLant
ì

mediating variables which may decrease the significance of

the relationship. AIso, with retirement, major role changes

for the husband or wife, or both, can have important

implicatíons for marital satisfaction, and hence, retirement

satisfaction.

Education and Occupation

The variables of education and occupation are discussed

together as a single index of social class. Education and

occupation have been shown to be highly related to each

other (Rose & Mogey, 1 g72) , as well as to relirement
satisfaction (Hurst & GuIdin, 1981).
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fhere is a substantial amount of evidence concerning

relationships between education, occupation, and

tírement salisfaction. Some of the studies involving

ia¡ class differences have found a positive relationship

tl{een education, occupation, and satisfaction (poIIman,

Alston & Dud1ey, 1973; Edwards & Klemmack, I973i97Ib¡

preítzer & Snyder , I974). Other studies have looked more

spec i f ically at the effecL of education and occupation on

retirement and retirement satisfaction. It has often been

found that the higher the educational and occupational

Ievel, the lower the retirement rate (Palmore, 1965, I970¡

Epstein & Murray, 1968; Jaffe, 1972), Ot, put another wây,

those in higher occupational levels prefer to retire at a

later age (Rose & Mogey, 1972¡ Sheppard 6, philibert , 1972,

Goudy, Powers, Keith, & Reger,1980; prentis, l980; palmore,

George, & Fillenbaum, 1982).

According to palmore (1971), the pattern of lower
retirement rates among higher occupational levels has

resulted from a combination of factors. Higher occupaLional
strata are more }ikely to be doing types of work which are
noL so greatry affected by the decrining physical abilities
of advancing years. rn addition, there is ress rikerihood
of compursory retirement because higher occupational ski1ls
are more in demand. Also, higher occupationar jobs are more

Iikery to involve work that 'is more interesting and

rewarding which therefore makes retirement appear less
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Lower occupational levels, on the other hand,

retirement rates which are often due to morehigher

Sically demanding work and possibly poorer health, better

írernent income compared to employment income, decreased

loyment opportunities, and a higher possibility of

lsory retirement (¡affe , I972).

A number of studies have focused specifically on the

r occupational and professional groups in retirement.

has often been found that upper occupational and

professional strata do not follow the expected pattern of

retirement, but hâY, in fact, continue to work. Or, if they

have retired, they may be more willing to return to work

(Streib & Schneider , l97l; Anschell, 1980; Covey, 1981).

Fillenbaum (1971a, 1971c) found that upper occupational and

professional groups were more likety to continue working in

retirement, be highly involved in their work, and belong to
more associations than lower occupational groups. In a

study of university f aculty, FiIl-enbaum and Maddox Ã9741

found that those who contínued to work in retírement

disliked the thought of retiring and were more likely to
admit to making plans for retirement, but plans which were

likely to be work-related. Studies on academics and

academic scientists (Rowe I972, 1973, 1976) have revealed

that few were eager to enter retirement and indicated a

desire for continued engagement in professional activities.
SimilarIy, Dorfman (fggO, 1981) found a high degree of
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activity among emeritus

Since upper occupational and professional groups are

likely to return to work or continue some aspect of

in retirement, it would appear as if such occupational

roups may not look forward to retirement, and hence,

xper ience lower sat i sfact ion in ret i rement . Conversely,

ovler occupational groups would be expected to look forward

fo retirement and experience greater retirement

satisfaction. Some of the evidence however, suggests the

opposite may be true. In a study of married couples in

retirement, Kerckhoff ( 1964 ) found that the upper

occupational couples' experiences in retirement were

comparatively favourable and their reactions to retirement

were generally rather positive. Middle occupational couples

seemed to have relatively good experiences in retirement,

but did not respond as favourably as did upper occupational

couples. Lower occupational couples, oD the other hand, did
not find the retirement experience pleasant and tended to
respond much more negatively than the others. Similarly,
Stokes and Maddox (fg0Z) found that while lower occupational

9roups initially appeared to successfully adjust to
retirement, it was the middle level and professional strata
who were the more successfuL in adjustment as the length of

time spent in retirement increased.

te

k
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In studies of academics and academic scientists, Rowe

72, Ig73, 1976) found that retirement did not appear to

parficularly disruptive to satisfaction, but rather' was

epted as part of the Iife-cycle. Other studies have

lhat both lower and higher occupational groups may

rience a high level of satisfaction in retirement, but

gest that other factors such as attitude toward work and

irement; Ievel of involvement, satisfaction, and meaning

ined from work; financial considerations; health; social

nvolvement; and other outside interests may be influential

Simpson, Back, & McKinney, 1966a, 1966b, 1966c; FiIlenbaum,

97Id¡ PoIIman, 1971b; Streib & Schneider, ]-97]-; Goudy, êt

1., 1980; Atchley, 1982a).

In conclusion, the literature seems to suggest that

there are occupational differences in rates of ret.irement as

well as in retiremen! satisfaction. it appears as if upper

occupational and professional strata retire at lower rates,

are less like1y to look forward to retirement, are more

likely to want to continue some aspect of work in
retirement, and are Iess likely to experience lower

satisfaction in retirement. However, these occupational
differences may be rendered insignificant once other factors
are taken into consideration.
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The Independent Variables

fhere were seven major independent variables selected

the literature that were thought to have some relation

saüisfaction in retirement. The variables ínclude

otlì€ r health, work involvement, social activity, reason(s)

r retirement, attitude toward and preparation for

Lirement. These variables are highly interrelated and

ve been found to exert direct as well as indirect effects

satísfaction in retirement. The remainder of the

iterature review wi I1 focus upon research f indings

oncerning each independent variable in relation to

retirement which, in turn, has been used as a basis for

hypothesis f orn¡at ion.

I ncome

In discussing the effects of retirement income upon

satisfaction in retirement, there are two important aspects

that must be considered. One is the actual or objective
income which includes total personal income from atl
available sources. The other is the individual or
subjective perception of income. As an example, a retired
individual may receive a particular amount of income each

year, but whether that amount is viewed as adeguate or not

may subsequently affect satisfaction in retirement. The

following discussion wilt first include some relevant
information on the actual income distribution among elderly
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íans. Then, some findings on the relationship between

I income and retirement satisfaction will be presented.

I!, a discussion on the subjective perceptíon of

ncíaI adeguacy and its relationship to actual income as

as to retirement satisfaction will be included.

It has often been observed that income level drops

ly with retirement and may actually place many

iduals in serious financial condition. For the sake of

icity, the income distribution of elderly Canadians

rp

iv

l1 be di scussed in terms of t.hree di f f erent iat íng

riables. One of these variables is age. It has often

en found that as age increases among the retired, average

nnual income becomes quantitatively lower. A Retirement

Survey conducted by the Department of Health and $relfare,

Canada (1979a) reported that the poorest couples were those

where both spouses were over age 66, receiving $7,951 on the

average in 1975 compared to S9,283 for those couples with
only the husband aged 66 and over. In addition, families
headed by persons aged 65 to 69 had an average income 322

higher than those with older heads in 1975. Comparing the

average income of elderly families with those of younger age

groups further revealed that older individuals vrere not

nearly as well off. In 1975, families with heads aged 45 to
54 had an average income which was 68å and 122e6 higher than

the average income of families with heads aged 65 to 69, and

with heads aged 70 and over, respectively. In 197I, these
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respectively, which point,s to

of Iiving among older families

of middle-aged Canadians.

Two other discriminating variables in the income

ribution among the elderly are gender and rnar i tal

tus. Statistics Canada (I979) reported that in I976, 742

65 years and over h'ere married as opposed to 392 of

On lhe other hand, 50? of women were widowed

nen

red to 15% of men. The categories of single and

vorced constituted 113 for both men and women separately.

cording to Dulude (1981), almost all married people aged

5 and over are now receiving minimum federal benefits

ughly eguivalent to Statistics Canada's 1ow-income lines

"poverty 1ines". Spouseless elderly people , 752 of whom

re vromen, have not been so f ortunate. Even with

supplemental increases, their minimum federal pensions were

still 16 to 222 below poverty levels. In L979,, it was

estimated that 59.5å of unmarried women aged 65 and over

were living in poverty. The corresponding figure for men

was also quite high at 44.52 (nulude, 1981). Thus, with the

rising predominance of elderly females who are widowed,

there will be increasing concern for the adeguacy of their
future retirement income,

The income provision programs that are currently
available may be partially responsible for the ]ow income

distribution among e)-derly Canadians. In brief, the
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tafis consist of six layers of income provision which

ude the universal Old Age Security Pension (OAS),

anteed Income Supplements (GIS) , Spouse's Allowance

), Canada/Quebec Pension Plan (C/QPP) , private pension

st personal savings, as well as various forms of

incial supplements such as decreased property taxes and

Ith premiums, decreased transportation costs, and others

tlins, I978; Dulude, I978' 1981).

it has often been pointed out that despite the

istence of these many programs, there remain a number of

ignificant shortcomings in the retirement income system

(Collins, 1978; ChappeIl, 1980; ÐuIude, 198I; Canada,

Department of Health & Welfare, 1982b). For example, of al1

elderly canadians, 542 quarify for the Grs which is provided

to low-income erderry who have no income other than the oAs.

Private pension plans as well as c/epp's are avairable only
to those who work in the paid labour force thereby excluding
nany vromen, especially those who are erderly today. For
those who are employed, both pension prans are scared to
earnings which consequentry do not benefit v¡omen due to
their lower average earnings, interrupted participation in
the labour force, greater incidence of part-time emproyment,
and higher concentration in a rimited number of occupations
(H. Clark, 1980; Chen & Bach, ]'gl2.). Many pension plans do

not provide survivor's benefits and those which do often
Þrovide minimar revels that are reduced or terminated on the

I
t

n
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of the spouse (Chappell, 1980). rn addition, many

Le pension Plans do not have adequate coverage,

bililY, and vesting provisions, nor proper indexation

efits to inflation (Canada, Department of Health &

4lê ¡ I979a, 7982b¡ Powell & Martin, 1980). Thus, it is

that the many inadequacies inherent in the Canadianrent

í rement income system do not do justice to Canada's

rLy.

In tight of the current economic situation of elderly

ividuals, ít is not surprising that lower levels of

come have often been associated with lower levels of

tisfaction in retirement (Thompson 6, Streib, 1958; AIston

Dudley, 1973i G. Thompson, 1973; Jaslow, 1976; Atchley,

980; Chatfield, 1977 i Beck, 1982a). It has often been

inted out that a key factor in retirement satisfaction is
he degree to which post-retiremenL earnings can replace

-retirement earnings. Às long as the economic

irements of the desired retirement tife-style do not

exceed the resources avaitable, then a reduced income should
not be disruptive to retirement satisfaction. However, it
Ís noted that a curtailment in income is not often
accornpanied by a curtailment in consumption (Thompson &

Streib, 1958; SpengIer, 1966; Jaffe, Ig72; Morrison, I976¡
Àtchley , tgTg).

r{i th
among the

some of the facts

elderly novr known,

of actual

it is also

income distribution
important to include
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subjective perception of income. Perceiving an

"adeguate" means different things to different
As Thompson and Streib (1958) once noled: "a given

unt (of income) might be adjudged plentiful by one person

ile the same amount would represent abject poverty by

one else" (p. 26). It is often noted that pre-

tirement income is used as a basis for comparison in that

hose retirees who were poor when middle-aged probably view

adeguate pension benefits" as income capable of fulfilting
heir basic needs. For more prosperous individuals however,

"adeguate pension benefits" may be double or triple the

amount (Barfield & Morgan, 1969; Ðulude, 1981).

I.rhen including the concept of subjective perception of

financial adequacy, the relationships between actual income

and retirement satisfaction are no longer simple and

straightforward. For exampre, Youmans (1966) found that
higher income does not necessarily mean economic

satisfaction. It was found that despite higher incomes

among younger men aged 60 to 64, they reported greater
subjective economic deprivation than order men aged 7s and

over who had lower incomes. Thompson and streib (1958)

found that feelings of economic deprivation were

significantry related to dissatisfaction in retirement.
However, with the passage of time spent in retirement,
feerings of economic deprivation decreased so that by the
second year of retirement, individuals !{ere successfully

ofne a5

e
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ustíng to a greatly reduced income. Other studíes

6da, Department of Health & Welfare, 1977; Ciffin, êt

Ig77; SpreiLzer, Snyder, & Larson, !979; Chappell &

's, 
1980) have noted the decreasing importance of

omic satisfaction to satisfaction in retirement despite

lining incomes with increasing age.

igni

Subjective perception of income has been found to be a

ficant predictor of retirement satisfaction, and even

so than actual income (G. Thompson, 1973¡ Spreitzer &

t, I974; Medley, 1976¡ Ciffin, et aI., 1977).

tly, Liang and Fairchild Ã979) proposed a conceptual

re

en

framework which incorporates the notion of "relative
deprivation" which is thought to mediate the relationship

between objective income and perception of financia]

adequacy. Essentially, the concept of relative deprivation

involves a personal "definition of the situation" which

influences responses to the external environment. Relative
deprivation is used as a basis for evaluating financial
adequacy through comparisons between circumstances of

oneself and a reference group, and in terms of the

difference between one's present circumstance and the
previous situation. In testing the model I Liang and

Fairchild found that financial satisfaction is directly
related to relative deprivation while actual income as well
as social status and labour force participation only
indirectly affect one's sense of financial adequacy.
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In a further elaboration

eL, Liang, Kahana, and

ept of "di stribut ive

J.ationship between economic status and perceived financial

cy, The notion of distributive justice is similar to
theory in which individual investments are balanced

wards. Financial dissatisfaction results when the

between inpuLs and outputs is perceived Lo be unequal.

g of the model indicated that financial satisfaction

irectly influenced by relative deprivation and

butive justice while it is only indirectly affected by

income as well as social status and labour force

ipat ion. I n a modi f icat ion of the Liang, êt â1 . ,

1980 ) model, Brown and Martin Matt,hews ( 1983 )

ed a theoretical modef involving the effects of

of the

Doherty

justice"
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relative deprivation
(1980) included the

as mediating the

itv
re

afio
5t 1n

s d

ístri
tual

rtic
(r979,

ropos

several variables on subjective evaluation of change in
economic welfare in retirement. Testing of the model
I

confirmed the Liang, êt a1. , finding that relative
deprivation mediated the relationship between objective

'income and f inanc ia1 sat i sf act ion which, in turn, af f ected

the perception of change in economic welfare since
retírement.

Thus, it is evident that the relationships between

objective and subjective income and between subjective
income and retirement satisfaction are inconclusive although
borh objective and subjective income have been found to be
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nítícant predictors of retirement satisfaction. It is

te possible however, that other variables such as

Upaüional 1eve1, âg€, attitude toward retirement, Iength

time in retirement, âs we}Ì as conditions under which

tírement occurred are influencing factors.

A prevailing opinion among professionals and

onprofessionals alike is that retirement causes physical

J.lness. The idea is based on the assumption that

eLirement disrupts sustained behavioural patterns and

reates difficulties in adjusting to new patterns which may

ad to physiological collapse and even death (rriedmann &

rbach, 1974). Research findings however, lend very IittIe
upport to this presumed retirement effect, but in fact,
uggest the opposing view that retirement benefits well-

beÍng.

In a comparison between retired individuals and the
gainfully employed, Thompson and Streib (1958) found that
the retirees lrere more likely to experience an improvement

in health. It was concluded that poor health was more of a

cause rather than a result of retirement and that retirement
benefited health by removing the physical demands of work.
SimiIarIy, Shanas (fgzO) found that the health co¡nplaints of
[lost ret i rees ]rere not the result of the i r ret i rement but
rather a major cause of their retirement. Most retirees who
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stopped vrorking because of poor health were functioning

in retirement. However, Shanas pointed out that

rees who experienced physical Iimitations in daily

vities were more likeIy to feel lonely and unhappy in

rement. In a longitudinal study of :-.J-2 retirees, Ekerdt

and Bosse (1982) found that 50% did noL claim any effect of

retirement on health¡ 47% claimed a "good" effect; and 2%

claimed a ubad" effect. It was concluded that retirement-

related changes for the worse in self-perceived health are,

a! most, infrequent events. Several other studies have

supported the finding that there is no accompanying decline

in health with retirement (Martin & Doran, 1966; Barfield &

Morgan , 1969; Ryser & Sheldon, 1969; Streib & Schneider,

I97L; Ekerdt, Bosse, & LoCastro, 1983).

Like income, physical health may also be described in

terms of both objective and subjective aspects. The

objective aspect refers to actual medical condition often

measured by a simple count of existing health problerns, oF

more accurately, through a physician's evaluation. The

subjective aspect refers to a self-perception or subjective
response to physical health. It has often been noted that

'self-reports and physician ratings of health may be

referring to two different aspects. Physician evaluations
are more sensitive to somatic synptoms and the presence or

absence of disease. Self-evaluations, on the other hand,

are more perceptive to functional and behavioural aspects
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1972). In spite of these

lng dimensions ' attem'ts

asTects as well as to det

ta1e indicator of physical health' A number of studies

found a significanL Positive relationship between self

physician ratings of health (t"taddox , 1962; Friedsam &

1973; LaRue, Bank, Jarvik,
tin, t963¡

Hetland '

Maddox & Douglass '
IN addition, with the frequent

vailabilitY of PhYsician evaluations, self-ratings have

ten been found to be useful, valid, and even suPerior

ndicators o

issue, 1972;

f physical health (Rosow & Breslau, 1967 ¡

Palmore & Luikart , 1972; Fillenbaum, 1979¡

erdt & Bosse, 1 982). Thus, it is evident that subjective

rcept ion of healt,h is considered to be an accurate

indicator of physical health among older individuals'

As a major independent variable, PhYsical health has

been incruded in many studies of retirement satisfaction.

It has been widely acknowledged that subjective perception

of health is significantly related to satisfaction in

retirement (Palmore A luikart, 1972i Edwards & KIemmack,

1973; Spreitzer & Snyder, 1974¡ Medley , 1976¡ Palmore &

Kivett, !g77; Markides & Martin, l-979). Conversely, older

individuals in poor health are more likeIy to experience

Lower levels of satisfaction in retirement (gultena, 1969i

Bultena E Oyler, !g7I¡ G. Thompson' 1973; Blazer 6' Houpt'

1979; Beck, 1982a). Other studies have also reported an

have been made to correlate

ermine which may be the more

rg79) .
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Ssociation between health and satisfaction in retirement

I have noted the importance of other mediating factors

uch as âgê, income, job demands, and activity }evel (Streib

& Schneider , I97l; Chatf ield , 1977 ; Warren, 1980; Ekerdt,

Bosse, & LoCastro, 1983)'

Thus, in reviewing .the IiLerature on health in

relirement, there are three points to be made. One is thaL

poor health is more of a cause rather than a result of

retirement. fhg second is that subjective evaluation of

health is considered a more useful and valid indicator of

physical health than objective evaluation of health. And

thirdly, the subjective perception of health is

significantly related to satisfaction in retirement,

although there are other influencing factors.

Work Involvement

As a central organized activity in the lives of many

individuals, work has come to have several di fferent
functions. Most notably, work is a means of earning a

living to provide for the satisfactions of basic primary and

secondary needs. l.lork also conveys a certain degree of

status and prestige to the worker. The degree of status and

prestige achieved often depends on the type of occupation,

the amount of job contróI, and the degree of responsibility.
hlork is also a means of achieving personal as well as

economic independence. It may be viewed as a source of
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re'pec--, identifícation, as well as respecL from

g, Work also functions as a vehicle for meaningful

l. contact and interactíon among peers and co-workerS.

L!, r{ork provides .a day-to-day routine and an organized

rn for living. It provides the worker with a purpose

a set of. goals which may or may not be reached

edmann & Havighurst, 1954; Goodstein, 1962). Thus, work

many funclional properties which may have importance to

individual worker.

Since work can offer so many different satisfactions,

event of retirement would appear to be potentially

sruptive to these various satisfactions. However, as

npson, et al., (1966a) point ouL, it is the kind of work

occuption from which the individual retires which is
rtant 1n determining eventual satisfaction in

tirement. In addition, the type of work pattern as well
s the particular meanings derived from work are thought to
nfluence satisfaction in retirement. The various meanings

t a job holds can be of intrinsic as weLl as extrinsic
ignificance. Viewed in terms of its intrinsic meanings,

work represents a useful and purposeful activity from which

societal rewards and achievement, personal identity and

self-concept, âs well as meaningfut social relationships may

be derived. Extrinsic meanings of work, oD the other hand,
refer to the economic returns of work as well as

rìonessential aspects of work (Friedmann & Orbach , !g74) .
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spite the many satisfactions and meanings that can be

from work, studies have differed widely as to the

nce of work and i ts ef fect upon individua]

ction in retirement. Some of the earlier studies

zeð the importance of work as a "central 1ife

t" in which the goal of a satisfying reLirement was

successfully replace the meanings and satisfactions in

t i rement for those gained from work. More recent studies

have de-emphasized the importance of the work role
that the satisfactions gained in retirement are

to those in work.

ê1 ,

iming

related

In one of the earlier studies, Friedmann and Havighurst

(1954) found that various satisfactions gained from work

differed by occupational level. In a comparison of five
different occupational groups, it s¡as found that workers of

unskilled and semi-skilled jobs were more likeIy to view

their work as primarily a vray of earning a living. On the

other hand, workers of skilled and semi-skil1ed jobs were

much more likely to stress the extrafinanciar meanings of
work. rt was reveared that the meanings of work became much

more intrinsic as occupational level increased. The

findings on willingness to retire however, v¡ere not as

straightforward. Although there was a tendency for rower

occupational levels to want to ret.ire at age 65, as well as

upper occupational groups who were reluctant to retire,
there were also a number of upper occupational workers who
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retirement at age 65. In another study, Morse and

ss (1955) found that manual workers stressed the sheer

ícal activitY of

st about their jobs

J.1ar and Professional workers tended to stress the sense

accomPlishment, challenge, and intrinsic interest of the

It was also found that manual workers showed a greater

ndency to want to retire than white-collar or professional

rkers. Similarly, Simpson, et al., (1966a) found that

occupational groups had high levels of job
upper

satisfaction in terms of prestige, autonomy, and

responsibility. Job satisfaction among lower occupational

groups was Iimited mainly to economic considerations,

routine, and sociability. Other studies have found that

upper occupational levels are more Iikely to gain intrinsic
satisfactions from work (Stokes & Maddox, l-967; Roadbür9,

1gg1 ) .

It has been suggested that workers who Ì¡ere strongly

committed to work may experience a feelíng of job

deprivation in retirement (Simpson, €t aI., 1966c; SkogIund,

1979). In addition, studies by George and Maddox (tgll ) and

Arens (1982) revealed that high levels of perceived job

deprivation 
, 
were associated v¡ith Iower Ievels of

satisfaction in retirement. However, those with strong work

comnittments may also be capable of finding functional
equivalents for work and therefore be able to find

the job as the factor they would miss

if they stopped working while white-
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in retirement (Friedmann & Havighurst, 1954;

I Lett 1966). As suggested earlier, some of the more

t studies have found that committment to work has

e ínfluence on satisfaction in retirement. For

Iê, Atchley (1971a, I971b) found that a high degree of

orientation rrlas not carried over into retirement and

a highly positive orientation to work had littIe

ence on retirement satisfaction. In addition, Bell

) and Cohn (l-g7g) found that intrinsic satisfactions

efl

r1

rk

t

nf lu

(tgz I

gained f rom work did not s ign i f icantly af fect overall

refirement satisfaction and also tended to decline in

importance with age. Glamser (I976, 1980) has suggested

that the importance of work as a factor in retirement

satisfaction has probably declined and that few individuals

actually miss their work in retirement.

In conclusion, the findings appear divided as to the

relationships between tlie particular meanings derived from

work, the occupational ]eve1, and the effect of committment

to work on sat i sfact ion in ret i rement . There i s some

evidence to suggest however, thal upper occupational levels
are likeIy to experience satisfaction in retirement despite

their intrinsic satisfactions from work. It is also
possible that those who do have a strong committment to work

and are unable to find substitutes in retirernent may be less

likety to be satisfied in retirement.
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Àctivitv

Cons iderable discussion has arisen as to the

opriate use of l-eisure time as a part of ret i rement

tisfaction' Much aLtention has been focused on the

rtance of the meaningfulness of ]eisure activities as a

an5 ro fí11 the void left by work. Miller (1965)

gested that a ]ack of meaning and cultural value tn

e Í sure activities could create a problem in retirement

tisfaction. Miller viewed meaningful leisure activities
s essential for establishing a new social identity. The

ailure to establish a social identity or a breakdown of

fdentity will often result in curtailment or even

ermination of social participation with those of one's

social category. Other views (Peretti c WiIson, I975ì Back,

1,977) have suggested that Ieisure activitíes engaged in
during the working years may be chosen merely to contrast
with or to escape f rom working activities. Holrever, t,hese

types of Ieisure actívities may prove to be unsatisfactory
when they occupy the major portion of one's life in
retirement. w. Thompson (1958), Kleemeier (1964), and

Atchley (1971a) pointed out Lhat Ieisure activities may act
as effective substitutes for work as long as they provide
the same level of satisfaction and self-respect formerly
gained in work. Thus, it is evident that the appropriate
use of Ieisure time can be an important factor to
satisfaction in retirement.
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lE has often been noted that social activity is

íated with greater satisfaction in retirement (t*taddox &

tfer, 1962; Maddox, 1963; PaImore, 1968; Darnley, I975¡

, 1982; Neale & Kahana, 1982). In a number of studies,

us dimensions of social acLivity have been found to be

ed to retirement satisfaction. Socia] activity among

etired is most, commonly described in terms of informal

tivity, formal activity, and solitary activity (Lemon, êt

., Lg72; Knapp, 1977; Hoyt, êt aI., 1980; Longino & Kart,

1982) .

Informal activity refers to social interaction among

family members, relatives, friends, and neighbours. These

measures of informal social activity have often been found

to be highly conducive to retirement satisfaction (Lemon, €t

al., Ig72; Edwards 6, Klemmack, Ig73; Brown, Ig74; Graney,

I975; Knapp, l-977 i Felton, Hinrichsen, & Tsemberis, 1981;

Longino & Kart, 1982).

Formal social activity refers to organizational

activity such as club membership, voluntary association, and

church involvement. Studies on club membership and

attendance at senior citizen centres have found a

relationship with higher satisfaction in retirement. It was

found that senior centre participants are in better physical

and mental health and are more socially active than former

and nonparticipants (tissue, 197lb; TreIa & Sirnmons, :-.971-¡

Hanssen, Meima, Buckspan, Henderson, Helbig, & Zarit, 1978).
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ddition, regular users of leisure participation programs

been found Lo have higher satisfaction than erratic

S (Bley, Goodman, Dye, & Harel, 1972). Research

dings on voluntary association participation however,

e not been as encouraging. Although the zero-order

relalion between voluntary association participation and

Írement satisfaction was significant, the introduction of

trols on the variables of health and socioeconomic status

dered the relationship insignificant (CutIer, 1973, I976¡

wards & Klemmack, I973; Bu11 & Aucoin, 1975). Involvement

[n church-related activities has been found to be related to

greater satisfaction among older individuals (Palmore 6,

Luikart , 1972¡ Pihlbtad & Adams, 1972; Edwards & Klemmack,

1973¡ Cutler , I976¡ Shapiro, et â1., 1980).

Participation in solitary activities, or those

conducted alone, are not as strongly related to retirement

satisfacÈion (Lemon, et â1., 1972; Longino & Kart, 1982).

Peppers Ã976), however, found that isolate-type activities
were a function of pre-retirement activity patterns, tended

to increase in number after retirement, and were

significantly related to higher satisfaction in retirement.

in addition, the use of mass media communication systems

such as television and radio have been found to be a common

leisure activity of older individuals (Graney, I974, I975¡

Graney & Graney, !974; Darnley, 1975; Sauer , 1977l..



ln recent studies,

sub)ecf i ve aspects of social participation. Mancini

78) and Manc ini and Orthner ( fggO ) found that

tisfact ion with leisure time was significantly related to

irement satisfaction even when controlling for measures

health, soc ioeconomic status, and actual Ie i sure

havÍour. It was concluded Lhat leisure satisfactÍon l¡as

latively i.ndependent of Ieisure behaviour and was, in

ac*-, more integral to satisfaction in retirement. In the

esting of a proposed social integration model , Liang,

rkin, Kahana, & Mazian (1980) found that the relationship

between object ive soc ial integrat ion and ret i rement

satisfaction was mediated by the subjective perception of

social integration. Not only did subjective social
integration exert a direct effec! upon satisfaction, but the

relationship remained significant when controlling for
factors of socioeconomic status, financial satisfaction, and

health. Similarly, other studies have stressed the

importance of the personal meaning and gualitative nature of

social interaction among the elderly (Conner, powers, &

Bultena, I979i Felton, €L aI., 1981; Strain & Chappell,
1982 ) .
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attempts have been made to measure

concl.ude the discussion on social activity, it
as if various types of leisure activities are

To

appears

significanÈly

Part ic ipat i on

related to satisfaction in retirement.

in informal types of actívity, some aspects of
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and solitary activity to a lesser extentL acEivitY'

EO be the most influential. In addition, it is

sible that subjective perception of social activity may

more important to retirement satisfaction than objective

ia¡ activity. It should be added however, that social

tivitY does not operate alone, but often in conjunction

th other variables including age, socioeconomic status,

Ith, marital status, and previous Iife style (Lemon, êt

, 1972; Friedmann & Orbach, I974; Ciffin, €t al., 1977¡

ner, et â1., I979; Markides & Martin, 1979; Shapiro, et

I., 1980).

Reasons for Retirement

The various conditions under which the older worker

retires has also been found to be important to satisfaction
in retirement. Whether an individual retires as expected or

unexpected, voluntarily or nonvoluntarily can have a

subsequent effect on satisfaction in retirement.

Since the early 1960's there has been a continuing
trend toward earlier retirement particularly among men in

both Canada and the United States (aarfield & Morgan, 1978ai

Canada, Department of Health & Welfare, I979a, I979b, I982a¡

Haynes, McMichael, & Tyroler, 1978; Holtzman, Berman, & Ham,

1980; Powell s, Martin, 1980). Statistics Canada (1979)

reported that in 1921, 33% of Canada's elderly lrere in the

labour force. By 1976, this percentage declined to !2.22.
0f that proportion, 68.53 were men and 31.5% were women.
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One of the major reasons for earlier retirement is due

the increased financial security offered through greater

lirement benefits. It has often been noted that workers

o plan for an early retirement and have an adequate

üirement lncome '
are more 1ikely to be satisfied than

hose who contJ,nue to work (polIman, 1971a, J-97l-b; Ciffin &

rtin, 1977¡ Ciffin, êt â1., 1977; Barfield & Morgan,

g11a, I978b; KeIl & Patton, 1978), It is thought that

radual improvement in retirement benefits, particularly

among emp loyees in the public sector, ffiây be the most

compelling reason for early retirement.

Another common reason for early retirement among older

workers is health condition. Those in poorer health are

often forced to take an early retirement. Retirement due tc
i11 health however, ilây have differing effects upon

satisfaction in retirement. As mentioned in an earlier
section, individuals who retire because of poor health may

later experience an improvement in heatth as well as greater

satisfaction in retirement (Thompson 6, Streib, 1958; Shanas,

1970; Ekerdt, Bosse, & LoCastro, 1983). On the other hand,

early retirees with failing health have also been found to
experience dissatisfaction with retirement (Ciffin & Martin,
I977¡ Ciffin, et al., Ig77; Barfield 6r Morgan, 1978b; BIock,
L980; Holtzman, êt aI., 1980) and higher mortality rates
(Haynes, êt a1., 1978). Other reasons for retirement such

as employment lay-off or dissatisfaction, desire for Ieisure



, and Pursuit of outside interests

uenÈial to retirement satisfaction, but

nt (garfield & Morgan, 1969; Pollman,

lonr Ig78; AtchIeY, 1982a, 1982b) '

The decision to retire may also be discussed more

ral¡y in terms of voluntary versus nonvoluntary

rement. Kimmel, et al., (1978) suggested that the

inction between voluntary and nonvoluntary retirement

be made on the basis of individual perception of control

voluntary choice. On the one hand, âD individual may

se to retire, or believe that the decision to retire is
voluntarily in which case the individual perceives at

t some degree of control over the retirement process.
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may also be

to a lesser

1971a; KeIl &

e

1

st

d

s

the other hand, âD individua] may retire for any number

nonvoluntary reasons such as poor health, a mandatory

tirement â9€, or pressure from superiors in which case

etirement is not perceived as controlled by the individual.
or example, some individuals may perceive that they retired

voluntarily even though they retired because of a mandatory

retirement êgê, whire others may perceive that they retired
nonvoluntarily because of a mandatory reti rement age.

SinilarJ.y, an individual who decides to retire because of
poor health may retire voluntarily while another was not
well enough to find some other job may feel that poor health
lras a nonvoLuntary reason for retirement (Epstein & Murray,
1968; Kimmel, êt aI., 1978). Thus it appears as if an
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y retire for any one of a number of reasons¡

that reason is perceived as voluntary or

may be the ultimate determiner of satisfaction
whelher

volunÈarY

ret i rement '

There are only a few studies that have investigated the

ects of voluntary versus nonvoluntary retirement on

isfaction in retirement. À study by Peretti and WiIson

7S) found that voluntary retirees differed from

voluntary retirees on the basis of severa] criteria. It
found thaL voluntary retirees expressed greater

ional satisfaction, contentment, and happiness as well

a greater concern regarding time spent in retirement.

luntary retirees held negative attitudes toward

tirement and the future and felt that "forced" retirement

d disrupted their !{ay of Iife. Voluntary retirees felt a

eater sense of self-worth, usefulness, and self-confidence

ereas nonvoluntary retirees held negative self-images and

re more likely to experience an "identity crisis" in which

hey were unable to reconcile themselves in a retirement
ole. ÀIso, voluntary retirees belonged to more social
roups, had more frequent contact with others and desired to
ustain friendships with those known before retirement. By

trast, nonvoluntary retirees were less involved with
thers than before retirement and in some instances, felt

t others were tn some !{ay responsible for their
ondition. Feelings of inadequacy, hostitity, and



ntrnent

cíaLed

among nonvoluntarY

with soc iaI vrithdrawal

7t

retirees were sometimes

and/or social isolation.

Another study by Kimmel, êt al., (1978) found that

untarY retirees differed significantly from nonvoluntary

írees 1n a number of vrays. Voluntary retirees were more

1y to perceive themselves in better healt,h, to plan f or

nances and retirement activities, and to have had more

sitive pre-retirement feelings and attitudes than

voluntary retirees. In addition, voluntary retirees were

e 1ike1y to experience greater satisfaction in retirement

s well as a smooth and rapid transition to retirement. It

s also noted that voluntary retirees tended to form a

elatively elite group in terms of higher occupational

tatus, higher income, better health, and more family

rt for retirement. Other studies have claimed support

for voluntary retirement and have found a positive
relationship to retirement satisfaction (Palmore , 197l-,

1972¡ Streib & Schneider , I97I; Knapp, !977).

To summarize, it appears as if financial adequacy in
retirement and poor health may be among the most common

reasons for early retirement among otder individuals.
However, the individual's perception of control in the
decision to retire as voluntary or nonvoluntary may be a
nore irnportanL predictor of retirement satisfaction. In
addition, the evidence seems to indicate that individuals
!|ho retire voluntarily may experience greater satisfaction
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ndifions'
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those who retire under nonvoluntary

4.g! Preparation

The anticipatory factors of attitude toward retirement

preparatory planning must also be considered as

fluential to satisfaction in retirement. In one of the

irst studies investigating the effects of pre-retirement

ticipation on retirement satisfaction, $f. Thompson (1958)

ound that a favourable pre-retirement attitude and an

ccurate pre-conception of retirement made an important

ontribution lo general satisfaction with retirement. IL

s concluded that the adjustment to a new status was

facilitated and success made more probable if one held what

Thompson referred to as "an accurate anticipatory cognitive
mapff. Knowing what to expect, the individuar is much better
equipped to cope with probrems which may arise during the
course of retirement. similarry, other studies (Thompson,

streib, e Kosa, l96o; Levy, 19Bl) found that individuals who

Ì¡ere reluctant to reL i re were very much more I i kery to
become dissatisfied in retirement.

Attempts have been made to determine whether the
attitude toward retirement is in any way infruenced by the
attitude toward work. study findings have been mixed in
that some have suggested an inverse relationship between
attitude toward work and attitude toward retirement, while



t5 have

exòrflPLe t

âavt v¡or k

had less

who said they would miss nothing about their job were

favourably disposed toward retirement. SimiIarIy,

oft¡ et â1., (1966c) found that individuals who held a

ong work oríentation were less likely to look forward to

irement but only among upper occupational leveIs.

hers have found that the decision to return to work after

tirement is associated with a negative retirement attitude

r dislike of retirement (Streib & Schneider, l-97l-ì

illenbaum & Maddox, I974).

The failure to find a significant relationship between

attitude toward work and retirement has also been indicated

in a few studies. Fillenbaum (1971d) found that only the

variable of job achievement was related to retirement

attitude in that those who reported less chance of

increasing their job skiIIs were more likely to look forward

to retirement. It was concluded tha*" only where work holds

lhe central organizing position in a person's Iife should
job attitude influence retirement attitude. In another

study, Goudy, Powers, & Keith (1975) found a weak

relationship between work and retirement attitudes but

tended t.o disagree with Fillenbaum's (197Id) conclusion by

suggesting instead that there frây, in fact, be no consistent
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failed to find any significant relationship.

Johnson and Strother (WAZ) found that those

itself as the most desirable feature of their
favourable attitudes toward retirement and
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ionship between work satisfaction and retirement

ude, Similarly, Glamser (1976) tailed to iind any

Stent relationship between attitude toward retirement

ornmíttmenl to v¡ork but f ound that other f actors such as

stic appraisal of the present situation and

tatíons in retirement Tûere much more inportant in

rmining retirement attitude.

Attitude toward retirement has often been found to be

ociated with a number of accompanying factors. The

jective perception of financial adequacy has often been

d in conjunction with pre-retirement attitude. Thompson

Streib (fgSA) tound that in the initial year of

irement, having a negative attitude toward retirement

early served to make more difficult the adaptation to a

siderably reduced income thus contributing to greater

ssatisfaction in retirement. Other studies have also
ted a positive rel-ationship between financial adequacy and

irement attitude in that individuals who have t.he most

itive views about retirement are those who feel that
ir financial outlook is favourable (Glamser , I976¡
hley, 1980, 1982a; Patton, lg77; Àtchley 6( Robinson,

82).

Occupational leveI has also been associated with
tirement attitude although not in a clearly discernible

ashion. In a study of military personnel, Stanford (1971)

ound that individuaLs with specific technical knowledge and

I

c

1

('
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enl-iaI

oO¡ et a1. , (1966c ) found that middle occupationa]

el. workers vi'ere most f avourably di sposed to ret i rement

!{ere influenced by other factors such as work

entation and financial adequacy. On the other hand,

et aI., (fgAO) found that among five occupational

tegories, the salaried professionals v¡ere significantly

re positive on "avoid-retirement attitudes" than any other

roup. Similarly, both salaríed and self-employed

ofessionals were significantly more negative on "enjoy-
etirement attitudes". Other factors that are positively

related to retirement attitudes and satisfaction are post-

retirement health status and pre-retirement feelings
(Kimmel, et âI. , 1978; Atchley & Robinson , Ig82) , number of

close friends, revel of social activity, level of readiness

for retirement, and subjective perception of preparation for
retirement (Glamser, I976¡ Cox & Russe1l, 1982).

Not surprisingly, a positive relationship has been

found between retirement attitude and preparatory pranning
for retirement (W. Thompson, 19S8; Ash, 1966; Simpson, êt
â1. , 1966d; Patton, Ig77; Mcpherson 6, Guppy, 1 g79) .

Planning for retirement has ofLen been recognized as a

conLributing factor in faciritating the transition to
reLirement (W. Thompson, 19S8; Goodstein, lg62; Davidson &

Kunze, 1965; Gernant, I}TI; Cox & Russell, IggZ) , Ash

75

high retirement anticipation due to their
earning power in the civilian labour market.
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found that Lhe proportion of retirees who reported

special probiems' was much higher for those who planned

ret i rement than for those who did not. This difference

rs i sfed and tended to become more marked as retirement was

oached and was entered. IL was aLso found that a larger

rÈion who had "nothing to do" in retirement were more

kely to have not made plans for retirement.

A few studies have focused on the effects of

rticipation in a pre-retirement program as a neans of

nning for retirement. Charles (fgZf) found that after

rtícipation in a week long pre-retirement program,

ndividuals showed increased concern for financial, health,

d leisure matters which were viewed as positive steps

oward a satisfying retirement experience. In addition,
ncreased involvement reported in organ ízai-ions and in adult

tion as well as a general increase in positive self-
luation r,rere interpreted as highty desirable changes

onducive to future retirement satisfaction.

In another study, Glamser & DeJong (fgZS) compared the
effects of two experimental pre-retirement programs which
Íncluded a group discussion program and an individual
briefing program as weII as a control group on a number of
retirement-related i ssues. Àfter 1 month of program

rticipation, pretest and posttest scores $¡ere compared to
evaluate program effectiveness. Results showed that there
Ì¡as very little difference between those who participated in
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briefing program and the control group. The

discussron respondents however, vrere more likely to

tl themselves as being very well prepared as well as

made definite plans for retirement. The group
íng

ussion participants also scored significant,ly higher on

umber of. retirement preparation activities. Participants

both programs had positive reactions and felt that

ir respective program was helpfu} as a vray of preparing

r ret i rement ' In a follow-up study 6 years later however,

mser (1981) found that the same pre-retirement programs

ared to have had no impact upon measures of

atisfaction, retirement attitude, ot job deprivation. II

s conctuded that pre-retirement programs, including the

omprehensive group discussion program, ffiây have no long

rm effect on the average levels of measures of retirement

satisfaction. However, it did not imply that specific
individuals did not benefit or that.initial satisfaction in

retirement vras not affected.

es with retirement atÈitude, planning for retirement
has been associated with other factors, particularly
occupational factors. A positive relationship was found

between upper occupational level and a greater Iikelihood of
early retirement preparation (Burgess, Corey, Pineo, &

Thornbury, 1958; Fillenbaum, 197Ib¡ Ciffín, et a1., I977¡
Anschell, 1980). Anschell (1980) observed that those who

retired with inadequate preparation for retirement were
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lvement,

íremenu pay base. It vras noted that this group was the

E seriously in need of help in making the transition to

irement. McPherson and Guppy (I979) noted that several

Eors such as high socioeconomic status, subjective

ep¡íon of health, organizational affiliation, and a

itive orientation toward Ieisure were positively

sociated with the making of definite plans for retirement.

In conclusion, it is evident that a positive attitude
rd retirement and the making of plans for time spent in

tiremenL are conducive to a satisfying retirement. A

vourable attitude toward retirement may not be related to
ttitude toward work, but has been associated with financial

cy, occupational status, perception of health, social
tivity, and preparation for retirement. preparation for
irement in the form of pre-retirement pranning programs

ve had beneficial effects on satisfaction in retirement,
Ithough the impact may be of short duration. As with
etirement attitude, planning for retirement has been

ssociated with higher income and occupationar levels,
rception of health, organ izat ional affiliation, and a

avourable orientation toward retirement.
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by low levels of educational attainment,

unskilled jobs, littIe non-job-related

1ow retirement service credit, and low
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Chapter IV

RESEARCH DESTGN

Operational- Ðef initions
Satisfaction in Retirement

purposes of thi s study , sat i sfact ion in

defined as the subjective assessment or self-
the individual's current life situation

the retirement experience.

Ret i rement

two aspects of income to be considered. One

of objective income which is an individual
total personal income from aI1 available

other is the measure of subjective perception

is an individual assessment of the ability

s

0f

r

Retirement is defined in terms of two sets of criteria
described by Bell (1975). One is the termination of the

gagement in those activities that constituted a major

cupation or profession. In this view, the present means

financial support is derived from pensions, investments,

other compensatory sources. The other is the subjective
rception of oneself as retired.

I ncome

There are
is the measure

ssessment of
sources. The

of income which

79
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to meet individual needs both at

with that before retirement.

Health

,As viewed from a sociopsychological perspective,

íca¡ health is defined in terms of both subjective and

tional aspects. The subjective aspect is a self-

eption or self-rating of physical health both at present

in comparison with that before retirement. The

tional aspect is the degree to which an individual can

ively function as permitted by present physical

diLion.

Work Involvement

The degree of involvement in the previous work role
LI be assessed by two separate indicators. One is the

vel of meaning or satisfaction attached to work as defined
terms of intrinsic and extrinsic aspects. The second is

measure of job deprivation or response to the ross of the
rk role.

Social Activity

Social activity is defined in terms of two separate
spects. one refers to leisure pursuits which are regarded
s beyond physical or personal maíntenance
tivities of an informal, formal,.and solitary

and involve

nature. The

her is a measure of Ieisure satisfaction or an individual
ssessment of the adequacy of current leisure activity in
eting individual needs.



Reason for Retirement

The reason for retirement

ividual's PercePLion of the

is defined as

dec i sion to ret i re

81

the

as

Unlar! or nonvoluntarY '

Attitude and Preparation

Attitude toward retirement is defined as the

ivídual's personal feeling or orientation toward

tírement which is assessed as being favourable or

favourable. Preparation for retirement refers to the

tent of preparation and degree of planning in anticipation
ret i rement .

Obiect ives

f,

There $rere two basic objectives to which this study

i rec ted .

1. To determine the magnitude and direction of the

relationships between a number of

sociopsychological variables and satisfacLion in

ret i rement .

was

the

the

2. To determine the relative contribution of

sociopsychological variables in explaining

variance in satisfaction in retirement.
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Hvpotheses

On lhe basis

ta1úte review '

of the information contained in the

following hypotheses v¡ere formulated.the

1 Individuals who are more satisfied with their
current economic situation are more likety to

experience greater satisfaction in retirement.

¿. Individuals

evaluat ion

experience

with a more favourable self-
of health are more likely to

greater satisfaction in retirement.

3 Individuals who

deprivation are

in retirement.

perceive a

more 1ike1y

high level of job

to be dissatisfied

4. Individuals who

socia] activity
in retirement.

experlence a

are more like1y

hi gher

to be

level of

satisfied

5 Individuals who are more satisfied
current level of social activity are

to be happy in retirement.

with their
more 1ikely

6. Individuals who view bheir reason for retirement
as a voluntary decision are more likely to be

satisfied in retirement.



7 A more favourable retirement

engagement of preparation for
more likely to be associated

in retirement.

83

attitude and the

ret i rement are

with satisfaction



Chapter V

METHODOLOGY

The final research materials consisted of

f-administered questionnaire, a cover

nation, and a self-addressed business reply

a 16 page

letter of

envelope.

The

eral

Ret i rement Ouest ionnai re

questionnaire designed for the study

previously validated indexes chosen

of published research studies.

consisted of

from among a

riety

of the Final Ouestionnaire

The questionnaire was pretested on a sample of

seniors in order to detect difficulties in wording

comprehension. The pretest subject,s were residents
Winnipeg and were all obtained through personal contacts
the researcher. The pretest guestionnaire is contained
Appendix A.

11

and

of

of

in

The results of the pretest indicated that some of the
questions presented difficurties f.or women who listed their
occupation as housewife. The difficulty was due mainly to
the inability to determine clearly whether housewives were

84
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As a result, it was decided that housewives would

included in the final survey sample. The pretest
be

confírmed, âs suggested by the Ethics Review Committee,

a consent form would not be necessary as completion of

gueStionnaire would serve as indication of consent to

icipate in the studY. The results of a Guttman

logram ana lysis on functional health indicated a change

the ordering of physical tasks and response categories

e dichotomized to "yes" and *no*. Other minor changes Lo

final guestionnaire included the following: the question

educational background was converted to an interval

sure i item 47 of the happiness measure was changed to an

n-ended question; items 77 and 80 of the reasons for

tirement index vrere omitted; and finaIly, alterations !{e re

in the format of questions on physical tasks,

tirement preparation, and in the cover letter. The final
stionnaire is found in Appendix B.

in Retirement

en

Discussion of Measurement ScaIes of Psvcholoqical I{eI1-
in Gerontoloqical Research. A number of measures have

developed to test mental health constructs such as life
faction, morale, and happiness. The following
ssion will include a description of some of the more

n1y used measures, their revisions, âs well as their

satis

i scu

ornmo

use by other researchers. Attention will then focus on the
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purposes of this
sat i sfact ion in

the

of
svre

írement '

one of. the earlier scales used as an index of well-

|ng is the Morale Scale developed by Kutner, Fanshel,

and Langer (1956). The scale consists of 7 Likert

ems wh ich vrere developed through Guttman scaling and is

on the assumption that psychological well-being is a

ídimensional construct. The scale is sti11 being used in

number of studies, êlthough with some minor revisions

ipman, 1961; Simpson, €t al., 1966a; Gubrium, 1970¡

ssue, 1971b; George & Maddox, 1977; Creecy & Wright,

e).

Ànother measure of psychological well-being which is
obably the most widely used scale in gerontological

udies is the measure of Life Satisfaction, oFiginally
Ioped by Neugarten, Havighurst, and Tobin (1961). The

ife Satisfaction Measure was intended to "use the
ndivÍdual' s or.¡n evaluat ions as the point of ref erence; and

ne that would be relatively independent of level of
tivity or social participation" (p. 135). In development

f the measure, a series of life satisfaction rating scales
rsR) were devised from which two indexes of life
tisfaction emerged. The first, the Lrfe Satisfaction

ndex A (tst-e) consisted of 20 attitude items for which
IY an "agree,, or "disagree" response was required. The
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, the Life Satisfaction Index B (r,Sl-n) consisted of

n-ended questions and checklist items to be scored on

ree-point sca1e. In a number of studies, the LSI-A

letr 1973; Goodman, Bley, & Ðye, 1974; BuIl & Aucoin,

) and the LSI-B (Lemon, êt 41., 1972; Martin, 1973; Baur

kuo,1983) are still being used and have been found to be

tícularly useful for individuals over 65 years of age.

Since the development of the original measure, the LSI-

s undergone two major revisions. One revision by Wood,

1ie, and Sheafor (1969) involved alternative scoring

Ëhods and deletion of seven items from the original LSI-À.

shorter version of the instrument, the Life Satisfaction
x z (tSI-z) contained 13 items and was found to have a

rrelation of ,57 with the original Iife satisfaction
tings. In addition, the LSI-Z had a reliability
fficient of .79. The revised version of the LSI-Z has

en widely used as a measure of Iife satisfaction among

r indíviduals (WyIie, !970; Conner & Powers, l-975¡

hatfietd , 1977 ¡ Bell , 1978; Markides & Martín, 1979¡

ner , et â1 . , 1979') . The other revi sion i s by Adams

1969) in which 2 items were deleted from the original LSI-A
o form a revised scale of 18 items. Adams' LSI-A was found

o have a correlation of .97 with the original LSI-À and a
relation of .93 with the LSI-Z. Since the revision by

s howeverr questions have arisen as to the assumed

unidimensionality as weII as t,he original conceptual
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work underlying the Life SatisfacÈion Measure (Hoyt &

h, 1983). Knapp (1976) provided evidence that the

sions of Iife satisfaction represent quite different

ts of. individual well-being. Similarly, other studies

taken note regarding the multidimensional nature of the

-A scale (Oobson, Powers, Keith, & Goudy 1979; Hoyt, êt

n

,çt 1980).

nLal

Another common measure which has been used as an index

well-being is the Affect Balance ScaIe (anS), first
rted in a pilot study by Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965)

later, by Bradburn (1969). The ABS consists of l0 items

is based on a model which suggests that psychological

ll-being is a function of the barance between equally but

sitely weighted independent conceptual dimensions

siLive affect (pAs) and negative affect (NAs). The

itive affect dimension of five items is rerated to
sitive mental health variables such as invorvement with

he environment, social contact, and active interest in the
orld' The negative affect of five items is related to a

illness perspective including variabLes such as

nxiety, depression, and other psychosomatic symptoms. A

Iance between these two dimensions was found Èo be the
st predictor of psychological well-being. Bradburn (1969)

eported that test-retest reriability on the affect items
ietded values ranging from .80 to ,97 .

es of elderly from a normal

In a study of two

and a psychiatric
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Moriwaki Oglq) f ound that the ÀBS and the

subscales
significantly discriminated between the two

It $ras found that mean scores for the global

of. psychological well-being (enS) and positive

(peS) v¡ere significantly higher for the normal
ufC

t
ecüs while the mean score for negative affect (Nes) was

ificantly higher for the psychiatric outpatient 9roup.

ABS has been used as a measure of psychological well-

ing among elderly individuals in several studies

rnher, 1974; Graney, 1975; George, I978; Sill, 1980;

ran & Reitzes, 1981).

One other measure that has been used as an indicator of

ll-being is the Philadelphia Geriatric Centre Morale ScaIe

), originally developed by Lawton (1972) . The scale is
sed on the assumption that morale is multidimensional and

nsists of 22 items which were tested on elderly residents

n two geriatric centres and one apartment building. The

Morale Scale was later tested on elderly tenants and

ommunity residents and !{as found to contain five items

ich were ambiguously related to the concept of morale. As

result, a revised PGC Morale Scale was developed by Lawton

1975) and Morris and Sherwood (1975) and was found to be

re generally applicable to individuals slightly divergent
from the original study populatien. The pGC Morale Scale
has been used to a considerable extent as a measure of
Þsychological weII-being (Jaslow, i-976¡ Mancini & Orthner,
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êeêt t (r,iang & Bollen, 1983 ) ,

nting to both multidimensional and

the PGC Morale Scale '
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1981). A recent study

has provided evidence

unidimensional aspects

rtre MUì$_H as a Measure of Satisfaction in Retirement.
I¡¡V 

- 

-

a study on the interrelationships among several different

sures including the Kutner MoraIe Scale, the Life

isfaction Measure, and the Philadelphia Geriatric Centre

ale Scale, a ,7 to .9 range of intercorrelation v¡as f ound
i
which suggested that many of the measures may be directed

toward a common underlying construct of subjective well-

being (Lohmann, 1977). As a result, attempts have been made

recently to construct a scale which contains items from

several different measures. One such scale is the Memorial

University of Newf oundland Scale of Happiness (ttUNSU),

developed by Kozma and Stones (1980).

The MUNSH consists of 24 items and is thought to be an

appropriate indicator of satisfaction in retirement for
several reasons. In the initia] validation of the MUNSH,

the items were selected from among three weIl-known measures

of psychological well-being among the elderly which included
the Affect Balance Scale, the Life Satisfaction Index, and

the Philadelphia Geriatric Centre Morale Scale. The items

which comprise the MUNSH are only those which were

significantly correlated wit,h an external criterion measure

at'

t
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vov¡ed happiness. The MUNSH was designed to maintain a

e between positive and negative responses.

rr'.rore, within this baLance, a distinction $¡as

tained between "general emotive experience" type items

the Life Satisfaction Index and the Philadelphia

alric Centre MoraIe ScaIe , and " spec i f ic af fect ive

rience" Lype items from the Affect Balance Sca1e.

TN determining the predictive powers of the various

sure5 ¡ the MUNSH was found to be significantly better at

icting avowed happiness than either the Àffect Balance

ale, the Life Satisfaction Index, or the Philadelphia

riatric Centre Morale Scal-e. In addition, of the four

sures, the MUNSH was found to have the highest

oefficient for internal consistency. In a cross-validation

f the MUNSH, the results lrere consistent with the

alidation data in pointing to the superiority of the MUNSH

a predictor of avowed happiness and in maintaining a high

internal consistency coefficient of .853. Further analysis
revealed that of aII the measures, the MUNSH had the highest
test-retest reliability coefficient of .70 and the scores
were found to remain more stable over a long period of time.

.It was then conctuded that the MUNSH was a superior and

reliable predictor and would therefore appear to be a good

measure of psychological well-being (Kozma & Stones, 1980).

As ide f rom the est,abl i shed rel iabi I i ty and val idi ty of
the MUNSH, the scale was thought to be particularly
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opríale for retired individuals as it was specifically

ígneð for an elderly population and was initially tested

tbree subpopulations of elderly from urban, rural, and

titutional environments. In addition, the scale is one

which has been developed on a Canadianlhe few

lation '

te

In applying the scale to the study, the MUNSH items

scored as }H (2) , do not know (1), and p (0). The

ive items were scored in the opposite directíon. The

contained 5 positive affect items, 5 negative affect

, 7 general positive experience items, and 7 general

ive experience items. The formula for calculating the

MUNSH score s¡as as f ollows:
(positive Affect - Negative Affect)

gat

x

egat

I

+

(positive Experience - Negative Experience)

LoLal possible scoring range was -24 to +24. The items

with a missing response were later coded as 1. There were

our cases where 50% or more of the responses were missing
ich were subsequently excluded from the analyses.

Demoqraphic Variables

Included in the guestionnaire vrere a series of
questions on â9ê, Iength of time spent in retirement,
9enderr oârital status, education, and occupation. The

derncgraphic questions are found on pages 1 and 2 of the
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(Àppendix B). All of the demographicl. guesüionnaire

iables except occupaLion v¡ere scored directly. To code

tion, each occupation was initially identified with a

occupational classification number (glishen &isír
r|.5 | I976). The classification number was then

ted under I of 16 occupational categories to which

stige ranks were assigned (pineo, Porter, & McRoberts'

7¡, The occupations were then categorized with the

ghest rank indicating the occupation with the highest

stige.

Indeoendent Variables

I ncome

Income vras measured in terms of objective and

ubjective aspects. Objective or total annual income (item

) was assessed by means of a checklist of the 16 income

ategories used by Statistics Canada (1980). The income

ategories ranged from "under $1,000" to "$30,000 and over".
subjective income consisted of 2 measures (items 10 and ll)
from an interview used in the Manitoba Longitudinal Study on

ing (Uanitoba Department of Health & Social Development,

973). One item was a measure of the degree to which income

urrently satisf íes needs, and the other item was a

comparison of current economic condition with that before
letirement.
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Health

physical health was assessed by means of subjective and

ctional aspects. The subjective measure of heal-th (items

and 13) was based on items from Jaslow (1976). One item

a self-rating of current health condition and the other

a comparison of current health condition with that
5

fore retirement. The functional measure of health (item

) was assessed by means of a checklist of 6 physical tasks

ich ranged f rom least to most dif f icult (l.larren, 1980).

Work Involvement

The degree of involvement in the previous work role vras

ssessed by 2 separate indicators. One index was a 15-item

sure of job satisfaction (ítems 49 to 64) containing both

nLrinsic and ext.rinsic aspects (Simpson, êt â1., 1966c).

The other index s¡as a 4-item measure of job deprivation
(items 65 to 68) (George & Maddox, 1977¡ Glamser, 1981).

SociaI Àctivity

Social activity was measured in terms of objective and

subjective aspects. Objective social activity contained
neasures of solitary, informal, and formal social activities
(Graney & Graney, Ig74; Graney, 1975). So1ítary activity
Iras Ineasured by items 15, 16, and 17 which included the
'tota1 number of hours per day watching television, listening
to a radio, and reading. Informal activity was assessed by

items 18 and 19 which included the frequency of visiting
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gbbo's, and visiting friends and relatives. Formal

ívity l¡as measured by items 2I and 22 which included the

elcy of. attending church or participation in church-

ed activities, and the attending of meetings of any

, groups, or other organizations. Subjective social

ity was measured with items 23 and 24. One item was an

sment of the lray in which f ree t ime i s spent . The

item r.¡as a measure of the adequacy of the present

Ív

5

t

reational pattern in meeting needs for social activity.
Reasons for Retirement

The reasons for retirement were measured by means of a

neral question regarding the decision to retire followed

a series of 9 checklist items describing various reasons

r retirement (ltimmel, êt al., 1978). The decision to
tire was assessed as either a volunt.ary or nonvoluntary

cision. A voruntary decision to retire lras given a lower

ore of I and a nonvoruntary decision was scored as 2. The

item index of reasons for retirement contained 4 voluntary
ndS nonvoluntary reasons. The index was scored in that
olun ta ry reasons v¡ere given the lower value of 1 and

nvolunLary reasons were scored as 2. A score of I was

ssigned if the respondent agreed with a voluntary reason or
i sagreed with a nonvoluntary reason. Similarly, a score of
l¡as given i f the respondent disagreed with a voluntary
ason or agreed with a nonvoluntary reason. In the final
sLionnaire (Appendix B), items 70, 73, 75, and 76 r.rere
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74, 77,nrífíed as voluntary

78 Wete nonvoluntary

and items 7I, 72,

for retirement.

Ret i rement

rea son s

reasons

toward

The

i tent

gaLive

sitive

site
84,

82,

1

Att i tude

attitude toward retirement vras assessed by an

index containing 4 positive attitude items and 4

attitude items (Goudy, et â1., 1975, 1980). The

items were coded as stronqlv dísaqree (1) through

aqree (5). The negative items were scored in the

direction. In the final questionnaire, items 79,

and 85 were identified as positive ítems and items

83 , and 86 r4rere negat ive.

Preparation for Retirement

80'

The index of preparation for retirement vras measured

with f our items ßl to 90) three of which were based on a
guestionnaíre by Streib and Schneider (1971), and the other

v¡as from Glamser (1981). The first item referred to the

reading of any information on retirement and the second

referred to the receiving of any professionaL advice or

counseling on retirement. The third item assessed the

degree to which the first 2 items assisted the individual in
retirement. The last item was a general assessment of the

degree of preparation for retirement.

The measures of the independent variables were each

based on a total summary score of the iterns in the index.
The total summary scores of the indexes were based only on

those cases in which complete data were available.
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Imolementation of the Studv

SamPle

Dgggiption of the Sample and the Samolinq Procedure.

obfain the sample, l5 organizations and associations for

íred individuals h'ere approached in the month of JuIy,

83. A variety of services and programs for seniors

sisting of various recreational and fitness groups,

lturaI and historical associations, educational

filiations, âs well as general social organizations were

tacted. There were 8 organízations which actively took

rt in the study and are listed in Appendix C. The

searcher met with directors and executive members of the

spective organízations to discuss the purpose and nature

the research, The representatives were then presented

ittr the research materials. The researcher explained that
rticipation in the study was voluntary and that

onfidentiality and anonymity would be ensured. The

epresentatives who agreed to be a part of the study

cepted the responsibility of distributing the

stionnaires to willing participants. However, 2

rganizations supplied a mailing Iist enabling the
esearcher to mail the materials to retired membêrs; A

follow-up procedure was conducted with the representatives 2

eks following initial distribution of the questionnaires.
Þe r I od o t 2 months was allowed for questionnaires to be

leturned before preliminarl, analyses lrere begun. A copy of
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available to the retirees
resull s

coni''ained

of the research made

in Appendix D.

There were a number of prereguisites for inclusion in

fína1 survey sample. Most importantly, the retiree had

nee1 the two criteria for retirement that he/she was no

ger working for paid employment and he/she presently

sidered him,/herself retired (gett, 1975) . In addition,

potent ial part ic ipant I¡¡as to be 1iving independently and

e to communicate in English. There were 290

stionnaires distributed and 182 (63%) of the

stionnaires returned.

Thirty-seven (13%) of the questionnaires were not

ncluded in the survey sample due to the respondent's

nability to meet both criteria for retirement. An

itional 5 (22) were not included due to extensive missing

ta or late return. The majority of respondents who did

t meet the criteria for retirement were those from the

sion mailing lists. The two lists obtained were those of

etired University professors and retired school teachers
nd administrators. Among these groups, the respondents who

re no longer working at their former occupation and were

receiving a pension, vrere presently working for paid
employment. Therefore, the final survey sample consisted of
140 retirees (48%) of the original survey population.
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I,imitations of the Samp1e and the Samplinq Procedure.

view of the sampling procedure, there v¡ere a number of

ultant limitations. The survey sample could best be

Ecribed as an availability sample in which subjects were

sen on the basis of their availability and willingness to

ticipate in the study (MuelIer, Schuessler, & Costner,

7O). One of the sample limitations involves the

ssibi 1 i tY of bias Ín terms of the type of sample seiection

ísh, 1965; Moser & Ka1ton, 1972) as well as among Lhose

did not respond to the survey (Moser & KaLton, 1972;

n, 1976). Also, ín view of the non-random sample

tained, the val-ue of the statistical significance tests
not be as valid as with a random sample.

A second limitation is the rack of representativeness

f the survey sample. when retired members from the varíous
rganizations were being serected for incLusion in the

le, there h'ere no complete membership Iists from which

ch member could be selected.

s

one other limitation with regard to the response rate
the use of business reply postage. Although this system

highly efficient and convenient, it has been suggested
t the use of postage stamps may reflect a more sincere
personal touch thus encouraging more people to respond

Sudman , 1976¡ Babbie, :-gTg). Àn additional factor to be

onsidered is the time of year in which the survey vras

conducLed. The data were collected in the month of Juty
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and programs for seniors were

reducing the available pool of

eligible to take part in the

6EÚdY '

Dala Analvsis

In order to meet the objectives of the study, there

yrere two major steps of analyses to be performed. Firstly,

the assessment of the relationships between a number of

sociopsychological variables and satisfaction in retirement

were determíned by Pearson correlation coef f ic ients.

Secondly, the determination of the best set of predictor

variables in explaining the variance in retirement

satisfaction by a number of regression coefficients.

Preliminary data analysis included frequency

distributions, chi-square tests, F tests, and Mann-Whitney

tests. Only those relationships at the p<.05 Ievel of

significance are reported. All statistics þrere computed

using the appropriate sub-programs in SPSS (ttie, HuIl,
Jenkins, Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1975) and SPSS UPDÀTE 7-9
(Hult & Nie, 1981). Listwise deletion of missing data was

employed to ensure that analyses were performed on the same

subjects. Other major statistical procedures used in the
study are discussed below.
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ReIiabilitv. The measurement scales of the major

varíables were tested for reliability before being included

ín stat i st ical analysi s. Rel iabi I i ty was assessed by

Cronbach alpha coefficients which indicate the proportion of

lesl variance due to common factors among the items

(Cronbach, 1951). The results of the reliability analysis

atê presented in Table 1. Sca1es with a reliability

coef,ticient of .60 are considered to be moderately reliable

(Kerlinger, 1973). Therefore, scales which met or exceeded

this level were considered reliable for inclusion in the

analYs i s .

The results indicated that the measures of solitary,
informal, and formal- social activity did not meet the

minimum criteria for reliability and therefore, the items in
each measure vrere considered separately for the remainder of

the analysis. The measure of job satisfaction v¡as deleted
from further analysis due to inability to meet minimum

reliabirity criteria. rn the retirement preparation scare,
item 4 vras analyzed separately and hras used as the sole
indicator of retirement preparation. The reasons for
retirement index was retained for further analysis despite
the lower coeffícient of.E5, due Lo the anticipated
importance of the measure to retirement satisfaction as

revealed in the literature. Although the reasons for
letirement measure did not meet Lhe pre-determined
stâtistical criteria, it was included in further analyses
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TÀBLE 1

- r.i ahi litv Coef f icients of Measures Included in Final

Measure Number
of items

Cronbach alpha
coefficients

Subjective income

Subjective health

SoliüarY social activitY

Informal social activitY

Formal social activitY

Subjective social activity
MUNSH

Job satisfaction
Job deprivation

Reasons for retirement

Retirement attitude
Retirement preparation

2

2

3

2

2

2

24

16

4

9

I
4

.623

.62t

.r97

.119

.37I

.7 g0

.893

-.r27
.725

.552

.636

.47 4

ì

or the purposes of interest and exploration. The highest
oefficient vras .893 of the MUNSH which compares favourably
ith the .853 coefficient obtained in the development of the

Ie (Kozma & Stones, 1980). All other measures had

ceptable reliability coefficients and vrere therefore
onsidered as appropriate indicators.
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Scaloqram Ànalvsis. A set of 6 physical tasks

the measure of functional health. The responseuSed

got íes

a5

hrere dichotomized as re. (1) and p (0) and were

eð from the least difficult physical task (1) to the

t difficult physical task (6). Guttman scalogram

lysis vras performed to determine whether t,he items

ised an appropriate scale of functional heaLt,h.

The items which form a Guttman scale have the

operfles of being unidimensional, cumulative, and

uc ible (Guttman , L97 4; Gorden, t.977 ) . However , a

rfect Guttman scale is almost never found in practice

touffer, I974). The coefficients of reproducibifity and

lability are measures of the degree of approximation and

iation among a set of items which form a perfectly
alable pattern. The items are considered scalable when

he coefficient of reproducibilit.y is greater than or equal

.90 and the coefficient of scalability is greater than or

ual to .65 (Gorden, 1977'). The coefficients of
eproducibility and scalability obtained in the physical
ask i tems v¡ere . 96 and ,7 6 respect ively .

MuItiple Reqression Ànalvsis. MuItiple regression
lysis is a method for studying the effects of a dependent

ariable as a function ef, or in relaLion to a number of
independe

determi ne

nt variables. The analysis provides the means to

the importance of those variables which account
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part of the variance in the dependent variable

control for the effects of interaction among the

Lables
(BIalock, 1972; Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973; Cohen

Ig75). For the present study, a step-wise multiple
hen '
ession procedure s¡as used to determine the combination

variables which best predict satisfaction in retirement,

to ascertain how much of the variance in retirement

tisfaction could be explained by the predictor variables.

ItipIe regression has freguently been used to determine

major predictors of satisfaction 1n ret i rement ( gdwards

,Klemmack, 1973; Spreitzer & Snyder, 1974¡ Beck, I982a;

I,ean, 1983).



Chapter VI

RESULTS

Demoqraphic Characteristics of the Samole

The final survey sample consisted of 140 retired

ndividuals. The demographic characteristics of the

ubjects were categorized and are presented by gender in

le 2. The mean age of the sample was 69.05 years, (SD =

,26), with an age range from 56 to 91 years. Fifty-eight

rcent of the sample were younger than 70 years of age.

There v¡ere 62 (442) men and 78 (56%) women in the

sample. Women lvere younger (M = 67.83 ) than men (U =

70.39). Based on population figures from Statistics Canada

(I98tb), the proportions of men and women aged 65 and over

in Manitoba are the same as the sample in which 53,385 (LqZ)

are men and 68,445 (56%) are women.

The mean age at retirement vras 62.66 years (Ð = 4.16)
and ranged from 48 to 77 years. The most common age at
retirement was 65 years. Women were more likely to have

retired at an earlier age (U = 61.75) than men (U = 63,62').

The mean length of
Yêars (SÐ = 5.01) and

time spent in retirement

the mosL common length of

was 6.48

time in

- 105
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TABLE 2

pemocrraphic ffi ffi ËilHEs, 
Percentaqe

Character i st ic MaIe
z

(N=oz )

Female
z

(N=zg )

Sample
z

(n=tao )

Gender

êse åË5ff
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-91

44.3 55.7

4.8
9.7

35.5
30.6
12.9
6.5

9.1
t8.2
37 .7
t8.2
14.3
2.6

7.2
t4 .4
36,7
23.7
]-3,7
4.3

N
Status

ever married 1.6
85.5
8.1
3.2
1.6

30.8
30.8
26.9
5.1
6.4

17 .9
55.0
18.6
4.3
4.3

Marr ied
Widowed
Separated
Divorced

Education in vears
6-8
9-1 I
t2-I4
15- 17

11. 3
9
3
5

7.9
26.3
32,9
32.9

9.4
20.3
23.2
47 .r

12.
11.
64.

[enqth of Retirement
fJI years

0-3
4-7
8-11
r2-15
t6-29

Lqg + Retiremenr
.IJI vears

45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
7 0-77

30.6
38.7

35.9
34.6
20,5
5.1
3.8

33.6
36.4
20.0
4.3
5.7

19.4
3.2
8.1

1.6
1.6

11.3
22 .6
59.7
3.2

6.5
16.9
42,9
3I.2
2.6

.7
4.3

14.4
33.8
43.9
2.9
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renent $'as 3 years. Seventy percent of the men and 69øo

üre women had been retired for less than 7 years.

Of. fhe sample, 77 (55%) were married; 26 (1e%) were

owedi 25 had never married; and 12 (8%) had

raled or divorced. In comparison with older Manitobans

6b and over, Statistics Canada (198lb) reports that 55%

married; 342 are widowedì 9Z have never married; and 2%

e divorced. Approximately three times as many men (86å)

n women (31%) vtere married, while over three times as

y women (27v") than men (8%) were widowed. The comparable

igures from Stat istics Canada (1981b) of Manitobans aged 65

over are that 752 of men and 40eo of women are married,

nd 13% of men and 50% of r,tomen are widowed.

The mean years of education r¡¡as 13.59 years (SD = 3.24)

d ranged from 6 to 17 years. Men reported more years of

ucation (M = 14.39) than did women (U = 13.02). Based on

Iation figures from Statistics Canada (198Ic), the most

ommon level of education found among 53% of Manitobans aged

65 and over is less than grade 9 education.

The sample respondents had retired mainly from higher
ranking occupational categories. The rank of occupational
categories by gender are found in Table 3. Sixty-one
percent of the sample had retiqed from the four highest
ranked occupations which included semi-professional,
empJ-oyed, and self-employed professional occupations. The

(18%)
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manual to

occupat i on
Lf-enployed 

professional with the most common

ing semi-professional ( 31%) . Às with education,

f,f,erences were f ound in occupat ional status.

gender
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TABLE 3

pres:-íqe Rank '
Pe rcentaqe

OccuPat i on
CaEegorY

Rank MaIe
z

(N=e t )

Female SampIe
o_6

(N=tgz )
%

(H=26 )

sel f-emploYed
fessionals

loyed
fessionals

16 3.3 1.5to

pro 15 44.3 15.8 28.5

Hígh leveI
management

Semi -Profess i onal s

Technicians

Middle management

Supervisors

Foremen

Skilled clerical-
sales-service

SkiIled crafts
and trades

Farmers

Semi-skilted clerical-
sales-serv ice
Semi-skÍIIed manual

Unskilled clerical-
sales-serv i ce

Unskilled manual

Farm 1abourers

14

13

T2

11

10

9

24.6 36.8

1.3

2.6

5.3

31.4

.7

4.4

4.4

.7

6.6

3.3

1.5

I 1.6 14 .5 8.8

7

6

6.6 2.9

5

4

14 .5 8.0

2.96.6

3

2

1

7.9 4.4

1.6 1.3 1tr
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of Hype!hreseg and Relationships Between Variables

The scores on the MUNSH indicated that retirees were

erally quite satisfied in retirement. The MUNSH scores

the subjects are presented in Table 4. The MUNSH scores

ed from -14 to +24 and the mean score was 14.97 (Ð =

76). The scores vtere clustered in the upper end of the

ale as fifteen percent of the sample obtained the modal

ore of 24 and only 8.8% obtained a score of less than 0.

TABLE 4

Frequency Distribution of Subiects on the MUNSH----T-=rsãf

Range of Scores Number of Subjects Percent of Subjects

-14 to

-2 to
+5 to
+12 to
+18 to

-3

+4

+11

+17

+24

10

11

15

30

70

7.4

8.1

11.0

22,r

51 .4

Of the demographic variables,
riance revealed that only marit,al

a one-way analysis of

status sras f ound to vary

etirement f (4, 131) =
ignificantly with satisfaction in r

' 64, p<.05.
evealed that

A Mann-I{hitney U test corrected for ties
retirees who were widowed were significantlyr



likelY to be satisfied

goríes of mariLal status

in ret i rement

combined (z =

111

than aIl other

-2.21, p<. 05,
â5

-tailed) '

Discussion wiIl novt focus on the results of the

íf.íc hypotheses and the zero-order correlations between

u¡nber of. sociopsychological variables and satisfaction Ín

tirement '

Hypothesis l: Individuals who are more

Iikely
satisfied with

to experienceLT

eater

economic situation are more

satisfaction in retirement.

, The objective and subjective measures of income

led similar findings in relation to satisfaction in

tirement. The relationships between the measures oi

ome and other variables are presented in Table 5. À

igher annual income was signi f icantly related to

tisfaction in retirement ! = .19, p<.05.

OveralI subjective income was significantly related to
tisfaction in retirement r = .33, B<.001; as were the

ndividual components of the scale (comparison with economlc

tuation before retirement Ë = .3I, p<.001, and current
onomic sat i sf act ion r = .27 , p<. 01) . There vrere 77% wlno

lL that
Ilu.

income currently met needs "adequately" or "very
On the other hand, 45rø indicated their current

onomic situation hras "about the same" as that be f ore
t i rement and 35å revealed their current situation was
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TÀBLE 5

.ôrrelations Between Measures of Income and Other---%rïaËr.s

Total
Object ive

ï ncome
1.

Cur rent
Economic

Satisfaction
2,

Compar i son
Be f ore

Ret i rement
3.

Total
Subjective

I ncome
4.

1.

¿.

3.

4,

ucat i on

.55***

.34x**
tr"***

.52***

.59x*x

.09

o 45***

.85***
, o***

.30***
10*

.86***

-.06

.00

.33**x

.13

.l-7x

.31***

upat i on

Age

gth of
t i rement

t i rement

-.03 .09 .36**x .27*r,

atisfaction 10* .27xx .31*** .33***

.05. **p..01. ***p<.001.

somewhat worse" or "much worset'. Retirees who had higher
nnual incomes vrere more 1ike1y to report current economic

tisfaction g = .55, p<.00I, a favourable comparison of
1r current economic situation with that before retirement

= .34r P<.001, and greater overall subjective income r =

52, p<.ool.
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on the total annual income levels rangedfhe scores

ofl
,,under $1,000u to u$30,000 and over". The income

'jegor ies vtere Iater combined to form four categories and

presented bY gender in Table 6. Lower income categories

re significantlY more likelY to be found among women (2. =

,q6, p<.001, two-taited), In addition, significantly

er income levels vtere more likely to be found among the

idowe d (z = -3.34, p<.001, tr,¡o-tailed) . on the other hand,

igher income vras associated with higher ranked occupations

=.59, p<.001, and with higher education r = .52, p<.001.

TABLE 6

Income Cateqories of Subiects, @[egg Distribution þy

Income Category MaIe
z

(¡l=60 )

o-
-o

(N=zz )
z

(N=tgz )

IempSaIeemaF

Under $3 ,999

$4,000-$7 ,999

$8,000-$14 ,999

$15,000 and Over

!,7
t.7

13.3

83.3

7.8

20.8

26.0

45.5

5.1

t2 .4

20 .4

62,0

Retirees who were older !{ere significantly more Iikely
to experience current economic satisfaction r = .19, p<.05;
a more favourable comparison of current situation with that
before retirement r =.33, p<.001; as well as overall



)ective 
income r = '31'

ísfaclion v¡as found among

r ranked occuPations r

irees with higher education

1

Hvpothesis !: Individuals

uation of health are more

sfaction in retirement.

114

p<.001. Current economic

those who had retired from

= .30, p<.001, and among

! = .29, P<'001.

with a more favourable self-
likeIy to experience greater

t

Subjective and functional measures of health v¡ere found

be important to sat i sfact ion in ret i rement . The

rrelations between measures of health and other variables

e found in Table 7. The measure of subjective health

evealed Lhat 799ø rated their current health as "good" or

xcellent". In addition, 782 felt that their current

Ith was "about the same" or "somewhat better" than that
fore ret i rement . Overall subjective health was

ignificantly related to satisfaction in retirement r = .48,

.001; as were the individual components of the scale

current health condition r = .46, p<.001, and comparison

ith health condition before retirement r = .36, p<.001).

A

Guttman scalogram analysis of the functional health
sure is presented in Table 8. The results indicate that
majority of respondents (942) could reach the third

sical task of "walking up and down stairs". However,

-third (36%) indícated they could perform the most

itf icult task of ,,working at a f ull-time job". of the
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TABLE 7

correfetjp¡s Between Measures of HeaIth and Other
Var iables

Cur rent
Health

Condi t i on
t.

Compar i son
Be f ore

Ret i rement
¿.

Total
Subjective

Health
3.

Total
Functional

Health
4.

1.

2,

5.

4.

Àge

Educal i on

.45**x

.95***

.48***

-'lq*

.07

.07

o 85***

.29*xx

- ro*

-.06

-. 01

.46***

-.21**

.00

.04

-.36***
.29x*x

)),t<,tkOccupat i on

Object ive
I ncome

Subjective
I ncome

Ret i rement
Satisfaction

.17x -.06 .06 .29**x

.31*** -. 01 .17x . 15*

.46*** .36*** .48*** .29***

.05. **p..01. ***p<.001.

ens, the fourth scale leveL which included less difficult
sks of "going to a movie, church, etc", "doing ordinary
usework", "walking up and down stairs", and "walking half
¡nileu vras reached by the largest number of respondents
5). The obtained coefficients of reproducibility and

calability met the criteria of an acceptable Guttman scale.
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TABLE 8

pistribution of Subiects þy Guttman ScaloqraB
-ggy-=t- -(N = 140)

Scale
Level

Physical Task
Reached

Number of
Subj ec t s

Percent of
Subjects Reaching
Each Physical Task

0

1

None 1 100

Go
or

to
to

movie, to church,
visit I 99

2 Taskl+Ðoordinary
housework 3 98

3 Task 2 + Walk up and
down stairs 11 94

4 Task 3 + [.falk half a
mi le 45 91

5 Task4+Heavywork
around house 37 51

6 Task 5 + Work at fuI]-
time job 42 36

Coef f ic ient
Coef f ic ient

of
of

reproducibility = .959.
scalability = .765.

The functional measure of health was positively related
o satisfaction in retirement r = .29, p<.001. In addition,

higher functional health rating was significantly
ssociated with current health condition r = .48, p<.001;

rrson with health before retirement r = .29, p<.001; as

I'l as overall subjective health L = ..Q6, p<.001.
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Retirees who were older were found to experience

ifican-ly lower overall subjective health r = -.2!,

!, a less favourable comparison with health before

temer.tL L = -.19, P<.05 i as well as poorer current health

-,I5, p<.05. On Lhe other hand, retirees who had

let sub ject ive income Ì¡¡ere more 1i kely to have better

ent health r = .31, P<.001, as wel] as greater overall

ísf actíon with health r = .!7 , p<.05. A higher annual-

ome t{as associated with better current health r = .!7,

05.

Retirees with a higher functional health rating vrere

ly to be younger ! = -.36, P<.001; to have higher

tion r = .29, p<.001; to have higher income r = .29,

001; to have retired from higher ranked occupations r =

, p<.01i and to have higher overall subjective income r =

' P<.05.

Hvpothesis 3:

job deprivat ion

irement.

IndividuaLs who

are more likely

perceive a higher level

to be dissatisfied in

The results of job deprivation in retirement reveal-ed

t in general, retirees did not miss many aspects of their
r employment. The relationships between job

rvation and other variables ar.e f ound in Tab1e 9. There
e 74? who indicated they "never" wanted to return lo work

87t who "never" vrorried abouÈ not having a job to do.
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rsely , 58% "sometimes" missed the feeling of doing a

job while 46% "sometimes" missed being with other

e aL work. Those who missed aspects of their former

sere significantly Iess likely to be satisfied in

ement ! = -.48 , P<.001. Greater job deprivation vÍas

among retirees with lower education r = -.19, p<.05;

annual income I = '.15, p<. 05; and overall

ssatisfaction with income r = -.22, P<.01.

TABLE 9

æêrson Correlations BetwgeF_ Job
Var iables

Deprivation and Other

Var iable Correlation

r

Educat i on

0bjective Income

Subjective Income

Retirement Satisfaction

.05. **pa.01 . ***p<. 001.

Hvoothesis 4: Individuals
f social activity are more

et i rement .

lo*

I tr*

- A)*:k

-.48**x

who experience

likely to be

a higher leve1

sat i sf ied in

The

tiviry
measures of solitary,
vtere found to have

informal, and formal social

varying relationships with



L teflent satisfaction. The relationships between

r,..es of solitary socia] activity, t€lephone use,

t variables are found in Table 10.

119

the

and

TABLE 10

Between Measures of Sol i tarv Soc ial
Telephone Use and Other Variables

Hours
Watching

Television
1.

Hours
Li stening
to Radio

2.

Hours
of

Reading
3.

So1 i tary
Soc ial

Activity
L

Number
of

Phonecalls
5.

1.

2 .97***

.97*x*

.97***

.06

3 .97**x

.98**r.

.04

4 .95***

.055 .07

Visiting
Ne i ghbour s

Visiting
Fr iends,/
Relat ives

.06 -.05 -.09 -.02 .14

.03 .03

.07

.06

t1**
. CL

.00 .06 I ?*

ChurchParticipation .06

Organizational
Àctiviry .04

Ret i rementSatisfaction -.ZIxx

.05 .02 ttr**

.07 .04 .21**

-.19* -.22** . Lg*

.05. **p..01. ***p<.001.
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îhe mean number of hours per day spent in solitary

I ac1ivities !{ere as follows: watching television (M =

qT) = 1.58), listening to a radio (M = 2.29; Ð =4

, and reading (M = 2.2r; sD = 1.13). The lot,a1 mean

r of hours per day spent in sol-itary social acLivity

7.II hours (so = ).86) . There were significant

ionships between dissatisfaction in retirement and

ing more time alone whiLe watching tel-evision r = -.2I,

, listening to a radio r = -.2I, p<.01, reading r =

p<.05, and in overall solitary social activity r =

p<.01. There vrere no significant relatíonships

en the measures of solitary social activíty and other

res of objective social activity.

The number of phone cal1s made and received each day

an additional item included in the measure of objective
ial activity. The mean number of phone calls vras 3.69

= 2.50). The median and modal number of phone calls
re 3.30 and 3.0 respectively. Retirees who communicated

re frequently by telephone were happier in retirement r =

8, p<.05, attended church-related activities more often g

.25, p<.01, vrere more active in organízational activities
= .21, Þ<.01, and visited friends and relatives more often
= '17, P<.05.

The measures of informal social activity pointed to
rtance of association with family and friends among

tired. The correlations between measures of ínformal

the

the

and



ßar social activitY are

I2T

reported in Table 11. Sixty-

ee percent indicated theY visited friends and relat ives

t once a week" or "several times a week". Twenty-one

tcent indicated they visited neighbours "once a dayt'or

eral times a day". Retirees who spent more time with

ir family and friends were more likely to be satisfied in

tirement ! = .28, P<.001. There vras a nonsignif icant

Lationship belween the freguency of visiting neighbours

satisfaction in retirement r = -.06, p>.05.

The measures of formal social activity revealed major

ifferences in terms of satisfaction in retirement. Results

dicaLed that 282 "never" attended church or church-

lated activities ¡ 34% attended "l-ess than once a month";

399" attended "about once a week" or "more than once a

ku, More frequent attendance at church or church-related
tivities v¡as positively related to happiness.in retirement

= .23, p<.01. In contrast to church attendanc.e, lOU

never" attended meetings of any clubs, civic groups, or
her organizations whereas 42e6 attended meetings "about
ce a week" or "more than once a week". The frequency of

ttending meetings of organizations was not related to
tirement satisfaction r = '.13, p>.05, although retirees

attended church more often were IikeIy to atLend

9anizational meetings r = .23, p<.01.

Other findings
re that retirees

1n relation to formal social activity
had overall satisfaction with healthwho
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TABLE 11

correlatio¡s Between Measures of Informal and Formal
Social Activitv and Other Variables

Informal Social
Activity

Formal Social
Activity

Visiting
Ne i ghbour s

Visiting
Fr i ends,/
Relatives

2.

Church
Participation

Organizational
Activity

1 3 L

1.

2,

J.

4,

ective

.09

-.04

.03

.14

tÊ,** .23*x

Income .09 tl ** .02 -.03
jective

Health -.06 ,13 ))rtc* .22xx

tional
Health - .18 .15* .02 .11

Job
ivat i on .08 - ,?** -.04 -.03

t i rement
tisfaction - " 06 ,)Q*** r ?** .13

.05. n*pa. 01. :t:t:tp<.001.

a higher frequency of churc.h participation r = .22,
01, and organ izational activity Ë = .22, p(.01. In
ition, those who visited friends and relatives more often



te $ore

.01 .

likely to be active in organizations r

r23

.25,

In sum, there were four items of objective social

fíviEy thal v¡ere significantly related to satisfaclion in

lirement. À greater amount of time spent alone in

LíEaty social activities was associated with lower

tísfaction in retirement. On the other hand, the number

phone ca1Is made and received by retirees, the frequency

visiting friends and relatives, and the attending of

urch and church-related activities were found to be

onducive to satisfaction in retirement.

f,

e1r

Hvoothesis 5:

current level

in ret i rement .

Individuals who are more satisfied
of social activity are more likely

with

to be

Retirees v¡ere found to be highly content with their
urrent level of social activity. The relationships between

asures of subjective social activity and other variables
re reported in Table 12. There were 722 who vrere either
satisfied" or "very satisfied" with the nay 1n which they

nd their free time in retirement. In addition , 82%

ndicated that their current recreational pattern either "to
degree" or f'very much" met their needs for social

tivity. Satisfaction in retirement was significantly
lated to the assessment of current recreational pattern r
'69' p<.001; satisfaction with spending free time r = .59,



,00lr, as v¡e11

o Ð1.001 '
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as overall subjective social activity r =

Greater subjectíve social activity was associated with

iqher annual income ! = .17, p<.05, and greater overall

ubjective lncome r =.28, p<.01. In addition, greater

i sure satisfaction was associated with great,er subjective

Ith I = .36, P(.001, and a higher level of functional

lth I - .19, p<.05. Retirees who were satisfied with

heir social activity $tere less likely to miss aspects of

heir former job r = -.55, p<.001. Leisure satisfaction was

lso related to aspects of objective social activity,
rticularly Lhe frequency of visiting friends and relatives

= .30, p<.001; participating in church-related actívities
! = .31, p<.001; and attending organízabional meetings r =

.15, p<. 05. One other spec i f ic f inding v¡as that ret i rees

who spent more time in solitary social activities indicated
that changes were needed in their current recreational
Pattern (item 24) Ë = -.2I, p<.01.

Hypothesis 6: Individuals who vievr their reason for
retirement as a voluntary decision are more likely to be

satisfied in retirement.

The response to the decision to reLire revealed that
65t viewed the decision to retire. as voluntary whereas 3så

viewed the retirement decision as due to reasons beyond
control. Of those who viewed the decision to retire as
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TABLE 12

Correlations Between Measures of Sub-iective Social

Satisfaction with
Spending Free Time

Assessment of Current
Recreational Pattern

Subject ive
Soc ia1

Activity
3.I 2.

1.

¿.

J,

.60***

.88*** .91***

ject ive
1tr*ncome .15* .].-Ìx

ubjective
ncome .25x* ,R** .2gx*

ubjective
alth .33*** .31*** .36***

unct i onal
alth ,L2 .20** . 1g*

ob
privation

siting
iends/
Lat ives

-.43*** _.55*** -.55***

r
.25xx .29*** .30***

urch
rticipation .31*** .26** "1 

***

nizational
t ivi ty
litarv
tivity

.14 .13 1tr*

o Soc ial
.01 -.2!*x - .!2

i rement
tisfaction .59***

*nBa. 1 n*B<. 001.

.69*** 1)rk**
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t)îEaty , 622 were women and 38% were men. On the other

, q6% of v¡omen and 542 of men viewed the decision as due

reasons beyond control. There !{as a nonsignificant

ference between voluntary and nonvoluntary retirement in

isfaction in retirement. (Z = -1.56, P>.05, two-tailed).

Retírees who viewed their

ond control vrere 1i kely to

(4, N = I29) = 12.06, P<.05;

iends and relatives L'(4, N =

retirement as due to reasons

be in poorer current health

and spent less time visiting
128) = 10.99, p<.05.

I

1

t

The reasons for retirement measure reveated a number of

tional findings. The distribution of subjects by reason

retirement are presented in Table l-3. The results
cated that there vras a more voluntary retirement among

rees. There were 68% who retired from work in order to
y retirement and 44? who retired because of adeguate

rement income. Similarly, only small proportions
cated they retired because they were asked (I0%),

use of iII health (I5%), oÍ because they no longer
joyed their work (14%).

1

lo

ri
t

The corre
tirement and

retired on

s satisf ied
Luntary the
tisfaction r

Iations between a more voluntary basis for
other variables are found in Table 14. Those

a Iess voluntary basis were significantly
in retirement r = -.24, p<.01. The less

retirement, the lower the current economic

= -.18, p<.05, and poorer current health r =
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TABLE 13

Di5tribution of Subiects þy Reason f or Retirement
ls = -tt, -

Reason for Retirement Z of Subjects

Tired of working

Reached mandatorY retirement age

14as asked to retire

!{anted to enjoY retired life

Too ill to work

Did not enjoY work

Had enough moneY to retire

Planned to work after retirement

llorkplace closed down or moved

.15, B<.05. Individuals who

nt Iess time with family and

rticipating in organizational
Ínatly, this same group of
otrer satisfaction with social
ere more inclined to miss

43.5

53.4

oo

67 .7

14.5

13.5

44 ,4

15.7

7.5

had retired Iess voluntarily,
friends r = -.20, p<.05, and

activities r = -.I7, p(.05.

retirees were found to have

activity r = -.22, p<.01, and

aspects of their former

loymen¡ r = .Zg, p<.01.

Hvpothesis 7: A more favourable retirement attitude and

he engagement of preparation for retirement are more Iikely
o be associated with satisfaction in retirement.
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TABLE 14

pea-rson Correlations Between Voluntarv Reasons for

- 
RetÍrement and Other Variables

Variable Correl-at ion

Current Economic Satisfaction

Current Health Condition

Visiting Priends/Relat ives

Organ ízaLional Act ivity
Subjective Social Activity
Job Deprivation

Retirement Sati sfaction

-.19x

- 1Ã*

-.20x

-'t"*

))1rt*

.29**

-.24xx

.05. *rrp<.01. ***p<.001.

À positive attitude toward ret,irernent was found to be

highly related to satisfaction in retirement r = .43,
.001. The relationships between retirement attitude and

other variabres are reported in Table 15. Retirees with a

re favourable retirement attitude had greater overall
satisfaction with income r = .19, p<.05i spent more time
with family and friends r = .Z!, p<.0I; and participation in
church-related act ivit ies r = .24 , B<.01. There was a

significant association between retirement attitude and
greater subjective social activity g = .49, p<.00I. In
ddition, those who viewed retirement in a more negatíve

Iigitt r wêrê more 1ikely to miss aspects of their f ormer job
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a less-.33,

únlary

p<.001, and were Iikely to have experienced

retirement I = -.46, P(.001.

TABLE 15

correlations Between Retirement Attitude and Other---Íã?îables

Variable Cor relat i on

Subjective Income

visiting Friends/Relatives

Church Partícipation

Subjective Social Àctivily

Job Deprivation

Voluntary Retirement

Retirement Satisfaction

ro*

,1**

) L:t<x

.49***

-.33***
- ¡ 46***

.43***

io

ri
v

ad

ri

e

n

.¡

.0b, **p.. 0l . *rr*p<.001 .

The result.s of preparation for retirement revealed that
r to retirement, 533 had read some information about

rement. However, 792 indicated they hed not received
professional advice on retirement. Of those who had

information or received professional advice before

ring, 742 indicated that they had been "helped
what,". In addition, 88% indicated they had been either

tairly well prepared" or "very well prepared" for
etirement.
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be

e

5,

ic
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Relirees who had read about retirement were more Iikely

ve received professiona] advice before retiring I'? (1, N

) = 28,62, P<.001. Preparation for retirement appeared

effective since those who had read about retirement

likely to have found it to be helpful L'(2, N = 52) =

p<.05, âs did those who had received professional

e Z, (2, ]if = 51) = 6.22, p<.05 . AIso, those who had

about retirement indicated they had been generally

üter prepared for retirement 7.'(2, N = I29) = 8.80, P<.05.

epa

Retirees who indicated they were generally better

red for retirement vtere found to be more satisfied in
ement I - .28, p<.01. The correlations between

ement preparation and other variables are presented in

16. Other findings revealed that greater preparation

retirement r¡¡as found among retirees with higher

tion ! = .34, p<.001; higher ranked occupations r =

p<.001; and higher annual income r = .29, B<.0I. There

also positive relationships between greater retirement

ration and overall satisfaction with income ¡ = .28,

, and greater satisfaction with social activity r =

p<.00I. Additional findings were that those who had

Iess well prepared for retirement were more tikely to

aspects of their former job ¡. = -.35, p<.001, and l¡ere

y to have experienced a less. voluntary retirement r =

p<.05. FínaIly, retirees who indicated they were

r prepared for retirement were more likely to have a

ive attitude toward retirement r = .29, p<.01.

tir
tir
ble

0r

31,

re

repa

.01

36,

n

ss

i keL

.2Ì,

tte

sit
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TABLE 16

peatson correrat ionsolf;#ïårffiåty Preparat ion and

Var iable Correlat i on

Educat i on

OccuPat i on

Objective Income

Subjective Income

Subjective SociaI Activity

Job Ðeprivation

Voluntary Retirement

Retirement Attitude
Retirement Sati sfaction

.34***
?1 ***

.zgx*

.29**

.36***

-.35***
-.21*

.29**

.2gx*

þ<.05. **p<.01. *:t:tp<. 001.

The relationships beLween the major variables discussed
in the hypotheses and satisfaction in retirement are
summarized in Table !7.
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TABLE I7

summarv d ffiffivariables and

Var iable Number of
Sub'iects

r

Objective rncome

Subjective lncome

Subjective HeaIth

Functional Health

Job DePrivation

Watching Television

Listening to Radio

Reading

visiting Fr iends/Relatives

visíting Neighbours

Church Participation
Organizat ional Activíty
Use of Telephone

Subjective SociaI Activity
Voluntary Retirement

Retirement Attitude
Retirement preparation

133

134

136

136

134

134

r29

131

135

133

135

135

130

136

t23

131

r29

10*

? 2*2t*

.48***

.29',t*x

-.48***
- t1**

- rr **

-.19*

.28***

-.05
r 2**

.13

,18*
'?"tt(*:rc

- r"**

.43***

.28***

.05. **pa.01. fr:t:rp<.001.
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FacÈors Predictinq Satisfaction in Retirement

Multiple regression analysis is a rnore precise

tistical technique beyond Pearson correlations in that it

ides an overall summary of the relationships between the

ndent variable and all other variables consídered, âs

11 as the order of importance of each of the variabLes in

gni f icantlY predicting the dependent variable. Due to the

rtialling inherent in multiple regression, it is possible

determine the unique conLribution of each variable in

plaining the variance in reLiremenL satisfaction while

trolling for the effects of aII other variables.

A step-wise multiple regression procedure was performed

which all variables were sequentially entered into the

r

h

I

n

e

tion in order of decreasing importance to determine how

variation was explained by each major variable. A

able was no longer a major predictor in the equation

the f value failed to reach significance at the p<.05

1. Gender, marital status, and decision to retire were

tered as dichotomous dummy variables in order to represent
he measures quantitatively. Marital status was recoded as

for married and 0 for otherwise.

Reqression Analvsis !

The result,s
re presented in

of the first step-wise regression procedure

Table 18. The analysis was performed using
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deletion of missing data and was based on a sample

There were 23 variables entered into the
Evíse

e of 94'

dict i on eguation although not all variables were

ificantlY correlated wíth the dependent variable. AII

iables were

errelal i on sh i Ps

isfac t r on in retirement. The strongest independent

ictors of retirement satisfaction were subjective social

tivitY, subjective health, rnarital status (married), and

jective income. The analysis also revealed that the

unt of time spent watching television significantly

icted dissatisfaction in retirement. As indicated in

e 18 , only the f i rst 5 var iables contr ibuted

gnificantly to the prediction. The multiple correlation

r the equation based only on the significantly

ntributing variables was .81 and the amount of explained

riance (n') was 662.

Subjective social activity was by far the strongest

edictor and accounted for 50% of the variance in

tisfaction in retirement. A noticeable finding is that
tirement attitude and job deprivation which lrere hi9h1y

related with retirement satisfaction (r = .45), and (Ë =

9) respect ively, did not signi f icantly predict
isfaction in retirement. This result may be attributed
the fact that both variables were strongty related to
jective social activity (r =,49) and (r = -,55)

entered in order to examine their
as weII as their subsequent influence on

3

t
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TÀBLE 18

{ulr iote 451 Sat i sf act ion

tË"¡e F
r Þ &1 chanqe

I
2

3

4

Á

6

7

I
o

10

1I

T2

l3

14

15

16

T7

18

19

20

2t.

22

23

Subjective Social ActivitY

Subjective Health

Marital SÈatus

Hours watching Television

Subjective Income

Retirement Attitude

Objective Income

Use of Te1ephone

Hours Listening to Radio

A9e

Gender

vi siting Fr iends,/Relatives

Educat ion

Decision to retire
OrganizaÈional Activity
Church Participation
Retirement Preparation

Hours of Reading

VolunÈary Retirenent,

Occupat í on

Functional Health

Length of Retirement

ilob Deprivation

.713

.445

.248

-.26L

.359

.448

.307

.195

-.239

.016

.017

.269

.205

.116

.134

.247

.332

-.234

-.244

.108

.275

-.028

-.393

.713

.266

. r99

-. r9t
.145

.113

.L24

.099

.448

.071

-. tll
.07 |
.054

-.041

.039

-.036

-.038

.098

-.02r
-.024

.017

-.0r0

.005

.508

.573

.6t2

.647

.666

.675

.684

.693

.698

.702

.708

.713

,715

.7L6

.7t7

.718

,7L9

.719

.7]-9

.720

.720

.720

.720

crE r t2**t

13.964***

8.766**

9.010**

5.031*

2.304

2.478

2.364

I.402
1 .193

1.814

t,269

.517

.354

.371

,244

.200

.062

.0s0

.036

.034

.010

.002

Note. þ(beta) - standardized regression coefficient
(9.) - unadjusted coefficient of multiple correlation

!n.. OS. **p<.01. ***p<.001.
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tivety, and therefore did not contribute significantly

üte PtedictÍon ' On the other hand, marital status and

unl

spent watching television explained a significant
of variance despite lower correlations with

irement satisfaction (r = .25) and (r = _.26)

lively. However, marital status and television

wing entered the equation earlier due to nonsignificant

tíonships with subjective social activity. Retirement

eparation, although substantially correlated with

üirement satisfaction ( r = .33 ) , did not enter the

tion until step 17 due to high intercorrelations with
jective social activity and other variables which entered

rlier.

The interrelationships between alr of the variabres are

sented in Tabre 19. There h'ere high correlations between

tching television and listening to radio (.985), between

tching terevision and reading ( .981 ) , and between

istening to radio and reading (.980). In addition, a large
ta coefficient (.448), opposite in sign to the zero-order

correlation (-.239) , was found for hours listening to radio
(.448). The findings suggest a probrem of multicolrinearity
and therefore, a possibly inaccurate prediction equation.
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A major finding of the regression analysis is the

ímportance of the subjective aspects of major predictors as

gígnif icant predictors of sat i sfact ion in ret i rement.

Betirees' subjective perception of health appears more

important to retirement satisfaction than functional rating

of health. Similarly, satisfaction with current economic

condition seems more important than actual annua] income.

Futhermore, retirees' satisfaction with social activity is

more crucial to happiness in retirement than the amount of

time spent in either f ormal or inf orrnal social activities.

Thus, objective aspects of health, income, and social

activity no longer seem important to retirement satisfaction

when their subjective counterparts are taken into

cons iderat i on .

MuItiple Reqression Analvsis II

A second step-wise regression analysis was undertaken

to determine the effect of removing the subjective

components of social activity, health, and income from the

prediction equation. These subjective aspects were thought

to be partiatly simílar to the retirement satisfaction

measure due to the high correlations of (! = .72) , (.8 =

.48), and (r = .33), respectively with the measure, and

because of the failure of other major predictors to

contribute significantly to the prediction.
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The results of the second regression analysis are

presented in Table 20, Às expected, the removal of the

subjective components produced a number of changes in order

of. entry of variables into the equation, and among the

actual predictors of retirement satisfaction. Attitude

loward retirement, actual income, functional health, and

telephone communication signif icantly predicted satisfaction

in retirement. In addition, job deprivation and amount of

tíme spent watching television were major predictors of

dissatisfaction.

The mulLiple correlation for the second regression

analysis based on the 6 significantly contributing variables

r¡as .68 and the amount of explained variance Ì,ras 472, The

inclusion of subjective social activity, health, and income

may have inflated the amount of explained variance,

therefore 472 is regarded as the more accurate estimate of

explained variation in retirement satisfaction.

There were a number of comparisons between the first
and second regression analyses. In the second analysis,
retirement attitude moved from step 6 to step I as the

strongest predictor. In addition, job deprivation moved

from step 23 to step 4 as a major predictor. Functional

health replaced subjective perception of health as a major

predictor and explained a significant 5% of variance.

Similarly, objective income emerged as a significant
predictor due to relative independence in relation to other
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TÀBLE 20

Multiole ryË Êårffi and satisfaction

variable in Order
g.! Select ion

E
T þ $]_ chanqe

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

t1

T2

13

14

I5

1.6

I7

t8

T9

20

Retirenent Àttitude

Objective Incone

Hours }latching Television

Job Deprivation

Functional Health

Use of Telephone

Hours Listening to Radio

Marital status

Church Participation
Gender

Age

Visiting Friends,/Relatives

Length of Retirenent

Occupat i on

Educat i on

Hours of Reading

Ret,i renent Preparat ion

Decision to Retire

Organizational Àctivity
Voluntary Retirement

.447

.306

-.26L

-.391

.27 4

.194

-.239

.247

.247

.017

.015

.266

-.028

.108

.204

-.233

.332

.115

.133

-.24t

.447

.308

-.244

-.193

.244

.184

.930

.137

.L42

-.r32
.137

.080

-.063

-.078

.083

-,256
. obr

-.029

.034

.008

.199

.295

.354

.386

.437

.467

.489

.505

.522

.533

.545

.551

.552

.555

.557

.559

.561

.56,2

.563

.563

23.240*r*

12. 354***

8.378**

4.645*

8.024**

4.979*

3.766

2.786

3.055

1.854

2.34r

.940

.331

.562

.348

.289

.377

.108

.145

.005

Not,e. þ(beta) = standardized regression coefficient
(R') - unadjusted coefficient of multiple correlation

:.p<.05. **p..01. **'tp<. 001 .
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na)or predictors. Marital status did not contribute

sígníficantly to the prediction in the second regression

which was likely due to the strong association between being

married and higher income, and the stronger correlation

belween objective income and satisfaction in retirement (Ë =

.31). The amount of time spent watching television remained

a significant predictor of dissatisfaction in retirement.

In addition, telephone communication explained a

sfatistically significant 32 of variance.

The beta coefficient of hours Iistening to radio v¡as

unusually large (.930), opposite in sign to the zero-order

correlation (-.239) , and was double the size of the beta

value in the first regression analysis (.448). Àgain, this
finding suggests a multicollinearity problem and therefore,
a less reliable prediction equation.

In conclusion, the tlro regression analyses revealed

some noticeable àiff"t"n""r among the variables predicting

satisfaction in retirement. The removal of subjective
components of social activity, health, and income from the

second regression equation is accepted as the more accurate

representation of the relationshíp between the predictor
variables and satisfaction in retirement. Demographic

factors of â9ê, gender, length of retirement, education,

occupation, as well as other factors inctuding measures of

formal and informal social activity, voluntary retirement,

and preparation for retirenenL had virtually no impact cn



satisfaction in retirement. On the other

aspects of health, income, attitude and

activíty !{ere the major predictors and

total variance in retirement satisfaction.

r42

hand, objective
solitary social

explained 472 of



Chapter VI I

DI SCUSSION

One of the more enlightening aspects of this study is

that the results help to identify a profile of the

índividual who is satisfied in retirement. On the basis of

the results, the satisfied retiree is one who is not alone

in retirement, but is able to share the retirement

experience with a marital partner or close confidant. The

satisfied retiree has higher income. and greater economic

satisfaction. There is a self-perception of being healthíer
and also enjoyment of better functional health. The retiree
who is satisfied in retirement does not lonÇ Lo resume

aspects of the former work role, oF to spend time alone in
solitary activities, but rather, prêfers interaction with
family and friends and involvement in church and community

activities. Satisfied retirees are more Iikely to have

retired on their own terms rather than on aspects over which

they have little or no control. Finally, the contented

retiree is more likely to have a positive perception of
retirement and is Iikery to be better educated and informed

in preparíng for retirement.

The demographic characteristics of the retirees
revealed some distinctÍveIy different patterns between men

-143-
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and women. In the sample, retired women, despite their
younger ages, were more likely to be widowed and in poorer

financial condition. They were also Iikely to have retired
earrier from the rabour force. Retired men, on the other

hand, h'ere more tikely to have had higher education,

occupation, and income.

The combination of being female, widowed, and poor has

been identified as a unique social- category and has been

weIl documented (Oulude, 1978; Collins, :-g7B¡ Canada,

Depârtment of Heal-th & Welfare, 1979b, ]-gïZa¡ H. Clarh,
1980). women are more rikety to be the rone survivors in
retirement due to their longer life expectancy, the tendency

to usuarly marry men older than themserves, and the rower

incidence of remarriage in later years (H. clark, 19g0;

Havens, 1981; canada, Department of Health & Irrerf are,
1982a ) .

Retired women are more rike].y to be in poorer economic

condition due to a lower lever of participation in the
rabour force, less pay for their work, and much lower

inclusion in job-related pension prans (cittin & Martin,
19771. As a resurt, vromen must depend more on government

transfer payments (ota age security and Guaranteed Income

supplement ) and less on private pension contributions
(Canada, Department of Health & Welfare, 1982a).
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Earlier retirement among women may be related to the

t.radítionally held view of work being of secondary

i¡¡portance to women (Cittin & Martin, I977; Canada,

Department of Health & Welfare, 1982a). perhaps the women

in this sampre are representative of earlier generations in

which roLes as homemaker, wife, and mother took precedence

over rores as worker and economic provider. It will be

interesting to note the effects in the future of these

changing roles on retirement among women.

The Pearson correlations revealed that 1s major

variables were significantly rerated to satisfaction in
retirement. The multiple regressions reduced that number

considerably and pointed to the overriding infruence of
certain varíabres in predicting retirement sat.isfaction.
The first regression anarysis revealed that 3 of the 5

significant predictors of retirement satisfaction were the
subjective components of social activity, health, and

income. rhis particular finding may have been part of what

Lee (1978) has referred to as a generar "satisfaction
syndrome" in which subjects are inclined to respond
positively to questions asking for personal evaruations.
This situation would produce positive intercorrelations
among all evaluative items which may be interpreted as

rneasurement arti f acts (r,ee, 1g7g ) . Thus, the obtained
coefficient of 663 may not have been a true estimate of the
exprained variance in retirement satisfaction. The second
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regression, in which 47% of variance was explained, suggests

that the subjecLive components of major variables may not be

necessary to the explanation of satisfaction in retirement.

As the strongest predictor of retirement satisfaction,

it is conceivable that the attitude toward retirement may

set the tone for the overall perception and acceptance of

retirement. If retirement is entered with a realistic
perception and favourable attitude, the retiree may be

better prepared to overcome any problems encountered in

retirement. In addition, a positive attitude enables

retirees to appreciate the time available in retirement and

to pursue interests and activities that are satisfying to
them.

Income and health are closely interrelated and are

central to satisfaction in retirement (Ciffin, et al., 1977¡

Canada, Department of Health & f.felfare, !977). The adeguacy

of income in retirement can affect the adequacy of diet,
clothing, housing and stat,e of health. Income and health

can also pffect the level of participation in activities,
the opportunities to develop special interest.s and hobbies,

as well as overall satisfaction in retirement. In addition,

the adeguacy of income and health may permit the individual
more flexibility in the timing of retirement as well as

better access to planning in preparation for retirement.
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Telephone communication $¡as the only aspect of social

¿ctívii-y that significantly predicted satisfaction in

refirement. Although a telephone does not permit face-to-

face interaction, it does provide a means of communication

with family, friends, Dêighbours, or any other social

conlact. Also, the telephone is a convenient form of

communication for the retired, particularly for those who

may be financially limited, in poor health, or less actively

involved in outside activities.

The aspects of solitary social activity however, were

significantly related to dissatisfaction in retirement.

Television viewing, in part icular, v¡as a ma jor predictor of

dissatisfaction. Àlthough an important medium for
communication and contact with the outside world, terevision
may not, in itself, be intrinsically satisfying to the

retired. Television may provide a temporary escape from

reality or from the pressures of life, but the results
suggest that it is not an effective substitute for
satisfying social contact and communication among the

ret i red.

Job deprivation, the other significant predictor of
dissatisfaction in retirement, suggests that retirees who

miss aspects of their former work rore may have been unable

to successfully make the transition from work to retirement.
They may feel a strong identification with work in terms of
status and prestige and find the loss of work threatens
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their perceplion of themselves as usefuL and productive

members of society. Thus, they are dissatisfied with losing

¿ sêcurê and familiar work rore and in gaining a new and

unfamiliar retirement role.

rt is interesting to compare the resuLts of the study

with those of simirar cross-sectional studies both past and

recent. The most noticeabre similarity between the other

süudies and the present study is the significance of income

and health in predicting satisfaction in retirement (Edwards

& Klemmack, I973; Spreitzer & Snyder , I974; lrlalker, Kimmel,

& Price, 1981; Beck, 1982a). The Edwards and Klemmack

(1973) study arso found that terephone communication and

neighbourhood contact were significant predictors of
satisfaction in retirement.

The Retirement in canada survey of lgTs (canada,

Department of Hearth & welfare, 1977; ciffin & Martin, l9T7¡
ciffin, et a1., 1977 ) revealed, as in the present study,
that a large majority of retired canadians are satisfied in
retirement. In addition, the adequacy of health and income

were found to be the major determinants of overall
satisfaction in retirement. rncome and health were also the
major sources of feerings of relative deprivation and

privilege in comparison with other retirees. rt was

concluded that problems in income and health lrere mutuarly
reinforcing in their effects on retirement satisfaction and

had substantial impact on the adequacy of many other factors
in retirement.
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A recent study by Maclean (1983) on a small British

sample of 44 retired professional males found that

adjustment to retirement and enjoyment of retirement were

representative of two different reactions to retirement.

Attitudes toward retirement and family interaction s¡ere

signi ficant predictors of both reactions. In addition,

income was a signi f icant predictor of adjustment to
retiremenl and personality v¡as a major predictor of

enjoyment of retirement. The total exprained variance in
adjustment to retirement and enjoyment of retirement was

40 ,40å and 54 .6geo respect ively .

Another recent study,, which is the most relevant to the
present study, v¡as the use of the MUNSH by Kozma and stones
(1983) in predicting happiness among older Newfoundranders.

The MUNSH was used to measure happiness at two points in
time (phase I and 2), 18 months apart, among 600 elderly
from rural, urban, and institutional environments. In the
urban group, which is most similar to the one in the present

study, health, activity, housing satisfaction, and marital
status (married) were consistent significant predictors of
happiness in both phase 1 and 2, changes in rife events v¡as

also a significant negative predictor in phase I while
financiar satisfaction was a major predictor in phase z

onl-y

Thus, the results of the present study seem to be in
general agreement with other studies in which income and



health are the dominant factors in

Retirement attitude and aspects of

commonly found - but have also been

predictors in recent studies.
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retirement satisfaction.
social actívity are less

reporLed as signif icant

Since the factors important to ret,irement satisfaction
have noh' been determined, it is appropriate to identify some

vlays in which those factors can maintain or improve

satisfaction in retirement.

The association between marital status and

dissatisfaction in retirement suggests that widowed retirees
may experience feel ings of lonel iness and i solat ion
associated with the ross of a spouse. The presence of a

marit,ar partner or crose confidant will enhance the
possibilities for social- interaction, companionship, and

ulLimately, satisfaction in retirement.

The provision of adeguate income including expanded

private pension plan coverage, improved vesting and
portability of pensions, better protection against
inflation, and more equitabre treatment of women will
contribute toward a higher degree of íncome secirity in
retirement. An adequate standard of living in retirement
will affect the adequacy of díet, clothing, and housing in
n¡eeting basic needs, opportunities to increase mobirity and
develop special interests, as werl as overalr satisfaction
in retirement.
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The importance of health in retirement suggests the

need for proper diagnosis and treatment of illness to

forestall debilitating conditions. Health promotion and

ptoceclion measures including fitness and recreation, proper

nutrition, and appropriate use of medications, drugs, and

alcohol are conducive to a healthier retirement. There is

also a need to provide accurate information about health in

retirement and to eliminate the widespread belief t.hat

illness and death are a result of retirement.

The association between job deprivation and

dissatisfaction in retirement suggests that retirees miss

aspects of their former work role and may be wanting to
return to work. One solut,ion to job deprivation in

retirement is part-time employment which would permit

retirees to continue in their former work role as well as

enjoy the leisuie time avaitable in retirement. Involvement

in volunteer or community activities may also assist those

who miss aspects of their former job.

For satisfying social activity, retirees should spend

Iess time alone wíth substitute forms of social contact such

as television, and more time in human contact together with

family and friends. SociaI involvement in various

educational, religious, cultural, creative, fitness, and

other recreational activities can provide meaningful and

satisfying use of Ieisure time in retirement.
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The association between a more voluntary retirement and

safisfaction in retirement suggests a need for increased

flexibility in the age at retirement. Greater flexibility
in retirement age would permit individuals to either choose

earlier retirement or to continue working, whichever is most

satisfying to them.

À favourable perception and positive attitude toward

retirement wiIl encourage individuals to seek out

information in preparation for retirement. Preparation for

retirement could include pre-retirement counseling or

education programs on issues such as available sources of

income and financial planning, health and nutrition,
neaningful uses of leisure time, alternative employment,

housing, legal advice, pêrsonal counseling, or other

information related to retirement.

To conclude the discussion, it may be possible to place

the results of the study within a theoretical context. In

congruence with several other studies, the results do not

provide support for disengagement theory as a description of

satisfaction in retirement. Since there are almost no

measurements of variables relaled to satisfaction before

retirement, it is not known whether the continuity
perspective would have some relevance to the results of the

study. The activity theory, on the other hand, would seem

to be the theory most descriptive of the study. The results
indicated that social activity with family and friends,
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church and community organizations v¡ere associated with

sa:ísfaction in reLirement. In addition, spending time

alone in soriÈary sociar activities such as watchíng

television, listening to a radio, and reading vrere

negatively associated with satisfaction ín retirement.
fherefore, the results of the study provide support for the

activity theory of aging in characterizing the satisfaction
of. older individuals in retirement.



Chapter

LIMTTATIONS AND

VIII

SUGGESTIONS

There are some general limitations of the study as well

as suggestions for further research. One limitat,ion is that

the voluntary nature of subject participation and the

nonrandom sampling procedure used in the study do not permit

generalizability of research findings to the retired
population. Another limitation is the possibirity that the

subjecls who chose to participate in the study may have been

more satisfied in retirement than those who chose not to
take part. Às indicated earlier, the scores on the MUNSH

were highly concentrated in the upper end of the scare. The

measures of mean, mode, and median in the development of the

MUNSH (Kozma & Stones, 1980) were noÈ reported and

therefore, courd not be compared with those measures

obtained in the present study.

A third limitation concerns the possibility of the
sampre being representative of a relatively advantaged
segment of the retired population in terms of generally
higher income, education, and occupation. statistics canada
(1981d) reports that the average income of Manitobans aged

65 and over is S8,465. The most common income category in
the sample was $30,000 and over. Based on population
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lgúes from Statistics Canada (198lc ) , S3U of the

lation aged 65 and over have less than grade 9

ucalion. The mean number of years of education in the

t

le was 13.59 years. The higher educational background

the sample may have resulted from the mode of

esentation of the education item on page 2 of. the final
ue 5 t I o n na I r e ( Appe nd I x B The 1 t em a s pr e s Â n t ed does

*,no t a I I ow t o r an v t ype o f po s t sèõ onda rv Â duc a t 1 on ot
than college or university which may have been completed by

the respondent. since other types of post-secondary

education were not incruded, it may not have been crear to
the respondent on how to indicate the total number of years

of schooling compreted. As a result, the responses obtained

on the education item may not have been trury representative
of the totar amount of education compreted. It is also
possible however, that individuals with a higher
socioeconomic status may have been better abre to retire and

therefore more rikely to have retired as compared to those
with lower income, education, and occupation.

one suggestion for further research is to obtain
additional information about circumstances surrounding the
decision to retire. Recent studies (citrin & Martin, ] 9T7¡

Ekerdt, Bosse, & Mogey, 1980; Beck, 19g2a, 19g2b) have

suggested that the expected age at retirement may provide an

important link between the reason(s) for retirement, the
actual age at retirement, and satisfaction in retirement.
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suggests that reason(s) for retirement influences
ßegeatch

the individual timing or preference for retirement which

ßõy t in turn, influence satisfaction in retirement.

Oþtaining information about preferred and expected

relirement may provide further understanding about the

decision to retire as well as satisfaction in retirement.

Other important but perhaps idealistic suggestions

include a longitudinal study of satisfaction in retirement.

A longitudinal study would reveal the individual changes in

satisfactíon over time and would provide a baseline to

measure the amount and direction of change. It could then

be determined whether the impact of retirement has

significant effects on satisfaction over the time period

before and after retirement. The effects of the independent

variables upon changes in satisfaction over time could also

be assessed. A longitudinal study would not only reflect
developmental aging processes over time but aLso

generational cohort differences. Future research could

include the use of interviews to obtain more accurate and

in-depth information on particular aspects of retirement. A

stratified or cluster sampling procedure would be

recommended in which the sample could then be representative

of the retired population. Finally, a study on retirement

could include workers and retirees from self-employed, part-
time, and full-time occupations, âs weII as those from both

urban and rural communities.



Chapter IX

IMPLI CATIONS

The ongoing retirement policy debates focus on such

íssues as the age of mandatory retírement, flexible versus

mandaUory retirement, âs well as adequate pensions in

retirement. The finding in this study that a more voluntary

based ret i rement i s assoc iated wi th sat i sfaction in

retirement would seem to support a flexible retirement age

policy. Increasing flexibitity in retirement so as to al]ow

a greater choice in choosing the age at retirement, not only

allows for early retirement, but deferment of retirement

beyond Canada's generally accepted age of 65 years. Early

retirement offers more leisure time as well as opportunities
for social, cultural, oF voluntary activities. Continued

employment, on the other hand, provides the opportunities to

earn additional income, to make use of occupational skiIIs
and resources, and to satisfy the need to engage in useful

and valued activity.

Any change in retirement age policies however, would

have to take into consideration the impact on employment

levels and economic activity in general. Trlith an increase

in earlier retirement, the provisíon of adequate pensions in

retirement could be some cause for concern. Several
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publications (Stone & Maclean, IgTg; Stone 6, Fletcher, 1980;

powell g Martin, 1980; Canada, Department of Health &

Welfare, 1979b) have pointed out that an economic burden

could be placed upon the working population as the post war

"baby boom" generation enters retirement in the early part

of. lhe next century. In addition, current high levels of

unemployment and slow economic growth raise some concern

about the capability of the economy to make pensions

generally available at ages much below 65. The pension

burden coul-d be lightened however if individuals chose to

continue to work past 65. The continued employment among

older individuars would not only increase economic

independence but also help to reduce the potential
requirement for transfer payments among persons 65 and over.

Whatever the implications of future demographic and

economic trends on flexibre retirement, it has been pointed

out that retirement age poricies cannot be determined sorely
on the basis of individual choice (Canada, Department of
Health 6, I{elf are, 1979b) . Rather, there must be some

compromise between the needs of individuals and the needs of
industry to ensure a healthy economy.



Chapter X

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A group of 140 retirees, 62 men and 78 women

participated in a study designed to determine the factors

important to satisfaction in retirement. The objective and

subjective aspects of income, health, job deprivation,

social activity, reasons for retirement, attitude and

preparation for retirement were incruded as independent

variables in the study. Demographic variables of âgê,

length of retirement, â9ê at retirement, gender, marital
status, education, and occupation were also considered. The

dependent variable of satisfaction in retirement was

assessed by a scale of avowed happiness (Mu¡lsti) and was

considered particularly appropriate in view of its recent
development, varidation, and cross-validation on elderly
Canadians.

The mean age of the sample llas 69.05 years. The mean

length of time in retirement was 6.48 years and the most

common age at retirement was 65 years. Men were three times
as I i kery to be marr i ed, whi le h'omen were three t imes as

likery to be widowed. The mean years of education !ùas 13.59
years and the most common occupation was semi-professional.
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All scales were tested for reliability and were

considered reliable for use if Cronbach alpha coefficienLs

met or exceeded .60, with the exception of the reasons for

retirement measure. A Guttman scalogram analysis was

performed on a set of 6 physical task items. The items were

found to comprise an appropriate scale of functional health

as the obtained coefficÍents of reproducibitity and

scalability were .96 and .76 respectively.

' The results of zero-order Pearson correlations revealed

that all major independent, variables vrere significantly
related to satisfaction in retirement with the exceptions of

frequency of visiting neighbours and organ íza|ional
actívity. The first regression analysis revealed that
subjectíve social activity, subjective health, being

married, television viewing, and subjective income were

significant predictors and explained 662 of the variance.
The removar of the subjective components of social activity,
health, and income in the second regression analysis
revealed that retirement attitude, objective income,

television viewing, job deprivation, functional health, and

terephone use were significant predictors and exprained 4z%

of variance in retirement satisfaction. The findings lend

support to the results of other studies in which income and

health remain as significan+. predictors of satisfaction in
ret i rement .



in conclusion, it has often been said that there is

one wây, but rather many ways of attaining satisfaction

retirement. Each individual, up until the point

retirement, is endowed with a special life history

unigue social experiences. Aspects of personality

individual life-style continue to influence satisfaction

the end of,the life span. This point of view is echoed

the words of Back (1977) z

People adjust to retirement in a way analogous to

that in which they adjusted to their working life
. . . . The meaning of life in retirement is
continuous with the meaning one gives to life over

a range of years. If life was not meaningful

before, it cannot become suddenly meaningful

because one has retired. Many of the morale

problems attributed to retirement may be in

reality a function of the total life-style of the

person. (pp. 94-5)

In effect, retirement is a turning point

that which has gone before, âs well as a
which is yet to come.
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coN F0Rr,i

As an Íntegral part of the devetopmental life span, retirernent

has come to have an important place in the fife of almost every

worklng individual. The following questionnaire is part of a research

study concerning severaL different aspects of retirement. The rnajor

purpose of the study is to determine how well retirees are adjusting

to retirement.

Participants are asked to reád and complete each item contained

in the questionnaire. Participation in the study is purely volunta:"y

and the responses to the questionnaÍres will be kept entirely anony-

nous, PartÍcipants nay choose to complete the questionnaires at the

time they are distributed or keep them until some future date, in v;hieh

case arrangements will- be made to collect the questíonnaíres. ff so

desired, participants may recei-ve a short report of the research

results when avail-abl-e.

Your participation in the study will give an indication of the

things that are inportant to retirees today as they experience retire-
ment. You will also be providing important inplications for those

who v¡il1 be facing retirement in the future. Fina11y, you rvil-l be

helping to point out the things that shoul-d be changed or improveC upon

i-n order that retire¡nent be a happy and enjoyable experience for every-

one.

Your participation is greatly appreeiated. Please detaeh the

bottom slip and return it with the questionnaire when conpleted.

I understand the inforrnation contained above and have agreed to

partícipate in the study.

Signature

Addre s s
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FOR

OFFICE USE

ONLY

r.D. N0

t-4h
FOR îHE FOI,I,OWTNG QT]EST]ONS PI,EASE CHECK (/)

T]IE ONE APPROPRIATE CHOICE OR FTIT TN THE

BT,ANK. PT,EASE BE SURE TO ANSWER ATT OF

TI{E S1IESTIONS. AIT, INFORMATION IS CONFIDENT]AI,.

1. What is your age?

7-9

2, What is your sex?

1) Male

2) Female

l_0

3. Which statement best describes
your present rnarital- status?

1l_
L) Never married

2) Married

3) Widowed

4) Separated

5) Divorced
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4 What is your eilucationaL backgrowrd?
(select the highest level- aehieved)

1) No for:nal- educatíon T2

2) Grade I or less

3) Some high school

4) CompJ.eted high schooL

5) Some post-secondary education
( commwrity coJ-J-ege , te chnical ,

college, university)

6) Conpleted connunity college
or technical school
(certíficate, dípIoma, etc.)

7) Completed col-lege or university
degree (8.4., B.Sc., etc. )

8) Some graduate or post-
graduate education

9) Compl-eted graduate or post-
graduate education
(M.4., M.Sc. , Ph.D., etc. )

5. What was your major occupation in Life?
(Please be specifÍc such as phar:nacist,
school- teacher, housewife, etc.)

l_

17-18

6. Do you work for any paid emplo¡rment at
this time?

1) No

2) Yes

n t9
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lBg
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?. Do you consider yourself retired
from your forrner occupation?

1) No

2) Yes

20

I If yes, how long have you been
retired?

2L-22years,

HERE ARE A FEW QI'ESTIONS A3OUT FTNANCES.

W}IAT YOU INDICATE IS CONFIDENTIAI TNFORM-

AT]ON.
E-L

9, V{hich category best indicates your current
total annual income? (including that of your
spouse if applicabl-eI This includes a1l-

income from public and private penslons'
allowances, public welfare, insurance annuities,
wages, investments, l-nterests, dividends, rents,
and any other forrns of income.

0l-) Under

02 ) $r-0oo

03) $2ooo

o¿l) $3ooo

05) $þooo

06) $5ooo

o7) $6000

o8) $?ooo

$rooo

- $r.999

- 82999

- 93999

- $+ggg

- $59e9

- *6ggg

- Û7999

ü
u
n
ntl
nrltl

09) $8ooo -
10) $9ooo -
1l-) $10,000

12) $12,000

13) $15,000

r.4) $20, ooo

15) $25,ooo

16) $3o,ooo

$8gsg

#gggg

- $11,999

- *It+,999

- ût9,999

- fi21l,999

- Û2g,ggg

and over

utl
[]
utl
ü
n
rl

25-26
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E-2

10. How welL do you think your income artd

assets currently satisfy your needs?

(incLuding that of your spouse íf applicable). 29

1) Totally inadeguate

2) Not very well

3) With some difficultY

4) AdequateS-y

5) Very wel-l

LI. How does your current economic situation
compare with what it was before you retired?

1) Current economic situation is rnuch worse

2) Current econornic situatíon is somewhat worse

3) Current economic situation is about the same

ll) Current economic situation is somewhat better

5) Current economic situation is much better

NOW, SOME QUESTToNS A30UT YoUR ÏlEAl,TlI.

H-1

30

roT
3t-32

L2, For your age, how would you describe your

heaLth at the Present time?

1) Very poor (health troubles or infirmities
aLl the time, prevents most activities or
reguires confinenent to bed).

35

( continued)
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L2. (continued)

2) Poor (very often prevents activities)

3) Fair (occasionall-y prevents activíties)
l+) Good (rarely prevents actívities)

J) ExceJ.lent (never prevents activities)

13. How does your current health'condition
compare with what it was before you retired?

I) Current health condition is much worse

2) Current heaLth condítion is somewhat worse

3) Current heal-th condition is about the same

4) Current health condition is somewhat better

5) Current health conditíon is much better

ll-2

1ll. From the following J.ist, put a checkmark
beside each of the items that you feeJ_ you
are physically able to do.

L) Vfalk up and d.own stairs

2) Go to a novj.e, to church, to a meeting,
or to visit

3) walk half a mile

4) Do ordinarXr work aror.¡nd the house

5) Work at a fu11-tíne job

6) neavy work around the house like
shoveling snow or washing wall-s

f
n
n
tlr

f

!
t'

Lgl-

36

TOT
37-38

4r-42

TOT
43-44
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NEXT, SOME QTJESTTONS ASOUT HOW YOU SPENÐ

YOUR TTUE IN RETTREMENT. PUT A C}IECKMARK

OR FTIJT IN TIÐ B]JANK VIiIERE APPROPRTATE.

s-1

15, How nany hours would you. say you
watch television in a day?

4? -48
hours.

t6 How nany hours woul-d you say you
listen to the radio in a day?

49-50
hours.

V. IIow many hours would you say you
read in a day?

5t-52
hours.

18. How often do you visit with your
neighbours?

1) Never

2) About once a month or less

3) A few times a month

4) At least once a week

5) Once a day

6) Several tines a day

53

lr
I
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19. Aside from your neighbours, how often
do you see any of your friends and
reLatives in Winnipeg - I nean peopl_e
you know pretty wel_J.?

L) Never

2) Less than once a month

3) Several- times a nonth

þ) A¡out once a week

J) Several times a week

54

20 About how many phone calls do you
make and receive in a day?

55-56
ca11s.

2t How often do you attend church or
particlpate ín church-related actívities?

1) Never

2) Less than once a month

3) About once a month

4) uore than once a month

5) About once a week

6) more than once a week

5?
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22 How often do you attend meetings
of any clubs, civic groups, or other
organizations?

1) Never

2) T,ess than once a month

3) About once a month

4) tUore than once a month

5) About once a week

6) uore than once a week

s-2

23. How do you generall-y feel about the
way you spend your free time?

1) Very unsatisfied

2) UnsatísfÍed

3) Neither satisfied nor dLssatisfied

4) satisrie¿

5) Very satisfied

24. Woul-d you say that your present
recreational pattern meets your
needs for social activity?

L) No, a great deal of change i.s needed

2) tlo, some changes are needed

3) Not sure

4) Yes, to a degree

5) Yes, vernr nuch

¡r
f
T
n

L9t+

58

r0r
59-60

63

64

65-66
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NEXT, ARE SOME QUESTIONS ASOUT ],TFE TN

GEN8RAT,. PLEASE AI{SWTR "YES" TF A STATEMENT

IS TRI'E FOR YOU AND "NO" ]F TT DOES NOT

APPT,Y TO YOU. TF YOU ARE NOT SURE ONE WAY

OR T}IE OT}tsR, PUT A CHECKMARK TN TI{E BOX

I'NDER "DONI:T KNOW". PI,EASE BE SURE TO

ANSWER EVERY QUEST]ON.

M-l-

t-4/2

ES NO ÐON'T KNOW

In the past few months have you
been feeling

25.

26.

2?.

0n top of the world? ?

8

9

In high spirits?

Particul-arly content with
your life?

28.

29.

30.

Ï,ucky?

Bored?

10

11

1-2

L3

t4

L5

t6

Very loneJ-y or renote
fron other people?

3I. Depressed or very unhappy?

32 FLustered because you
didn't know what was

expected of you?

33, Bitter about the way your
Life has turned out?

34. Generally satisfied with
the way your life has
turned out?
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NOW, IIERE ARE SO}M STATEMENTS ABOUT I,TFE TN GENERAI.

YES NO DON'[ KNOW

35, Ihis is the dreariest time
of my life. v

1B

Ig

20

21

.)

¿+

25

¿o

27

¿ó

36 I am just as happy as when

ï was yoì.rnger.

37, Most of the things T do are
boring or rnonotonous.

38. The things I do are as
interesting to me as they
ever were.

39, As I look back on my life,
I am fairl-y welJ- satisfied.

40. Things are getting worse
as I get older.

41 . I often feel 1onel-y.

42. Iittle things bother ne

more this year.

43

44

f sometimes feel that life
isn't worth J-iving.

I am as happy now as when

ï was younger.

45. Life is hard for me most

of the time.

46, My health is the same or
better than nost peoplers
rny age.
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FOR T}IE NEXT TWO STATEMENTS, PUT A CHECKIUARK

TN T}IE BOX BESTDE THE STATEI\ENT WHTCH MOST

APPIIES TO YOU.

4?. If you could live where you wanted,
where wouLd you live?

1) I wouJ.d live in sorne other location

2) I would live where I do now

2g

tlg How satisfied are you with your life today?

1) I arn not satisfied

2) I an satisfied

30

PA 3r-32

NOW, I WOU1,D T,TKE TO KNOW SOME THTNGS ABOUT

YOUR FORMER EMPT,OYMENT.

vl-L

N.a 33-34

PE 35-36
BEIOW ÏS A ],IST OF THTNGS THAT SOI\48 PEOPT,E

CONSIDER IMPORTANT ON THE JOB. PUT A CHECK-
MARK TN T}TE BOX I'NÐER TYESII FOR ÎHOSE THTNGS

THAT WSRE T}TE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU WIIEN YOU

WERE WORK]NG. IF T}TET WERE NOT IMPORTANI TO

YOU, PUT A CiTECKMARK UNDER TNO".

NE 37-38

TOT
39-40

l¡Í. < NO

4g, Being invoLved in ínteresting kinds
of tasks.

43

50,

5t.

Being highly regarded by others. 44

Being involved mainly with fanil-iar
things.

45

( continued)
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YES NO

52, Having a good paying job. 46

53. Being abl-e to work mainly with
people rather than things, 47

5l+. Having a job which left me a good

deal of tine to spend with my

family.

48

55. Being able to experiment with doing
new things j.n new ways.

49

56, Having a job that was stable and

se cure .
50

5?, Having a job which left me fairi-y
free of supervision and let me be

independent.

51,

58. Having a job in which my felLow
workers liked ne.

t¿

59, BeÍng invol"ved in figuring things
out rnuch of the time.

60. Having a job that provided for
regular advancements.

5t+

6l-. Being abl-e to work nainly with
things.

<4

62, Having a job in whích my family
approveil .

)o

63, Having a chance to do the things
I am best at.

57

6l+, Being involved in doing new

things quite frequentlY. 5B

59 -60
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T}IE FOTIOWING QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT YOUR

PRÐVIOUS JOB TN GENERAT,. TF T}IEY OFTEN

APPÍ.Y TO YOU, PUI A CT{ECKMARK TN U{E BOX

UNDER "OFTEN". IF T}IEY SOMETTI\IES APPIY

TO YOU, PUT A C}TECKIUARK TN THE BOX UNÐER

"SOIIETTMES". TF TI{EY NEVER APPLY TO YOU,

PUT A C}IECKMARI( UNDER 'NEVER'"

OFTEN SOMETIMES NEVER

65, How often do you rniss
the feeling of doing
a good job?

63

66. How often do you want
to go back to work?

6+

6Z How often do you worry
about not having a job
to do?

65

68, How often do you miss
being with other PeoPle
at work?

66

NEXT, A FEW T}ITNGS ASOUT W¡IEN YOU BETÏRED.

R-1

TOT
67 -68

6g. Which statement best describes your
decision to retire?

1

1) My decision to retire was entÍrely vo1untary.

2) My decision to retire was due to reasons

beyond nY eontrol.
7
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R-2

THE FOT,],OWING T,IST CONTATNS SOME STATEilIENTS

DESCRTBTNG VARIOUS REASONS FOR RETIREIIIENT.

READ EACH STATEMENT IN TiE ],TST AND IF T}TE

STATEMENT REFT,ECTS YOUR DECTSTON TO RETIRE,

PUT A CHECKMARK IN T]IE BOX UNDER "AGREE".
IF TifE STATEMENT DOES NOT REFI,ECI YOUR DECISÏON

TO RETIRE, PUT A C}TECKMARK UNÐER "DISAGREE".

AGREE DISAGREE

?0, I was tired of working and feLt
that I had earned the right to
retire.

10

11

t2

t3

14

t5

t6

t?

r_B

?1. I retired when I reached the
nandatory retirement age.

?2. I wanted to continue working but
f was asked to retire.

?3. f wanted to stop working so I
could enjoy retired life.

?4, f wanted to stop because I was

rea11y too i1l to work.

?5, I wanted to stoP because I real-lY
didnrt enjoY the work I was doing.

?6. I had enough money to retire,
so why not?

7?. I was r.mhapPy wíth rnY work.

?8, I wanted to continue working,
so I pJ.anned on working after
retirement.

( continued)
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AGREE DfSAGR¡E

?9. My place of work was closed ilown

or mo.¡ed.
tg

80. I was unhappy with my superiors.

A-1

20

NOW, SOME STAÎEMENTS CONCERNTNG YOUR OWN

FEEIINGS ASOUT RETIREMENT. PUl A C}ECKMARK

rN T}TÐ APPROPRTATE BOX AS TO WHETI{ER YOU

STRONG],Y AGREE, AGREE, ARE NEUTRA],, DISAGREE,

OR STRONGTY DISAGREE.

TOT
2t-22

x
F-.1(t
z9)
EH
E:'C5râ<

f¡l
f¡l&
<,

'¡ú
É
fd

f¡l
tslÉú
rn
H
Ê

! t¡¡
H I¡JüÊ(z<to<ÉØ
HHØÀ

81 Most people look forward
to retirenent as some-

thing very enjoyabl-e.
25

ö¿ When a person retires,
their heal-th ís apt to
de cline .

26

83. For most peopJ-e, retíre-
ment is an opportunity
to do things they have

always wanted to do, but
never had the time to do.

27

B4 It is better not to thinlr
about retirement. 28

( continued)
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85, When a person retires, they
have one foot in the grave. 2g

86. Those who retire should
consider thernsel-ves l-ucky. 30

87, Retirement is a goal for
which nost people are
wi3-lÍng to sacrifice anil
work hard for.

3t

88. Retírement is something to
be avoided. as long as
possible.

Òô

P-1

FINAIT,Y, SOME SUESTIONS ASOUT BETNG READY

FOR REÎIREMENT.

89, Before you retired, did you read any

literature or information about retirement?

107
Y-3Ll

l-) No

2) Tes 37

90. Before you retired, did you receive any

professional advice or counsel-ing about

reti.rement?

1) No

2) Yes

?R
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9I. If yes, did the infor¡nation or counseling
you received heJ-p you when you retired?

l-) It did not help

2) It hel-ped somewhat

3) It helped rne a great deal-

?o

92, In general, how well prepared were you
for retirement?

1) I was not well prepared

2) f was fairì-y welJ- prepared

3) I was very well prepared

40

TOT
4r-42

* * * * # Jt * * * * rs ts + t+ rÊ ås r+ rs rt t+

THANK-YOU FOR YOUR PARTICTPATION.

PTEASE SEE NEXT PAGE.
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I\'¡ÌEN COIVIPIETED, T}IERE WTT,T BE COPIES OF T}TE

RESU],TS OF THTS RESEARCH STUDY AVAII,ASLE AT

ÏOUR ORGANÏZATTON.

WOUID YOU III(E A COPY TO BE T,EFT AT YOUR

ORGANIZATION?

YES

NO

TF YES, PI,EASE DETACH THIS PAGE AND TEAVE TT

AT YOUR ORGANIZATION.
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FOR
OFFICE

USE
ONLY

I.D. NO.

FOR T¡{E FOLLOWING QttEsTIONs PLÐASE C}tECK(v/)

THE ONE APPROPRIATE CHOICE OR FIII, IN lHE

BLAI{K. PLEASE BE SURE TO AI{SVIER AT,I OF Î¡{E

QI'ESIIONS. ALT INFORIYIATION IS CONFTDENTIAL.

L4h

1 What is your age?

6.9

2 t{hat is your sex?

L) !{ale

2) FemaLe L1

3. Which statement best describes
your present marital status?

1) Never narríed

2) Married

3) Widowed

4) separated

5) Divorced

L3
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l+ Fro¡n the following lLst, clrcle the
nunber;hích repracents the total nunber
of yeare of schooling that you have conpleted.

Prfinar¡r educatLoniéitnãåtã"v-ãõñãär1t23456

ff;:"Sfl"il"f;il*T"n""rr ? I e ro 1r Lz tj

r.5-16

Post-secondarXr
education
(colLege or unlversity)

L 2 3 4+

5. Ílrat was your naJor occupatÍon ln llfe?
(Please be specific such as pharrnacl.st,
elenentary echool teacher, nanager of
retall gtore, etê.)

-18

6, Do you work for arry ¡nid emplo¡rment at
this tine?

I) No

2) Tes

I
tl

20

7, Do you consl.der yourself retlred fron
your fonner occu¡ntion?

1) r{o n
2) res t]

22

8. If yes, how long have you been retired?

ye8,rs, 24-27
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}IERE ARE A FDI{ QTIESTIONS ABOUT FTNANCES.
W}IAT TOU TNDICATE IS CONFIDENTIAI TNFORMATION.

9. Which category best indlcates your cunent
total annuaL incone (including that of your
spouse if applicabte)f This includes al1
lncome from pubLic and private pensions,
allowances, public welfare, insurance annuitles,
wages, investnents, interests, dlvidends, rents,
and any other for:ns of lncome.

o1) under gl.ooo tr 09) g8ooo - $Bggg

02) $looo - $lggp f] 10) ggooo _ *gggg
03) 92000 _ fiaggg fJ 11) glo,ooo _ gu,999
04) $3ooo - 63999 t] t2) g12,o0o - gr4,ggg

05) $4000 - $4ggg I t3) $r5,ooo - $19,999
06) $5ooo - #5ggg n 14) g2o,ooo _ #2t+,9gg
0Z) 96000 - û6ggg I t5) g2j,ooo _ gzg,ggg

08) $zooo - Szggg t] 16) g3o,oo0 and over
10, How well do you think your income and

assets currently satisfy your needs
(íncludine that of your spouse if applicab}e)?

1) Totatly inadequate t]
Z) not very well fl
3) t{Íth sone difficulty tr
4) Adequately n
J) very weì.r t]

11. How does your current econonic situation
conpare with what it was before you retired?

1) Current econonic ¡ituation is nuch worse

2) Current econonic sltuatÍon is somewhat worse

3) Current economic sltuation ls about the same

I+) Cur:rent econonic situatlon is sonewhat better
5) Current economic situation is ¡ruch better

rrr
n
l
rl
D
!

l
u
tr
tr
n

209

29-30

32

36-3?
îoT
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il01{, soME QIIESTIoNS A30UT yoUR HEAmH.

12. For your age, how would you descrlbe your
health at the present tlme?

I) Very poor (health troubles or ínflrmities
. all the time, prevents nost actlvities or

requires confinenent to bed)

2) Poor (ve¡y often prevents activities)
3) Fair (occasionaLly prevents activities)
4) Cood (rarely prevents activities)
j) Excellent (never prevents activities)

13, How does your current health condltion conpare
wlth what it rlas before you retired?

1) Current health conditÍon is much worse

2) Cunent health condition ls sonewhat worse

3) Current health condition ls about the sane

4) Current health condition is sonewhat better
5) Current heaLth condition is nuch better

14. Fron the foltowing list, put a checknark in
the box under "yes" beside all of the itens
that you feel you are physicalLy abJ.e to do.
For those ltems that you feel you are not able
to do, put a checkmark ln the box under "no".

1) Ge to a aovie¿ to churah,
to a neetinß. or to visit

2) Oo ordinary york around the house

3) t{alk up and down stairs
4) warr half a mile

5) Heavfi work around the house like
shoveling snow or washing walls

6) Work at a ft¡Ìl-time Job.

f
r
tr
tr
n

tl
n
r1
nr

lr0

n
rl
tl
tr
n
n

Y:ES

tl
ntl
T
n
tr

2ro

39

4r-

TOT
43-Lt4

Iue
Jrz
nue
fl+g

E¡o

fl51
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I{EXT, SOME QUESTIoNS A30UT HoW YoU SPEND

TOUR TIME IN REIIREMENT. PW A C}IECKMARK

OR FII,T IN T}TE BI,ANK WHERE APPROPRIATE.

l,5, How marry hours would You say You
watch television ín a daY?

hours 56-59

16. How nany hours woulcl you say you

listen to the radio in a daYt

hours

6L-64

l?. How nan¡r hours vould You say You

read Ln a daY?

hours.

18. How often do You visÍt with Your
neighbours?

TOî.4
7L-?4

1) Never

2) About once a rnonth or less

3) A few tines a month

l+) At least once a week

5) once a daY

6) several times a daY

t-4/2

T
I
rl
u
n

6
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19. Aside fron your neighbours, how often
do you see any of your friends a¡rd
relatives ln Winnipeg - I nean people
you know pretty well?

L) Never

2) tess than once a nonth

3) Several tl_mes a rnonth

4) AUout once a week

5) Several tines a week

I
l
tr
trr
I

TOT
20 About how nany phone calls do you

nake and receive in a dayt
i.0-11

cal1s.

73-t5
?L. How often do you attend church or

participate in church-related activities?

1) Never

2) I,ess than once a rnonth

3) About once a month

4) Uore than once a month

5) lbout once a week

6) more than once a week

l
T
u
n
l
f

L7
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22. How often do you attend neetings
of an¡r clubs, cLvic groups, or other
organizations?

1) Never

2) less than once a month

3) About once a nonth

4) Uore than once a nonth

5) lbout once a week

6) t{ore than once a week

tl
tl
tl
fl
tl
u

L9

23, How do you generaLl.y feel about the
way you spend your free time?

L) Yery r¡nsatisfied

2) Unsatisfied

3) Neither satÍsffed nor dissatisfied

4) satisfied

5) Very satisfied

[0T-c
2I-?2

r
tr
T
u

24

2l+, Would you say that your present
recreatl.onaL pattern meets your
needs for social_ activity?

1) No, a great deal of change is needed

2) Nor'some changes are needed

3) Not sure

4) Yes, to a degree

5) tes, very nuch

f,
T
n
tr
n

2

28-29
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IVEXT, ABE SOME QUESTIONS ASOUT TIFE IN
GENENAI. PI,EASE ANSVIER ñ)TES' IF A STATEI'ÍENT

IS TRTIE FOR IOU AI{D 'NON IF IT DOES NOT

APP],Y TO TOU. TF YOU ARE NOT SURE ONE WAT

oR THE oTHER, pUT A CHECKMART( IN lltE BoX

T'NDER ¡DONTÎ KNOW". PI,EASE BE SURE TO

ANSWER EVEAÍY QUESTION.

In the past few nonths have
you been feellng rES NO DONIT KNOW

25.

26.

2?.

0n top of the worLd? 3t

In high spirits? 32

Particularly content with
your life? tl 33

28,

29,

30.

Lucky? u 34

Bored? n 35

Very lonei.y or renote
fro¡n other people? fl ,.

f3?)I. Depressed or very unhappy? l
32, Flustered because you

didn't brow what was

expected of you?
u 38

33. Bitter about the way your
life hae tu¡ned out? T 39

34, Generally satisfied with
the way your L1fe has
turned out?

40
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NOW, HERE ARE SOME STATEMENTS ABOUT LIFE IN GENERAI,.

ÏES NO DONIÎ KNOW

35. Thls is the dreariest time
of try life. f

n
T

41

36. f an Just as happy as when

f vras younger. 42

37. lilost of t]re things I do are
borlng or monotonous.

t+3

38. The thlngs I do are as
interesting to ne as they
ever were.

t+4

39. As I look back on my lífe,
f a¡¡ fairly well satisfied. t+5

40. Things are getting worse
as f get older. T n 46

41. I often feeL lonely. r
T
u
f,
l
T

47

42. Llttle thÍngs bother ne
nore this year. f

f
r

f 48

43

l+l+

I sometimes feel that life
isnrt worth livlng. 49

I am as happy now as when

f was younger. T 5o

l+5. Llfe ls hard for me nost
of the time. n 5t

46. tty heatth ls the same or
better than nost peoplets
ny age.

52
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47. If you could. live where you wanted,
where would you llve?

53

48 How satisfied are you with your 1ife today?

1) f am not satisfied

2) f an satisfÍed

r
T

54

PA 56-5?

NOW. I WOUTD I,IKE TO KNOW SOME THINGS
ASOUT YOUR FORMER EMP],OYMENT.

NA 58-59

BELOW IS A TTSÎ OF THINGS THAT SOTE PEOPI,E
CONSTDER IMPORTANT ON THE JOB. PUT A CHECK-
MARK IN THE BOX ITNDER "YES' FOR THOSE THINGS
THAî WERE THE MOST IMPORIANT TO yOU y,rlIEN yOU

WERE WORKING. IF Î}IEY WERE NOl IMPORTANT TO
ÏOU, PUT A CTIECKMARK I'NDER "NO"

PE 60-61

NE -63

ror 64-66

YTS NO

I4g. Being involved in interesting kinds
of tasks,

50, Being highLy regarded by others.

5L. Being invoLved mainl_y with famil_iar
things.

52. Havlng a good paying Job.

6

?

I

9
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rEs NO

53. Being abLe to work nainty with
people rather than things. 10

1t
54, Having a Job which left me a good

deal of tine to spend wÍth ny
family.

55. BeÍng able to experiment wlth doing
new things in new ways, 12

13

14

t5

t6

t?

r8

19

20

2t

56, Having a Job that was stable and
secure.

57, Having a Job which l-eft ne fairty
free of supenrision and let ne be
independent.

58, lIavíng a Job in which ny fellow
workers liked rne. T

n
T
f
T
n
T

59, Being involved in figuring things
out much of the tine.

60, Having a job that provided for
regular advancements.

61, Beíng able to work mainly with
things.

6z Having a Job ln which my family
approved. n

63. Having a chance to do the thi:rgs
f am best at.

64, Being lnvol-ved in doing new
things quite frequently.

23
TOT
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T}IE FOTIOWING QT'ESTTONS ARE ASOUT YOUR

PRSVIOUS JOB TN CENERAI,. IF Î}TEY OiqTEN

APPLY IO YOU, PUT A CHECKTVIARK IN T}fE BOX

I'NDER 'OFTEN". IF THEY SOIUETIMES A?PLY
1O YOU, PUT A CIIÐCKMARK IN T}fE BOX UNDER
iSOMETIMES'. IF THEY NEVER APPIY TO YOU,

PUT A C}IECK¡úARK UNDER iITEVER".

qFTEN SOMETIMES NEVER

65. How often do you uriss
the feeLing of doing
a good Job?

26

66, How often do you want
to go back to work?

2?

67. How often do you worrJ/
about not havlng a Job
to do?

28

68. How often do you niss
being with other people
at work?

29

¡IEXT, A FEW fHINGS ABOUT WHEN YOU REîINED.
T01

9L-32
69, Tlhich statement best describes your

decision to retlre?

1) Uy decislon to retire was entirely votuntary.
3+

2) IrV decision to retire was due to reasons
beyond 4r control.
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THE FOI,IOWING LIST COÌ{TAINS SOME STATEMENTS

DESCRISING VARIOUS REAEONS FOR RETIREMENT.

READ EACH STAîEMEI{Î IN THE TIST AT{D IF T}tE
STATEMENT REF],ECTS TOUR DECTSION TO RETIRE,
PUT A C}IECKMARK IN THE BOX I'NDER "AGREE".
IF THE STATEIÍEI{T DOES NOT REFI,ECT YOUR DECISION
TO RETTRE, PUT A C}IECKMARK I'NDER "DTSAGREE".

AGREE DTSACREE

79. I was tired of working and felt
that I had earned the rlght to
retire.

36

37

38

39

&0

41

42

t+3

t+4

?L, f retired when I reached the
mandatory retirement age.

72. I wanted to continue working but
I was asked to retire.

73, f wanted to stop working oo it
ceull enJoy retired llfe.

74. f wanted to stop because I was
really too 111 to work.

?5. f wanted to stop because I real.ly
didnrt enjoy the work I was doing.

?6. I had enough noney to retire,
so why not?

7?. I wanted to continue working,
so I planned on working after
retirement.

n
78. W place of work was closed dovrn

or noved. f
46-4?

TOT
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NOW SOME STATEIIENTS CONCERNING YOUR OWN

FEETTNGS ASOUT RETIREIìIENT. PIJT A C¡{ECKIIARK

TT T}TE APPROPRTATE BOX AS TO W}IETI{ER TOU

STRONGT,Y AGREE, AGREE, ARE NEUIRAI', DISAGREE'

OR STRONGTT DISACREE.

xFtÈkl
c5EzrJo<&Ø
ErH(ââ

f¡l
frlÉ(,
Ø
H
Ê

'¡a
H

H

f¡l
f¡l
É
C'

E
ct
z.îAoÊlú,ú
F{ù
Ø4

?9. Most peopJ.e look fonlard to
retirement as sonething
very enjoyable.

80. When people retire' their
health ls apt to decline.

81. For most people, retirenent
is an opportunity to ôo the
things they have always
wanted to do, but never had
the tine to do.

82 ft is better not to think
about retirement.

83. Ïlhen people retire' theY
have one foot in the grave.

84. Those who retire should
consider themselves luckY.

85. Retirement is a goal for
whlch nost people are
wil.Ling to sacrifice and

work hard for.

86. Retirenent is something to
be avoided as long as

Possible,

49

5o

5L

5?

53

54

55

56

OT
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FII{AT,IY, SOME QI'ESTIONS ASOUT BEINC

READY FOR RETIREIIIENT.

8?. Before you retired, dial you read any
literature or information about retirenent?

6t
l) No

2) Yes

r
tl

88 Before you retired, díd you receive eny
professional advice or counsel-ing about
retirement?

1) No t]
2) yes tf

6z

If you ¡newered "yes', go to question 8p.

If you answered 'no', go on to question 90.

89, If you answered 'yes' to question 8f or 88,
did the inforrnation you read or counseling
you received help you when you retired?

u
T
tl

63
1) It did not help

2) ft helped eomewhat

3) It heJ.ped me a great deal-

90. In general, how well prepared were you
for retlrement?

1) I was not well prepared

2) I was fairly well prepared

3) I was very welL prepared

tr
n
I

64

,f r i * * t * t * t,t * * t * t * * * * T0r
66-62

Î}TANK-YOU FOR YOUR PARITCTPATION. P],EASE SEE ¡IEXT PAGE.
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W}IEN COMPI,ETED, T}TERE WII,L BE COPIES OF lHE
RESU],TS OF THTS RESEARC}I STUDY AVAIT,ASI,E AT
YOUR ORGANIZATION.

WOUI,D YOU I,IKE A COPY TO BE IEFÎ AT YOUR

ORGAI{IZATION?

ï3S

NO f
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APPENDTX C

TIST OF ORGANIZAîTONS

ACTIVEIY IIWOI,VED TN T}fE STUDY
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Iist of OrEanizations Actívelv Involved in the Study

Creative Retirement tvlanitoba

Snith Street Senior Centre

IripJ.e V Club, Y.M.C.A,

Retired Peoplers Participaction Group, y.M.C.A.

Golden RuIe Senlors

Lions Manor 0utreach

Teacherrs Retirenent Allowances Fund Board

Employee ReLations, University of Manitoba
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APPENDIX D

COPY OF RESUTîS

MADE AVATIABIE TO RETIREES
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THE UNIVERS¡TY OF MAN¡TOBA FACULTY OF HUMAN ECOLOGY Vinnipeg, Maniroba
Canada RIT 2N2

(2M) 474.9225

Deparrment of Family Studies

Dear Retiree:

As you nay recall, a research study on satisfaction in
retírement was conducted last sumner in 1983 by Kin Browning
(Graduate Student) and Dr. John Bond, Jr., (Thesis Advisor)
of the Departnent of Family Studies at the University of
Manitoba. We would Like to thank you for taking the time
and effort to fill- out the questionnaires and return then
promptly to us. Your quick response enabled us to code and

tabulate the results of the research and make them avail-able
to those concerned.

In order to protect the identity of those who took part
in the study, we are not entireLy sure whether you did or did
not request a copy of the results of the study. If you did
not request a copy, you need not pay any attentíon to this
report. If you did request a copy, please read on.

fhe results of the study were based on l_40 retirees and

indicated that the najority of seniors are satisfied with
their Life in retirement. rt was found that adequate income,

heal-th, social- activity, retirement planning, and a favourabLe

attitude are important to happiness in retirement. rt was aLso

found that those who nissed aspects of their fo¡rner job and

retired under nonvoluntary conditions were less happy in
retirement. The ímplications of the study pointed to the

importance of maintaining adequate pensions, health care,
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and social activlties for seniors ln retirement. In addltion,
the results support the notion of a fLexible retLrement age

and increased opportr¡nlties for part time emplo¡rment in
retirement.

It ls hoped that the resul-ts of the study wiLl provlde

further understanding of the retirement process and perhaps,

assist those who are now in retirenent as weLl- as those who

will be entering retirement in the future.
If you would like further Lnfornation regardÍng the

resul.ts of the study, you nay contact me at 269-LZII+, ot
Dr. John Bond at 4?l+-91Ð2. Once again, we thank you for
your time and participation ln naking this study possible.

Sincerely,

Kimberly F. Brownlng
Graduate Student
Department of FamiJ.y Studies

John.B. Bondr Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Departnent of Family Studies




